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Preface

On March 6, 2022, Forgiveness- Sunday in the Orthodox tradition, the 
Patriarch of Moscow preached that the world is divided between two 
forces, one good and divine, the other evil and sinful. Power ful forces 
 were threatening Rus sia and its religious believers to stray from the path 
of righ teousness by imposing on them a regime of liberties, the final and 
most terrible of which was the holding of gay parades. Gay parades, the 
patriarch explained  under the gilded vaults of Moscow’s Christ Savior Ca-
thedral,  were the ultimate test of loyalty imposed by the reign of evil on the 
Orthodox flock, which for the sake of its very salvation was called to fight 
back (Patriarchia 2022). March 6, 2022, was the eleventh day of Rus sia’s 
brutal aggression launched against Ukraine. The patriarch’s sermon used 
the language of the global culture wars for a justification of the war.

The culture wars denote a division between progressive and conservative 
values and between the individuals, groups, and countries that identify 
with one or the other. Unlike the “clash of civilizations” and interreli-
gious strife  imagined by Samuel Huntington (1993), the culture wars led 
to ideological alliances between religions and to sharper divisions inside 
them. In Huntington’s civilizational scheme, a war between two Orthodox 
nations was improbable; in the world of the global culture wars, the Rus sian 
Orthodox patriarch justifies the war against Orthodox believers in Ukraine 
with a sermon about gay parades.

This book is about how the Rus sian Orthodox Church got to this point. 
It shows how Rus sian actors first learned and  adopted the language and 
codes of the global culture wars and then started to use them. We researched 
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viii P r e fa c e

and wrote this book before the events of 2022, but what we found out 
speaks to the pro cesses that precede and underlie current events. The trans-
national perspective on Rus sian conservatism offered in this book takes 
the analy sis of Rus sia’s illiberal and autocratic turn beyond the narrow fo-
cus on nationalism and highlights the ideological and personal connec-
tions between Rus sia and the po liti cal and Christian Right in the United 
States and Eu rope. The Rus sian culture- war story from the 1990s  until 
 today is about global ideological dynamics and the refashioning of Rus-
sian Orthodox social teaching in the language of transnational moral con-
servatism. It covers Rus sian clerics, activists, politicians, and oligarchs 
pitching Rus sia as a stronghold of traditional values to the world and West-
ern actors falling for a traditionalist Rus sia of their own making. With 
this book, we want to lay open the mechanisms of polarization and dis-
sect the role of Rus sia and the Rus sian Orthodox Church on the frontlines 
of the global culture wars.
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1

Introduction

November 23, 2019, was a cold day in Moscow’s Sokolniki Park, 
but the freezing temperatures notwithstanding, roughly 200 

 people assembled to listen to Vsevolod Chaplin,1 archpriest of the Rus-
sian Orthodox Church, speak against the proposed federal bill for the 
prevention of domestic vio lence.2 “Do our  people need this law?” he 
cried out to the crowd. “No!” they shouted back. “ Don’t touch the  family,” 
Vladimir Khomyakov, leader of the right- wing “ People’s Council,” ex-
horted the audience.  Those who asked for stricter legislation on domes-
tic vio lence  were “just the vanguard of a foreign threat that’s trying to 
destroy the country from within” (Meduza 2019b). The protesters in 
Sokolniki Park  were not alone in this opinion. A few days  later, the Mos-
cow Patriarchate’s Commission for  Family, Defense of Motherhood and 
Childhood published a statement sharply condemning the proposed bill, 
calling it “unacceptable” and pointing out that it was “actively supported 
by organ izations associated with radical anti- family ideologies (‘LGBT’ ide-
ology, feminism), as well as a significant number of organ izations officially 

1. Father Vsevolod Chaplin (1968–2020) was an influential priest of the Rus sian 
Orthodox Church. From 2009 to 2015, he was chairman of the Synodal Department 
for the Cooperation of Church and Society of the Moscow Patriarchate. He was known 
for his ultra- conservative positions and very provocative comments to the media.

2. “This law” is the reform bill on the Federal Act “On the Prevention of Domestic 
Vio lence in the Rus sian Federation.” Domestic vio lence in Rus sia is currently only 
an administrative offense, and the contested reform bill was aimed at changing this.
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2 I n t r o d u c t i o n

receiving foreign funding” (Patriarchal Commission for  Family Affairs 
2019b).

The opponents of the reform bill decry its supporters as representatives 
of international foreign powers and  bearers of radical alien ideologies, po-
sitioning themselves as staunch patriots, defenders of Rus sia’s traditional 
 family and its spiritual and moral values. However, they themselves draw 
on ideas that originate in the international context. The Patriarchal Com-
mission’s statement includes a reference to an expert report entitled, “ Legal 
Analy sis of the Draft Federal Law ‘On the Prevention of Domestic Vio-
lence in the Rus sian Federation’ ” (FamilyPolicy.ru 2019), which has been 
prepared by the Rus sian Center for  Family Policy in close collaboration 
with the World Congress of Families— plainly an internationally run and 
funded body. The authority of the source is explained on the very first page 
of the report: “[The World Congress of Families is] the most representa-
tive international association of supporters of  family values, including hun-
dreds of organ izations from 80 countries” (FamilyPolicy.ru 2019). The 
patriotic protest rally in Sokolniki Park took place one month  after the pub-
lication of an article entitled, “Stop the Law on Domestic Vio lence!” in the 
Rus sian section of the website of CitizenGO, an international Christian 
conservative organ ization based in Madrid (CitizenGo 2019). The paradox, 
if not the irony, is transparent: the Rus sian Orthodox faction opposed to 
the law on domestic vio lence accused its opponents of being backed by 
transnational foreign organ izations, while it relied in the same way on its 
own set of transnational organ izations.

This spotlight on the national and transnational dimension of contro-
versy over domestic vio lence legislation in Rus sia brings us to the heart of 
the two topics that we explore in this book:

First, The Moralist International is a book about the transnational di-
mension of conflicts over public morality. By conflicts over public moral-
ity, we mean controversies over the  legal regulation of areas such as sexuality 
and gender,  family, bioethics, education, and religious freedom.  Today, do-
mestic conflicts between socially progressive and socially conservative ac-
tors on issues of public morality, described as “culture wars” in the United 
States by James Davison Hunter (1991), increasingly reflect transnational 
dynamics and influences, as the previous example shows. We are not the 
first to notice that the culture wars have moved beyond Amer i ca’s borders 
to become a global phenomenon (cf. Bob 2002, 2019; Buss and Herman 
2003; Butler 2006; Kaoma 2014; McCrudden 2015). But this book is the 
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 I n t r o d u c t i o n  3

first to offer a comprehensive account of the relevancy of Rus sia and Rus-
sian Orthodoxy to the con temporary global culture wars.

Second, The Moralist International explores the impact of the global cul-
ture wars on Rus sian Orthodoxy. The strug gle between social conserva-
tism and social progressivism has often been depicted as a conflict between 
religious traditionalism and secular liberal modernity. This position is 
 adopted by many, including Hunter himself, who in his famous book de-
scribed the culture wars as conflict between two moral visions— one rooted 
in some sort of transcendent order and the other rooted in autonomous 
individual choices. A similar approach is that of Jürgen Habermas, who 
frames this conflict as the difference between faith and reason (Habermas 
and Ratzinger 2006). Likewise, Ronald Inglehart considers traditional re-
ligions as naturally connected to “pro- fertility” norms and analyzes secu-
larization and cultural conflicts of our time as rooted in the rejection of 
 these norms— together with religions themselves—by new generations for 
the sake of “individual- choice” norms (Inglehart 2021). Rather than see-
ing the culture wars as the result of a confrontation between tradition and 
modernity or between religion and secularism, we take the perspective that 
it is the culture wars themselves that bring forth a specific kind of religious 
traditionalism (and arguably also its counterpart, moral progressivism). The 
Rus sian Orthodox Church’s “No!” to a law on domestic vio lence cannot 
be comprehended without taking into account the transnational culture 
wars waged over the definition of the  family, the role of the state, and the 
meaning of  human rights. Modes of framing and politicizing moral con-
flicts that originate in the culture wars in the West have an impact on the 
self- understanding of Rus sian Orthodoxy and reshape not only con-
temporary Rus sian Orthodox traditionalism, but also Rus sian domestic 
and foreign politics.

The book, in short, analyzes how the Rus sian Orthodox Church in the 
last thirty years first acquired knowledge about the dynamics, issues, and 
strategies of the global culture wars; how the Moscow Patriarchate has 
 shaped its traditionalist agenda accordingly; and how, since it has learned 
the rules of the game, it has become a norm entrepreneur for international 
moral conservativism in its own right.3 As we examine this pro cess and 

3. “Norm entrepreneurship” is a term developed in international relations to refer to 
actors who frame claims in a  human rights language in order to “exit” the domestic 
po liti cal arena and pursue their goals on the international level. See more on this  later.
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4 I n t r o d u c t i o n

identify its key  factors,  causes, and results, we make three theoretical and 
empirical claims:

First, with regard to debates about religion and modernity, we develop 
the concept of conservative aggiornamento to describe Rus sian traditional-
ism as the result of conservative religious modernization and the global-
ization of Christian social conservatism.4

Second, with regard to debates on international norm- entrepreneurship, 
we continue a line of research on the globalization of the culture wars that 
challenges the widespread perception that it is only progressive actors who 
use the international  human rights regime in order to achieve their goals. 
We show that transnational conservative actors do the same.

Third, with regard to debates about the religion and politics in Rus sia, 
we offer a new, transnational perspective that firmly embeds the conserva-
tive turn of post- Soviet Rus sia  under President Putin in the transnational 
dynamics of the global culture wars.

Culture Wars as Conflicts over the Identity of Society

Our analy sis of con temporary morality conflicts starts from the assump-
tion that the culture wars do not originate from a conflict between reli-
gion and secularism, but from unresolved (and ultimately unresolvable) 
tensions in the modern condition itself. Drawing on Peter Wagner (1994, 
2012), we define the modern condition as one in which individuals autono-
mously and collectively determine the rules by which their socie ties or ga nize: 
autonomously,  because no single, overarching worldview provides the overall 
frame of reference for all; and collectively,  because the rules by which  people 
live together need to be shared. Seen in this way, the modern condition is 
never stable, but oscillates dynamically between individual and collective 
self- determination, between the liberty of setting rules autonomously and 
the discipline of being part of a community. The duality and tension between 
 these two positions is constitutive of the modern condition itself.

The culture wars over public morality, as first described by Hunter in 1991, 
are one articulation of modernity’s constitutive tension between individual 

4. Aggiornamento is an Italian word that means “bringing up to date.”  After 
the Second Vatican Council of the Catholic Church, it is often used in the religious 
context to describe the pro cess of modernization of religious traditions. See more on this 
 later.
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 I n t r o d u c t i o n  5

self- determination and autonomy, on the one side, and collective self- 
determination and discipline, on the other. The culture wars originate 
from what Wagner (2012) describes as “the crisis of or ga nized modernity” 
in Western socie ties in the 1960s. During this time, the civil rights move-
ment and the peace movement, workers’ and students’ protests, and the 
radical youth counterculture articulated an overall and radical objection 
to the conservative social, economic, and po liti cal mainstream of the time. 
Progressive NGOs and civil rights groups that emerged in this period ad-
vocated more individualism, autonomy, equality, and liberty; in contrast, 
conservative party platforms and Christian Right groups held on to com-
munity, rules, hierarchy, and tradition (Hartman 2015). Fifty years have 
passed since the initial confrontation between social progressivism and so-
cial conservatism, but if anything, the resulting conflict has become even 
more acute and accentuated, with the global expansion of progressivist 
 causes like SOGI- rights (sexual orientation and gender identity- rights) and 
climate action on the one side and the new urgency ascribed to the preser-
vation of traditional social structures on the other. Social progressivism and 
social conservatism are two modern reactions to the crisis of or ga nized mo-
dernity; both have universalist aspirations, and both have become—by 
the twenty- first  century— global ideologies.

The central conflicts in  these global culture wars are over questions per-
taining to sexuality and gender (homo sexuality, gender- rights, feminism), 
 family (definition of  family,  family law, domestic vio lence), bioethics (abor-
tion, surrogacy, euthanasia), education (religious subjects at school, sexual 
education, theory of evolution, homeschooling), and religious freedom (re-
ligious symbols in the public space, conscientious objection). But  these 
 were not always at the top of the agenda. Older conflicts over morality poli-
cies concerned issues like tobacco- control, gambling, foxhunting, bull-
fighting, and alcohol prohibition. So if moral controversies appear not to 
originate in the nature of the par tic u lar “ thing” itself— that is, that the 
 thing need not be something “fundamental” to  human identity like sex or 
childrearing— then what makes an issue morally controversial? We follow 
the definition by Julia Mourão Permoser, who writes:

Morality issues are  those that speak to deep- seated unresolved conflicts 
over the role of religion, tradition, morality, and values in the identity 
of the polity. [They] hinge upon issues of symbolic importance in 
the public image of the nation, in its self- definition as a community 
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6 I n t r o d u c t i o n

of values, united not only by chance and territory but by the fact that 
its citizens share certain core princi ples. It is this perception that an 
issue goes to the essence of “who we are” that has given many moral-
ity issues a prominent position in  today’s value conflicts. (Mourão 
Permoser 2019, 311)

Morality conflicts, in other words, are conflicts over the identity of so-
ciety.  Under conditions of modernity, the question of “who we are” can 
only be answered through a pro cess of individual and collective autono-
mous self- determination— a pro cess that necessarily entails tension between 
individual liberty and the need for some substantive grounding of the col-
lectivity. What precisely becomes the crystallization point of a conflict in 
a given time and place ( whether it be same- sex marriage, abortion, or school 
education) is ultimately contingent on circumstances, but the question 
under neath the controversy is that of the identity of society as a  whole. By 
stating this, we are not suggesting that the questions raised in morality con-
flicts are not also deeply personal, but we want to stress that what ever the 
items on the agenda, they stand for a deeper- seated conflict over indi-
vidual and collective self- determination, of which  these controversies are 
an expression.

In the context of socie ties with historical Christian roots, for example, 
value conflicts are essentially a dispute over  whether  these socie ties are 
still Christian or have definitively moved to post- Christian foundations 
(Anderson 2015). In this situation,  every position on  family values is a 
position in a symbolic dispute. The  legal definition of the  family as a “ union 
of man and  woman” is a symbol of the fact that society is still Christian, 
that this society has a Christian identity, and that Christians are still a 
group with special privileged status. Broadening the understanding of 
the  family to include same- sex  unions or single- parent  house holds, in 
contrast, symbolizes the rejection of a public Christian identity. In our 
analy sis of the Rus sian context, we strive to unpack arguments about 
national, religious- historical, and spiritual identity.  These arguments 
always make a claim to a specific definition of “who Rus sians are” and 
what Rus sia stands for. It is not as such remarkable that diff er ent groups 
in Rus sia make such claims, but what is remarkable and worthy of 
 inquiry is how and why  these claims are made in the language and 
with the topics, strategies, and institutional arrangements of the global 
culture wars.
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 I n t r o d u c t i o n  7

Conservative Aggiornamento, Norm- Entrepreneurship,  
and Rus sia’s “Traditionalist Turn”

Though religions are not at the root of the culture- war dynamic, they have 
nevertheless become increasingly involved in this conflict. However, it is 
not predetermined which side they  will find themselves on. Back in the 
1960s, Christian groups stood on both sides of the divide, with some Chris-
tians supporting the cause of social justice and equality while  others op-
posed it. The same is true  today. Religious traditions are substantially 
 shaped by the culture- wars confrontation: they frame their foes and allies, 
their credo, their agenda, and their strategies along the lines of the con-
frontation between social progressivism and social conservatism. They also 
internally divide along  these conflict- lines: some representatives of one and 
the same confessional tradition may end up on the side of social conserva-
tism,  others on the side of social progressivism. Both options involve in-
tense theological debates. The culture wars lead to cleavages inside religious 
traditions, but they also lead to unexpected alliances between diff er ent de-
nominations and new realignments of the religious- secular landscape.5

The Moralist International analyzes how Rus sian Orthodoxy positions 
itself in the culture wars context following a delay of almost fifty years. 
For the Rus sian Orthodox Church  after communism, this was a completely 
new challenge. Communism had kept the church on a tight leash for most 
of the twentieth  century, impeding the development of any form of coher-
ent social teaching. Traditional Rus sian Orthodox anti- modernism and 
anti- Westernism did not map well onto the religious landscape of the cul-
ture wars; it had no place for questions like same- sex marriage, homeschool-
ing, or other modern life challenges. Not even abortion was high on the 
agenda of the Moscow Patriarchate during communism or immediately 
 after. And as for Christian groups from the West  eager to preach tradi-
tional values to Rus sians, the Moscow Patriarchate viewed  these with sus-
picion. Yet thirty years  after the end of communism, the picture has 
completely changed. As the scene from the beginning of this introduction 
shows, Rus sian Orthodox actors  today denounce the existence of a foreign 
“LGBT- ideology,” or ga nize protest rallies for the traditional  family, and 

5. The same, by the way, is true for the secularist camp, as the shift from left to 
right of the neoconservative movement and the rise of the New Left demonstrates 
(Vaïsse 2011; Hartman 2015).
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8 I n t r o d u c t i o n

link up with transnational networks like CitizenGo and the World Con-
gress of Families. How can we explain why Rus sia, a relative newcomer to 
the global culture wars, has risen in the last three de cades to become “the 
last protector of traditional Christian values” and a “new power ful ally for 
the American Christian Right” (Michel 2017)? Who are the actors and 
what are the theological, ideological, and institutional pro cesses that have 
placed Rus sian Orthodoxy solidly on the side of social conservatism in the 
global culture wars?

In the Roman Catholic tradition,  there is a word for the transformative 
interaction between religion and secular modernity: aggiornamento. It was 
used by Pope John XXIII in 1959 during his announcement of the Second 
Vatican Council and signified the  future Council’s desire to make Catholi-
cism catch up with the spirit of the age. This historical context has deter-
mined the meaning of aggiornamento  until  today: the religious- secular 
interaction encapsulated in the term is interpreted as one of modernizing 
and opening up to the secular, liberal, and demo cratic order. The analy sis 
in this book shows that  there is also a second option: aggiornamento in the 
direction of conservatism. This second option is often dismissed in the lit-
er a ture as fundamentalism, but the concept of fundamentalism functions 
like blinders: it dismisses religious conservative positions as reactive, anti-
modernist, and obscurantist re sis tance to the progressive march of liberal 
modernity. In the case of Rus sian Orthodoxy, such a perspective blinds 
the observer to the novelty of Rus sian social conservatism.

Following José Casanova’s program of a global sociology of religion 
(2019), we shift the analy sis of con temporary Rus sian Orthodoxy from 
the frame of the national po liti cal and cultural context to the frame of 
the transnational context. The Moralist International offers a meticulous 
genealogy of Rus sia’s pathway into the global culture wars, mapping the 
entry points of Rus sian Orthodox actors into transnational conservative 
networks and tracing their transition from conservative apprentices to 
rising leaders. We argue that the social conservative aggiornamento has 
substantially changed the Rus sian Orthodox Church:  today, the Mos-
cow Patriarchate finds its allies among the Western Christian Right, in-
cludes abortion, same- sex marriage, and homeschooling in its agenda, 
and restructures its policy initiatives along the line of the culture wars’ 
dynamics. As a result, many liberal voices inside the church have been 
silenced, many alternatives have been forgotten, and the church has allied 
with the state.
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 I n t r o d u c t i o n  9

Religions in the context of the global culture wars are mobile, networked, 
and hyper- conversant among denominations. Hunter pointed out in his 
book on the culture wars in Amer i ca that value conflicts over public mo-
rality and the dynamic of the culture wars have a divisive effect on reli-
gious traditions. They divide them into conservative wings, which reject 
pro gress in modern society, and liberal wings, which adapt to changes in 
modern society and (to an extent) embrace them. Hunter observes that, as 
a consequence,  these liberal and conservative camps drift apart from one 
another and instead find common ground with ideologically aligned groups 
from other confessional traditions. We see this phenomenon clearly in the 
Orthodox- Protestant- Evangelical- Catholic alliances documented in The 
Moralist International.

The Rus sian case also illustrates the changing role of the language of 
 human rights in politicizing value conflicts, both domestically and in-
ternationally. The tacit assumption in the lit er a ture has been that this 
strategy— norm entrepreneurship— has been employed mostly by progres-
sive actors. The classic work Activists beyond Borders (Keck and Sikkink 
1998; but see also Risse and Sikkink 1999; Nash 2009) gives examples of 
progressive  human rights groups that move beyond the nation state to 
achieve their goals through the mechanisms of the international  human 
rights regime. The diffusion of sexual orientation and gender identity rights 
in par tic u lar has been explained as the result of such strategies (cf. Ayoub 
2013; Waaldijk 2000).

However, not only progressive actors use the international  human rights 
regime to achieve the implementation of what they consider  human rights. 
Conservative actors do the same: they successfully promote their con-
servative reading of  human rights in the international arena and in the 
domestic practices of nation states. The American, Rus sian, and Eu ro pean 
organ izations and actors that we discuss are evidence for a burgeoning con-
servative norm entrepreneurship that is turning the culture wars into a 
global phenomenon. Previously discussed by American scholars (Bob 2012; 
Butler 2006; Buss and Herman 2003), this book adds the case of Rus sia 
and the Rus sian Orthodox Church as transnational moral conservative 
norm- entrepreneur.

Since the 1990s, the position of the Rus sian Orthodox Church vis- à- vis 
the Rus sian state has changed from a position of relative in de pen dence and 
mutual suspicion to close cooperation and interdependence (Knox 2003). 
Rus sian Orthodox actors play an ever- more- central role in agenda- setting 
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10 I n t r o d u c t i o n

and po liti cal decisionmaking. Since around 2012, when President Vladi-
mir Putin entered office for a third time, moral conservatism in support of 
“traditional values” has become the dominant social, cultural, and po liti-
cal model. Since 2012, laws have been passed in Rus sia that conjure up a 
culture- war dynamic while allowing the state to manage and curtail po-
liti cal protest: new laws targeting “immoralism” have been implemented 
(against blasphemy, against public display and information on “non- 
traditional” sexual relations). At the same time, panic about “foreign 
funded agents” promoting liberal values has given currency to the vision 
of Rus sia as a religiopo liti cal entity with a global mission to defend  these 
traditional values against the liberal West. The development culminated 
in the constitutional reform of 2020, which enshrines faith in God, the 
defense of traditional  family values, and marriage as a  union between man 
and  woman as core Rus sian po liti cal princi ples.

The Rus sian conservative turn is usually studied “in a box,” as a phe-
nomenon that can be explained exclusively through Rus sia’s particularis-
tic history and cultural trajectory (see Sharafutdinova 2014; Stepanova 2015; 
Agadjanian 2017; Østbø 2017; Robinson 2017). Our global perspective, on 
the contrary, sees the conservative turn  under President Putin as firmly em-
bedded in the transnational dynamics of the global culture wars. One of 
the main ideas that runs through this book is that  today’s Rus sian moral 
conservatism is not a uniquely Rus sian ideology, the expression of a par-
tic u lar national identity, of a notorious Rus sian Sonderweg, or the result of 
the country’s imperial history or of Orthodox religion. Instead, we  will con-
sistently show how Rus sian moral conservatism is a hybrid of national  factors 
and reflections of the global culture wars. Our analytical and methodological 
focus lies on actors and organ izations—in par tic u lar, on Western Christian 
NGOs that became active in Rus sia  after the fall of the USSR and on Rus sian 
Orthodox NGOs that  were created  under their influence. We argue that 
Christian Right activism in Rus sia and interconfessional relations between 
the Moscow Patriarchate and Western churches throughout the 1990s 
have laid a discursive and institutional groundwork on which the Rus sian 
Orthodox Church and Orthodox lay activists have selectively built their 
moral conservative agenda both domestically and internationally.

Since around 2010, Rus sia has positioned itself as the defender of tradi-
tional religious values against secularism, liberalism, and individual  human 
rights as espoused by international institutions like the United Nations or 
the Council of Eu rope. Rus sian foreign policy, having internalized the rules 
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of the game, uses the opportunity structures of the liberal international 
order to promote its social conservative agenda. The inclusion of Rus sia 
and Rus sian Orthodoxy into international ideological controversies hitherto 
dominated by the Islamic states, the Vatican, and American Christian Right 
NGOs reconfigures the coordinates of international  human rights politics.

The Structure of This Book

The Moralist International offers a comprehensive account of the impact of 
the global culture wars on Rus sian Orthodoxy, and it explores the relevance 
of Rus sia and the Rus sian Orthodox Church to the con temporary chal-
lenge of conflicts between social progressivism and conservatism. The book 
is divided into two parts. Part I is dedicated to Rus sian Orthodoxy “learn-
ing the culture wars” by exploring the impact of the global culture wars, 
with their topics, strategies, and networks, on Rus sian Orthodoxy. Part II 
analyzes how Rus sia and the Rus sian Orthodox Church are “ doing the culture 
wars” by looking at the connections, activities, and policies of church and 
state as international moral norm entrepreneurs.

In Part I, Chapter 1 develops in detail the argument— presented in a nut-
shell in this introduction—of conservative aggiornamento. It argues that not 
only reformist, but also traditionalist religious positions are the result of 
change, modernization, and a learning pro cess that works across confessional 
borders.

Chapter 2 pre sents original research on the origins of con temporary Rus-
sian conservatism and the influence of American Christian Right groups 
on Rus sian actors between the late 1980s and 1997. Con temporary Rus sian 
conservatism is the product of multiple ideological sources: Rus sian Ortho-
doxy, conservative societal attitudes of the late Soviet period, and foreign 
influence, especially from the American Christian Right. The pro cess of 
“learning the culture wars” takes place against the backdrop of Rus sia’s own 
crisis of or ga nized modernity— namely, the collapse of the socialist social 
order and the uncertain transition to a new social and po liti cal regime.

One source of Rus sian conservatism that merits detailed attention is the 
legacy of Pitirim Sorokin, explored in Chapter 3. Sorokin is a key intel-
lectual for moral conservatism in the United States and Rus sia. Four aspects 
are especially relevant  here: his emphasis on values, his notion of the “sen-
sate culture,” his ideas about the  family, and his vision for moral revival. 
Through a firsthand analy sis of moral conservative discourse and documents, 
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as well as qualitative interviews, we show how Sorokin can be seen as a nodal 
point that binds together individual actors and ideas across national, cultural, 
and linguistic barriers.

Chapter 4 discusses the rise of traditional- values conservatism in Rus sia 
and elaborates the domestic context of Rus sia’s rise to prominence inside 
the transnational moral conservative movement. We show how the Rus sian 
state was gradually converted to a culture- war type of social conservatism, 
with the Rus sian Orthodox Church serving as the key actor in this pro cess. 
The chapter adds context and complexity to our analy sis by showing that 
traditional- values conservatism is contested inside Rus sia and stands in con-
trast to low levels of religious practice.

Part II explores how Rus sian Orthodoxy and the Rus sian state act as 
moral- conservative norm entrepreneurs domestically and in international 
politics. Chapter 5 provides an analytical timeline of the Rus sian Ortho-
dox Church’s engagement in the culture wars. We argue that the church 
led the way in formulating a clear transnational moral conservative agenda. 
It was also the church that constructed the narrative according to which 
Rus sia, as a country that has experienced communist “militant atheism,” 
is predestined to play a leading role in the fight against cultural liberalism 
globally. However, in two case studies— the relations of the Moscow Pa-
triarchate with the Vatican and its cooperation with the Billy Graham 
Evangelistic Association—we show that, ultimately, the Patriarchate has 
not been very successful in positioning itself as an in de pen dent moral con-
servative player. It is weighed down by internal tensions—in par tic u lar, 
by fundamentalist Orthodox groups that do not support the transnational 
conservative engagement of the church leadership. As a result, the Rus sian 
role as a champion of conservative values passes from the church leadership 
to the Kremlin and to religious grassroots movements.

Chapter 6 shifts its focus of analy sis from the leadership of the Rus sian 
Orthodox Church to religious civil society. This chapter offers an in- depth 
study of the Rus sian partners inside the World Congress of Families, a 
transnational pro- family NGO, and their strategies of joining transnational 
moral conservative networks.  Here we argue that on the level of civil society, 
conservative- norm entrepreneurs started to take over the church’s traditional 
values discourse and promote it to Christian Right groups abroad. “Rus sia 
as defender of traditional values” has become a trademark for  these actors, 
who promote their own ideological and business interests through their 
partnerships with conservative networks abroad.
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In Chapter 7, we look in detail at the one issue that has defined the 
American and global culture wars more than anything  else: abortion. The 
history of the Rus sian pro- life movements is a showpiece for how Ortho-
dox actors have first learned about and then joined the culture wars, work-
ing out their own strategies vis- à- vis Rus sian politics, society, and the global 
pro- life networks.

Chapter 8, fi nally, analyzes the agenda of Rus sian state diplomacy at 
the level of the United Nations and the Council of Eu rope. We show that 
items on the conservative agenda— traditional values,  family, freedom of re-
ligion, and juvenile justice— are promoted on the level of Rus sian state 
diplomacy. The chapter shows how Rus sia is “taking over” the conservative 
agenda from previous impor tant players like the Vatican or the Organ ization 
of Islamic States. The Russian- led moral- conservative strategy inside  these 
institutions puts moderate religious actors in a dilemma  because they end up 
si mul ta neously supporting a cause they consider impor tant, such as traditional 
 family values, as well as a po liti cal regime they actually find problematic— 
that is, autocratic Rus sia.

In the Epilogue we look at the tensions that may potentially arise inside 
transnational moral- conservative networks as a result of Rus sia’s active 
role. A culture war between conservatism and progressivism is one pos si ble 
response to the deep pluralism of our socie ties. As we come back to Rus sia’s 
war against Ukraine and reflect on the impact that the weaponizing of the 
global culture wars may have on the Moralist International, we conclude that 
the search for alternatives to polarization has never been more urgent.
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Part I

Learning the Culture Wars

In the novel Second hand Time (2016), Nobel Prize winner Svetlana Alexievich 
tells the story of a young man who finds out that the  father of his  future 
spouse worked for the Soviet secret police during the time of the Stalinist 
terror and has executed declared “enemies of the  people.” He talks about 
his deeds without signs of remorse, and the young man, appalled, flees the 
 house and never returns to his prospective bride. In The Whisperers (Figes 
2008), the historian Orlando Figes digs into the oral history archives of the 
Memorial Foundation for a grim portrait of the silence that befell Soviet 
society for de cades  after Stalinism. The book ends with the story of an 
el derly  woman, Antonina, who, encouraged by the greater freedom during 
perestroika,1 decides to reveal to her  daughter that she has hidden her real 
identity from the entire  family throughout her entire life, never daring to 
tell anybody that her parents had perished in the Gulag. She learns that her 
ex- husband also comes from a  family of “enemies of the  people” and that 
he, just like her, changed his name to be admitted to the university. Her 
broken marriage, she realizes, had been one of silence.

The list of collective grievances that afflicted Rus sian society at the end 
of communist rule was long; the sense of a pervasive social and moral crisis 

1. Perestroika is a Rus sian word that means “restructuring.” This concept refers to
a series of po liti cal and economic reforms of the Soviet Union. It was started in 1985 
by Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev. Rethinking Soviet past with its crimes was an 
impor tant aspect of  these reforms.
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was acute. How do  people, how does a society, how does a church find the 
language to address  these grievances? What do they say first? What struc-
tures their narrative? What bits and pieces of information do they search 
for to fill in the blanks in their story?

Three de cades  after the end of the Soviet Union, the Rus sian state and 
the Rus sian Orthodox Church have settled on the language and the story: 
What Rus sia  really needs is a return to traditional values and to faith in 
God and the Fatherland. Some  things  under communism may have been 
bad, but the Soviet period instilled a strong sense of collectivity that is now 
put at risk by liberalism, individualism, and secularism. And, the story goes 
on, as long as marriage is constitutionally defined as a  union between man 
and  woman, the Rus sian  family is safe.

We call the first part of this book “Learning the Culture Wars”  because 
in the chapters that follow we analyze how a certain way of addressing the 
social and moral crisis of post- Soviet society, a specific way of prioritizing 
some arguments over  others, and a certain narrative about who is to blame 
and what is to be done became dominant in the official discourse of the 
Rus sian Orthodox Church, the Rus sian government, and the state admin-
istration. The narrative is that of the culture wars; it views society as the 
battleground for two social forces, one progressive and one conservative, 
that are in a  bitter contest over the  future and destiny of the  people. It sees 
the conservative camp as rooted in Christian religion, a traditional way of 
life, and a strong sense of patriarchy and hierarchy and the progressive camp 
as secular, liberal, egalitarian, demo cratic, and cosmopolitan. This culture- 
war narrative originates in the West, more precisely in the mid- twentieth 
 century in the United States, where it unfolded around topics such as tra-
ditional values,  family, gender, abortion, and education.

In post- Soviet Rus sia, the influence of Western actors was instrumental 
in the pro cess of “learning” this culture- war narrative. Soviet communism 
had been bad, but liberalism— such was the message of the Western right to 
their Rus sian interlocutors— was no alternative. We show in the next chapters 
how traditional values,  family, gender, abortion, and education became, 
for power ful actors inside the Rus sian state and Orthodox Church, central 
to addressing the grievances and moral crisis of post- Soviet society.
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Much of the lit er a ture about the culture wars has theorized the role 
of religion in morality conflicts somewhat superficially, seeing 

religion (or its absence, secularism) as the main  factor that explains the 
interests and motivation of actors. The topics over which culture wars are 
fought— abortion, same- sex marriage, religious symbols, education— have 
been seen as rooted in a conflict between religion and secularism, between 
faith and reason. But  those approaches that recognize that religions may 
also stand on both sides of the culture- wars divide usually distinguish 
between reformist and traditionalist currents, implicitly assuming that 
the reformist currents stand for change, adaptation, and moderniza-
tion, whereas the traditionalist currents stand for immutability, incom-
patibility, and fundamentalism. An alternative empirical and theoretical 
perspective reveals that the role of religion in the culture wars is more com-
plex, however. It is not the case that only reformist religious approaches 
change, adapt, and modernize; traditionalist positions too are the result of 
change, adaptation, and—in Jürgen Habermas’s words— a learning pro cess.

Especially in parts of the world where the culture wars are a new phenom-
enon, the topics over which they are fought first must be turned into religious 
topics. As religious ideas, actors, and institutions are made to fit the culture- 
war confrontation, the culture wars in turn shape the public role of religion. 
This paradoxical role of religion as the source of culture wars and at the same 
time the product of the culture wars is particularly evident in the Rus sian case.

The term we use for our examination of this phenomenon is aggiornamento. 
Coined in the context of the Second Vatican Council of the Roman Catholic 

C H A P T E R

1
Religion

Conservative Aggiornamento and  

the Globalization of the Culture Wars
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Church, aggiornamento means the transformative interaction between reli-
gion and secular modernity. The historical context of the reforms under-
taken inside Catholicism in the second half of the twentieth  century 
(liturgy in vernacular, recognition of religious freedom, ecumenism) has 
determined the meaning of aggiornamento  until  today: the religious- 
secular interaction encapsulated in the term is interpreted as one of mod-
ernization and reform and as the opening-up of a traditional religion to a 
secular, liberal, and demo cratic order.

Jürgen Habermas models his three- step “modernization of religious con-
sciousness” on this Catholic experience and comparable developments in 
Protestantism (see Stoeckl 2017). He identifies three modern challenges that 
religious traditions have to overcome to achieve greater compatibility with 
secular, modern society:

(1) Religious citizens must develop an epistemic attitude  toward other 
religions and world views that they encounter within a universe of 
discourse hitherto occupied only by their own religion. . . . (2) More-
over, religious citizens must develop an epistemic stance  toward the 
in de pen dence of secular from sacred knowledge and the institution-
alized mono poly of modern scientific experts. . . . (3) Fi nally, religious 
citizens must develop an epistemic stance  toward the priority that 
secular reasons enjoy in the po liti cal arena. (Habermas 2006, 14).

Habermas quotes the German Roman Catholic theologian Thomas M. 
Schmidt and the German Protestant theologian Friedrich Schleiermacher 
in support of his claim that the work of “religious self- enlightenment” is 
in the hands of “the non- agnostic phi los o pher of religion” (Habermas 2005, 
144n46). A successful pro cess of modernization of religious consciousness 
is for Habermas the prerequisite for the inclusion of religion in the secu-
lar, demo cratic public sphere. With Habermas, we concede that religions 
cannot escape the challenges of modernity, but against Habermas, we ar-
gue that it cannot be taken for granted that they confront them in a re-
formist way that renders them more compatible with a secular, liberal 
demo cratic order.

It is simply not the case that religious reformists embrace change whereas 
religious traditionalists remain the way they have always been. Instead, both 
currents inside a religious tradition undergo a pro cess of change, adaptation, 
and learning, except that one aims at compatibility with the secular, liberal 
demo cratic order, while the other aims at distinction. Aggiornamento, in 
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other words, does not take place in the direction of progressivism alone, 
but also of conservatism. A good example is given by Andrew Lewis in 
The Rights Turn in Conservative Christian Politics (2017), which analyzes how 
conservative Christian groups in the United States updated and changed 
their anti- abortion strategies to make them more compatible with a  legal 
and public debate about  human rights. A comparable pro cess, we argue, has 
taken place inside the Rus sian Orthodox Church in the last thirty years.

Rus sian Orthodoxy and the Absence of Social Ethics

 Until the very end of the twentieth  century, Rus sian Orthodoxy had no 
tradition of systematic reflection on social issues. No developed branch of 
theological argument  under the label of social ethics or social teaching ex-
isted inside Rus sian Orthodox theological academies. Theological dis-
course and pious teaching did not foreground social prob lems or the task 
of the church to give its answers to the challenges that modern society 
posed. Much to the contrary of the Catholic and Protestant churches, the 
Rus sian Orthodox Church did not have a coherent social doctrine; it even 
lacked a developed theological language in which social ethics could be 
discussed.

The reasons for this state of affairs are related to the peculiarities of both 
the Orthodox tradition in general and Rus sian Orthodoxy in par tic u lar. 
Vasilios Makrides highlights the following general features of Orthodox 
theology, which did not allow the Orthodox tradition of social ethics to 
develop. First, unlike the Catholic Church, for most of their history the 
Orthodox churches did not exist separately from the state.  Under the re-
gime of close church- state relations, “social issues  were never considered as 
adhering to the immediate responsibilities of the church, but to  those of 
the state” (Makrides 2013, 288). Second, the general otherworldly orien-
tation of Orthodoxy, diff er ent from the more secular involvement of Ca-
tholicism and Protestantism, contributed “to a neglect of history and 
society, not to an active involvement in the world” (Makrides 2013, 293). 
Attempts by individual Orthodox clerics or theologians to respond to the 
challenges of the time and to be actively involved in world affairs often pro-
voked a negative reaction from the church mainstream, which considered 
such tendencies as the result of “Western influence and a deviation from 
traditional Orthodox monasticism” (Makrides 2013, 296). Third, for 
many Orthodox, the nonformalization and lack of systematization inside 
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the Orthodox theological tradition represented a virtue, a beneficial dis-
tinction from other Christian traditions. In addition, Western branches of 
Chris tian ity  were confronted with the “social question” much  earlier than 
the Orthodox churches (Makrides 2013, 299–302).

All  these general reasons pointed out by Makrides also apply to Rus sian 
Orthodoxy and the Rus sian Orthodox Church. In Tsarist Rus sia, an expan-
sion of the church’s influence beyond its spiritual competence was undesired, 
and internally strong monastic currents stood for a “principled lack of inter-
est in the world” (Kostyuk 2013, 387). The situation in Rus sia was further 
aggravated by the fact that the Communist revolution of 1917 cut short 
the first attempts at developing a social doctrine. The three- volume work by 
archpriest Nicholas Stelletsky entitled The Experience of Moral Orthodox 
Theology in Apol o getic Lighting illustrates this fateful interruption very clearly. 
Two volumes of his work, published between 1914 and 1916,  were devoted to 
general ethical questions. The third volume, which was supposed to tackle 
questions of public morality, never reached the reader. In the con temporary 
re- edition of this work, the publisher’s comment at the place where the 
manuscript interrupts— a paragraph on the Christian state—is revealing: 
“On this unfinished phrase the printing of the book by Archbishop Niko-
lai Stelletskyi ended due to the revolution that was gaining momentum” 
(Stelletskii 2011). For the de cades that followed the church was largely si-
lenced, and Stelletsky himself was arrested by Chekists in 1919 and killed.

The Rus sian Orthodox Church gained a  little more freedom  after 1943 
during Stalin’s efforts to secure religious support for the war effort. But 
the Moscow Patriarchate remained  under tight control of the Soviet state 
and had no opportunity, at least not officially, to develop its own social 
doctrine. At most, it moved along the lines of the ideological agenda of 
the Soviet Union, dealing with nuclear disarmament, world peace, and the 
strug gle of workers.

It was only  after the collapse of the Soviet Union that the church fi nally 
gained freedom and in de pen dence from the state.  After 1991, the road was 
opened to developing a theological doctrine on social ethics— but it was a 
road through uncharted territory. For the reasons pointed out  earlier, the 
Rus sian Orthodox Church had no Orthodox role models to draw on. Con-
sequently, it turned—at least in part—to Western Christian models in-
stead, or it reiterated Soviet public morality in a religious key.

This paradoxical move is particularly evident in the church’s teaching 
on  family.  Family is one of the key items on the agenda of moral conserva-
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tives, but with the exception of the pro- family theology formulated by 
the priest Gleb Kaleda (Kaleda 1998), Orthodox theology is above all an 
ascetic tradition in which marriage is a choice for  those who cannot do 
more, who cannot become monks and devote themselves entirely to God 
(“The man who marries does well, but the one who  doesn’t marry does 
even better”; 1 Corinthians 7:38). Orthodox asceticism can be traced, for 
example, in the administrative structure of the church (only monks can 
occupy the highest administrative positions), in the lives of saints ( family 
life is not the path of holiness), and in the general underdevelopment of 
this theme in Orthodox theological reflection. Brandon Gallaher ex-
presses the view that “even if it is an over- statement to claim that Or-
thodoxy is anti- family, at best it is often suspicious and even patronizing 
 towards  family life” (Gallaher 2018, 61). For him, the con temporary 
Orthodox pro- family agenda is essentially a modern creation. Also, John 
McGuckin in the introductory essay to the collection Love, Marriage 
and  Family in Eastern Orthodox Perspective, with all his desire to elevate 
the  family and marriage from an Orthodox position, cannot help but 
notice that

the church has had very few theologians who have  really celebrated 
the glory of the married condition rhapsodically, and from the lived 
inner experience of it. Being predominantly approached from the per-
spective of celibates, and often denigrated as something defective, or 
at least much less elevated than the celibate ascetical life, it has not 
yet been sung about in a full range of necessary theological keys. (Mc-
Guckin 2016, xiii)

Orthodoxy, in short, is much less well- equipped to embrace theologi-
cally the unconditional support for  family than, for example, Protestant-
ism, where  there is no monastic tradition and the  family is one of the key 
divine mandates in which a Christian must realize himself (along with 
work, church, and state). But this difference in doctrine and tradition not-
withstanding, con temporary Rus sian Orthodox conservativism revolves 
around the theme of  family.

The reason for the centrality of  family in con temporary Rus sian con-
servatism and Rus sian Orthodox social teaching is—we argue in this 
book— not only to be found inside the Orthodox tradition, but outside, 
in the global context in which the post- Soviet Rus sian Orthodox Church 
finds itself. This is the global context of the culture wars.
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Global Culture Wars

Before moving on in our analy sis, it is helpful to sketch the context in which 
the conservative aggiornamento of the Rus sian Orthodox Church has taken 
place— namely, that of the culture wars and their globalization. James Da-
vison Hunter’s classical study Culture Wars: The Strug gle to Define Amer i ca 
(1991) has given the name to an entire research field (see Hunter and Wolfe 
2006). With this concept, Hunter sought to understand the confrontation 
in American society over topics such as  family, abortion, education, art, 
and law. He identified two opposing positions in this confrontation: 
“the impulse  toward orthodoxy” and “the impulse  toward progressivism” 
(Hunter 1991, 43). By “orthodoxy,” Hunter did not mean Christian Or-
thodoxy (in fact, Orthodox Chris tian ity does not figure in his book at all), 
but a traditionalist position, based on the firm belief in the transcendent 
origins of  human laws and institutions, which are therefore not subject to 
reform at the  will of par tic u lar groups or individuals (Hunter 1991, 108–13). 
Elsewhere in the book he also describes this position as “fundamentalist.” 
“Progressive,” in contrast, implies a diff er ent moral vision of the princi-
ples on which  human society in general and American society in par tic u lar 
should be based. The progressive position regards  these rules and institu-
tions as human- made and therefore subject to reform in the light of new 
cultural and social realities (Hunter 1991, 113–16). The culture wars are 
conflicts over the identity of society, with one side holding on to tradition 
and discipline and the other side emphasizing individuality and liberty.

Hunter drew attention to a number of pro cesses that the confrontation 
between the orthodox and progressive vision set in motion inside religious 
communities. First,  these conflicts led to a radical realignment of the reli-
gious and public space: instead of the usual categorization of the religious 
landscape by confessions (Protestants, Catholics, Jews, Mormons), new in-
terconfessional and even interreligious alliances formed. Co ali tions be-
tween conservative Protestants, Catholics, Jews, and Mormons, united by 
their common rejection of the progressive agenda and concern about its 
successful advancement,  were formed (Hunter 1991, 96). Their foes  were 
liberals, leftists, and religious reformists. Indeed, from the 1970s onward, 
social progressivism that had started out in the 1950s–60s as a radical youth 
counterculture promoted by a few marginal rebels was rapidly becoming 
the new mainstream. And the forces that opposed this counterculture very 
quickly turned from being the moral majority to being dissidents sur-
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rounded by an environment hostile to their views (Himmelfarb 2006, 81). 
The 1973 Supreme Court decision in the Roe v. Wade case, which liberal-
ized the right to abortion throughout the United States, as well as discus-
sions about the Equal Rights Amendment, became the symbols of profound 
cultural changes that radically reshaped the American public (see, in par-
tic u lar, Jenkins 2006).

Second, the realignment along orthodox and progressive lines led to di-
visions inside religious communities, dividing  these formerly solid groups 
into conservative and progressive parts. Conservative Protestants felt less 
and less connected to their progressive coreligionists. Consequently, the 
proximity between conservative Protestants and conservative Catholics 
(as well as Orthodox Jews and Mormons) increased. Diff er ent religious 
communities  were no longer divided or united based on their position on 
dogmatic issues, but rather on which side they took in the culture wars 
(Wuthnow 1990). As Hunter has noted, “The po liti cally relevant divisions 
in the American context are no longer defined according to where one 
stands vis- a- vis Jesus, Luther, or Calvin, but where one stands vis- a- vis 
Rousseau, Voltaire, Diderot, and Condorcet, and especially their philo-
sophical heirs (including Nietz sche and Rorty)” (Hunter 1991, 132). What 
Hunter described was a truly epochal transformation that is as relevant 
 today as it was when he wrote his book: we are dealing with the revision 
of the traditional divisions between religious communities along denomi-
national lines and their replacement by new fault lines, this time based on 
a po liti cal and ideological agenda and  running right through the individ-
ual religious communities. Especially for Rus sian Orthodoxy, this trans-
formation constitutes, as we show  later, a  great novelty.

Third, the dramatic term “cultural warfare” was deliberately chosen by 
Hunter, who insisted on the uncompromising nature of this confrontation. 
In  these wars, the parties do not hesitate to represent their disagreement with 
their opponents as a strug gle between good and evil in the literal sense of the 
word, as a  battle in which the fate of not only Amer i ca, but humanity as a  whole, 
is at stake. Each side discredits its opponent by portraying it as extremist 
(Hunter 1991, 144), and each strug gles to monopolize symbols of legitimacy, 
like the American Constitution (Hunter 1991, 147) or—as we show  later— the 
Universal Declaration of  Human Rights. Each side portrays the other as 
dangerous and totalitarian (Hunter 1991, 150). The trope of totalitarianism is, 
as we  will see, frequently used in the Rus sian context, where Rus sian actors 
pre sent themselves as the— victorious— survivors of leftist totalitarianism, 
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who have a special legitimacy to lead the conservative side in the culture 
wars. American conservatives, in turn, have taken to describe themselves as 
dissidents against liberal totalitarianism, and they look to Orthodoxy for 
refuge. One example for this trend is the influential American writer Rod 
Dreher, who converted to Orthodox Chris tian ity and sees his own society 
as on the brink of civil war and totalitarianism (Dreher 2020b).

The culture wars in Amer i ca have given rise to a social and po liti cal 
movement that occupies a key role in the narrative of this book: the Chris-
tian Right. The American Christian Right can be defined as a “social 
movement that attempts to mobilize evangelical Protestants and other or-
thodox Christians into conservative po liti cal action” (Wilcox and Robin-
son 2011, 6). It emerged in the second half of the 1970s as a response to the 
cultural revolution of previous de cades, as an attempt to counteract what 
conservatives perceived as harmful tendencies for society and with the in-
tention to bring “spiritual and moral renewal” to American society (see 
the history of this movement: Williams 2010; Dowland 2015).

For our understanding of the American Christian Right as a social and 
po liti cal movement, Wilcox and Robinson’s definition is good starting 
point:

The Christian Right has no single agenda, but rather a collection of 
overlapping agendas. Some Christian Right activists focus almost en-
tirely on ending abortions in Amer i ca;  others are concerned primar-
ily with issues surrounding homeschooling. Some are motivated to 
fight what they call the “radical homosexual agenda,” whereas  others 
focus on banning same- sex marriage.  Others seek to reduce the 
amount of sexually explicit material in tele vi sion, movies, and popu-
lar  music. Some seek to promote a role for religion in public life: 
prayer in public schools, nativity scenes on city property, and a pub-
lic acknowl edgment that the United States is a Christian (or some-
times Judeo- Christian) nation. (Wilcox and Robinson 2011, 10)

The Christian Right is a movement that consists of a multitude of organ-
izations, some extremely large and influential,  others quite small. Among 
the most prominent of  these are the Catholic  Family and  Human Rights 
Institute (C-  Fam), the  Family Research Council (FRC), Concerned  Women 
for Amer i ca (CWA), The Howard Center for  Family, Religion, and Society, 
Focus on the  Family, and the Traditional Values Co ali tion (TVC). Most of 
 these organ izations have their roots in the 1970s and 1980s, and their emer-
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gence is directly related to the logic of the culture wars. It is pertinent to 
list  these organ izations, as we  will meet them in one way or another  later, 
when we consider  these conflicts in the global and transnational contexts.

The Christian Right movement, in short, emerges, develops, and gains 
strength in the American culture wars as a defender of conservative 
positions— not only through intellectual debates, but also through partici-
pation in the real po liti cal strug gle. The eventual appearance of the global 
and transnational dimension of the culture wars is a logical continuation 
of the activities of  these organ izations in their national context; it is, as one 
author put it, the “culmination of several trends in [American] religion and 
civil society over the past few de cades” (Butler 2006, 13).

Hunter published his influential book in 1991. At that moment, the cul-
ture wars  were already taking on a new dimension— they  were spilling 
over the borders of the United States (McCrudden 2015), rapidly becom-
ing transnational and global.  Here we should emphasize once more why 
the American case deserves special attention. Morality conflicts exist not 
only in the United States (Engeli, Green- Pedersen, and Larsen 2012; 
Grzymała- Busse 2015); they are a feature of any con temporary pluralistic 
society. However, it is the American pattern of dealing with  these conflicts 
that reproduces itself in a transnational context. Global value conflicts have 
a number of typological features that resemble the American ones: they 
restructure the religious field in terms of the progressive and conservative, 
they forge interdenominational conservative co ali tions, and they polarize. 
Most importantly, it is American actors, together with the Vatican, who 
are the motor  behind the pro cess of bringing  these conflicts to a new trans-
national level (Buss and Herman 2003; Irvine 2012).

In this book, we argue that one of the main  causes of the globalization 
of the culture wars is the growing significance of the supranational di-
mension of politics and law in the con temporary world. International 
treaties, declarations and resolutions, and supranational bodies like the 
United Nations and the Eu ro pean Court of  Human Rights limit the 
sovereignty of their member states by imposing upon them a universal 
regime of  human rights and of international treaties that previous govern-
ments of a country have signed onto, but that  later governments may in-
terpret as an impediment to their po liti cal power. The fact that decisions 
taken at the supranational level can have a significant impact at the na-
tional level and can directly affect the balance of power in local morality 
conflicts prompts progressive as well as conservative actors to take their 
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strug gles beyond national borders (Finnemore and Sikkink 1998; Nash 
2016).

This move beyond national borders can take several forms. In this chapter, 
we discuss two of  these in detail,  because they are relevant for our study of 
Rus sia in the global culture wars: first, the search by conservative actors 
for strong allies and the building of transnational alliances; and second, the 
export of the logic of the culture wars to new regions not yet affected—or 
not extensively affected—by conflicts over issues such as abortion, homo-
sexuality, and education.

Building Transnational Alliances and Exporting the Culture Wars

The end of the Cold War and of the confrontation between communist 
and cap i tal ist systems, contrary to Francis Fukuyama’s predictions (Fuku-
yama 1989), did not lead to the “end of history.” Instead, it gave rise to new 
ideological conflicts, of which cultural conflicts between progressives and 
conservatives are one. This is clearly seen in the case of the United Nations, 
where the topic of religion has begun to attract more and more attention 
since the 1990s.  Until then, religion had not been an issue for the UN. The 
lack of religious topics was “due to the ‘secular paradigm’ that predomi-
nated in the post- war era, coloring both thinking and be hav ior. It was in 
part a response to the explicit atheism of the USSR and the  People’s Re-
public of China, and it muted and even blinded many to religious institu-
tions and issues” (Marshall 2017, 21). However,  after the end of the Cold 
War, two significant pro cesses became vis i ble: first, “a set of dialogues and 
efforts that have aimed to bring religious topics explic itly into the United 
Nations system”; and second, “the emergence of a number of contested is-
sues that are perceived as religious in nature, centering on  women’s rights and 
particularly reproductive health” (Marshall 2017, 21). Since then, religious 
freedom, reproductive and sexual health, and  family values have become 
an integral part of the UN agenda (Marshall 2017, 23–24).

At the same time,  there was an increase in the number of religious NGOs 
accredited by the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). 
In examining the issue of religious NGOs in the United Nations, Karsten 
Lehman noted that  today  there are more and more that have a clear social 
conservative orientation (Lehmann 2016, 74). The conservatives’ move into the 
transnational dimension has, according to Anne Stensvold, been a reaction 
to a number of SRHR initiatives in the UN context (SRHR is an acronym 
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for sexual, reproductive, and health rights in UN documents) (Stensvold 2017a, 
2017b). Scholars usually mention two international forums that became a 
trigger for conservative efforts to become active in the transnational di-
mension: the International Conference on Population and Development, 
held in Cairo in 1994, and the Fourth World Conference on  Women in 
Beijing in 1995. The vectors identified at  these forums alarmed Christian 
conservatives and instigated them to establish contacts with similarly minded 
actors from other religions to or ga nize collective action to  counter what they 
saw as dangerous trends (McIntosch and Finkle 1995, 234). This was a mo-
ment of una nim i ty for key conservative actors: the Vatican, several Islamic 
states (e.g., the Organ ization of Islamic Cooperation; see Skorini and 
Petersen 2017), and Christian Right NGOs.

The move of the Christian Right into the transnational dimension was 
thus driven by several circumstances (Herman 2001)— first, by the need 
to respond to the challenges and perceived threats posed by international 
 human rights law to internal American affairs; second, by the feeling that 
conservatives  were losing the American culture wars at home and that 
“internationalization” and the opening of a second battlefront could be 
a solution; and fi nally, by the natu ral continuation of the success that 
accompanied the Christian Right in domestic politics during the presidency 
of George W. Bush, who openly positioned himself as a “newly born” Chris-
tian (Marsden 2008, 17). The support of the White House acted as a boost 
to the leaders of the Christian Right movements, who now sought to ex-
pand their influence into the area of foreign policy. As Marsden notes,

Organ izations such as Focus on the  Family (FOF), the  Family Re-
search Council (FRC), Concerned  Women for Amer i ca (CWA), the 
Institute on Religion and Democracy (IRD), and the Ea gle Forum 
have turned their attention  towards seeking to advance their socially 
conservative moral values in the United Nations and World Congress 
of Families. Organ izations have been  eager to apply for faith- based- 
initiative funding to deliver humanitarian assistance abroad while 
evangelizing. (Marsden 2008, 17)

The globalization of the cultural wars leads to the same realignment of the 
religious landscape that we have already seen in the national American 
context— but this time on a global scale. Interdenominational and even inter-
religious alliances are formed— for example, between Muslims and conser-
vative Protestants, who unite against global initiatives to expand the rights 
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of sexual minorities. Bob called this alliance “the Baptist- Burqa network” 
(Bob 2012) and  later, recognizing the emerging role of Rus sia, extended the 
phrase to “Baptist- Burqa- Babushka” (Bob 2015).  These alliances exist both 
in the form of situational collaboration— that is, collaboration for the sake of 
a specific case— and in an institutionalized form. The institutionalization 
of such alliances can be illustrated by the history of the World Congress 
of Families, which we analyze in detail in Chapter 6.

The globalization of the culture wars comes in tandem with a split along 
the lines of conservatism and progressivism, a divide that cuts across religious 
communities, national borders, and continents. Conservative Protestants 
in the United States consider themselves as being closer to conservative 
communities from Africa or Latin Amer i ca than to progressive North 
American coreligionists. Philip Jenkins in his book The Next Christendom 
describes this new gaping global division of Chris tian ity:

As the church became increasingly divided over issues of gender and 
sexual orientation, North American conservatives found themselves 
much closer po liti cally to the upstart churches of Africa and Asia than to 
their own church elites, as they looked to Singapore and Rwanda to de-
fend themselves against New York and Ottawa. (Jenkins 2002, 204)

In large part, the conservative aggiornamento in the Rus sian context is 
modeled on the response of conservative Christian actors to the secular, 
liberal order elsewhere, rather than being an original and au then tic Ortho-
dox Christian response to grievances inside post- Soviet Rus sian society. 
This paradoxical outcome is the result of the export of culture wars (Gathii 
2006). As Peter Berger writes in “Exporting the American Culture War,” 
much of Amer i ca’s domestic politics revolves around the culture war. But 
Amer i ca being not just “any country,” but po liti cally and eco nom ically he-
gemonic, its culture has proved enormously influential throughout the 
world. “Not surprisingly,” Berger concludes, “both [the social progressive 
and the social conservative] subcultures have become export commodities” 
(Berger 2014). Our book provides evidence that the intellectual resources 
of the American culture wars are becoming “goods” that are readily dis-
tributable worldwide: arguments on abortion, arguments for homeschool-
ing, arguments against gay marriage, a traditional vision of the  family, and 
so on. The Rus sian case is an example of how the logic of the cultural wars 
can take root in contexts in which on a societal level  there is  little or no 
preexisting moral controversy on  these issues.
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C H A P T E R

2
History

The Sources of Rus sia’s Traditional- Values 

Conservatism

R ussia in recent years has joined the global culture wars and has po-
sitioned itself as “the last protector of traditional Christian values” 

and “shield against radical left- wing ideas and ideologies” (Michel 2017). 
For us, as scholars of post- Soviet Rus sian society and Orthodox religion, 
this turn of events raised one  simple question: where did all this come from? 
Even for us, having spent the last fifteen years studying the post- Soviet re-
ligious situation in Rus sia, the rise of the Rus sian Orthodox Church to 
become a “new power ful ally for the American Christian Right” (Michel 
2017) came as a surprise. What was it we had not seen? What seemed ob-
vious to us was that the Rus sian traditionalist turn was far from “just natu-
ral”; that it was not the inevitable outcome of a peculiar logic of Rus sian 
religious and national history and culture, which would allegedly always 
place Rus sia on the side of religious Orthodoxy and autocracy (even though 
the proponents of Rus sian traditionalism argue just that). Rus sia’s pre sent 
role in the global culture wars was an empirical puzzle: How— and when— 
exactly did the Rus sian Orthodox Church and the Rus sian government 
adopt traditional- values conservatism? How did this turn  toward moral 
conservatism fit into the sociopo liti cal and cultural history and pre sent of 
post- Soviet Rus sia? How did it match up with global culture- war dynamics? 
When precisely did this traditional- values conservatism become a foreign 
policy agenda? How much of this development should be considered gen-
uinely “Rus sian,” and how much of it stemmed from transnational dynamics? 
 These vari ous questions form the focus of this chapter. First, we examine 
the logic of the development of Soviet and post- Soviet society that made 
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social conservatism both relevant and in high demand. Following this, we 
provide concrete examples of the influences of Western actors on Rus sian 
conservatism in the early 1990s and analyze the embeddedness of Rus sia 
and Rus sian Orthodoxy in the dynamic of the globalizing cultural wars.

Soviet Roots of Rus sian Social Conservatism

To make sense of the origins of Rus sia’s traditional- values conservatism, 
one must study the logic of the development of Soviet society and its tran-
sition to post- Soviet society. Victoria Smolkin’s A Sacred Space Is Never 
Empty: A History of Soviet Atheism (2018)  will be our initial guide in re-
constructing the ideological trajectory of Rus sian society that laid the foun-
dation for the emergence of traditional- values conservatism.1 The Soviet 
Union was an atheist state that was determined to get rid of religion and 
any other of the ancien regime’s atavisms. However, as early as the 1970s, 
Communist Party ideologues noticed two troubling tendencies:

The first was the growing indifference of the Soviet youth to ideo-
logical and worldview questions in general, and to religion and atheism 
in par tic u lar. The second was the growing interest in religion as na-
tional culture and spiritual heritage among certain segments of Soviet 
society— a trend that was led by the creative intelligent sia, but threat-
ened to contaminate young  people. (Smolkin 2018, 196)

To a certain extent, Smolkin argues,  these two tendencies complemented 
each other: as the official ideology became less and less attractive, some 
 people totally rejected any ideology and turned to worldly pleasures and 
consumerism, while  others searched for some alternative to fill this spiritual 
void. In a 1972 essay in the atheistic journal Science and Religion, Feliks 
Kuznetsov wrote, “As our material prob lems find solutions, questions of 
moral upbringing and spiritual values become more impor tant” (cited in 
Smolkin 2018, 202).

Soviet ideologues tried to solve the prob lem of “moral upbringing and 
spiritual values” and to counteract the aforementioned tendencies with two 
moves. First, they tried to reform atheism. Instead of militant atheism 

1. Following Smolkin, we focus on the developments from the 1970s onward. For 
the period before, and in par tic u lar for the influence of Stalinism on social conservatism 
in the USSR, see Robinson 2019, 159–62.
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aimed at fighting religion, they proposed a positive atheism that “expanded 
the bound aries of what constituted atheism” (Smolkin 2018, 198). According 
to Smolkin, “This new kind of atheism— a spiritual atheism— had to address 
tradition and heritage, lived experience and spiritual needs, and produce 
its own cosmology and way of life” (Smolkin 2018, 198). The Communist 
Party’s attempts to re create atheism as a direct replica of religion— with athe-
istic spirituality and atheistic rites of passage— turned out to be unsuccessful.

Second, the party sought to study religious culture to retain what was 
useful from religion in terms of values that could be stripped of their 
suspect religious vestments. Smolkin quotes Anatolii Ivanov, the editor of 
Science and Religion, who wrote, “The main task is to develop research into 
the spiritual values of the past, in which the religious and the aesthetic are 
deeply intertwined, in order to  free every thing historically and aestheti-
cally valuable of its religious wrapping” (cited in Smolkin 2018, 201). The 
Communist Party’s search for religion did not pass unnoticed by  those re-
ligious dissidents in the Soviet Union who clandestinely studied, taught, 
and wrote about the Rus sian religious tradition. “The ones in power started 
to look for ideological alternatives to Marxism early,” Vladimir Bibikhin 
wrote in an essay entitled “For Administrative Use,” in which he revealed 
a government- sponsored proj ect for the preparation of philosophical digests 
on Rus sian and Western philosophy in the 1970s and ’80s. Bibikhin re-
calls critically that the Soviet government was interested in Rus sian reli-
gious thinkers inasmuch as it could shape their ideas into an official canon 
that could be read in support of Rus sian nationalism and, as an anti- 
individualist philosophy, of communism (Stoeckl 2015, 395).

For Soviet party ideologues,  there  were two aspects to religion: (1) reli-
gion as a faith or worldview and (2) religion as a cultural artifact, national 
tradition, or connection to the past.2 Religion in the first sense was unac-
ceptable, an ideological  enemy that should be destroyed. Religion in the 
second sense, however, was something that could at least be tolerated and 
could function as a “pressure valve” for radical thinkers on the right 
(Smolkin 2018, 201; see also Mikhailovsky 2015).

During the years of perestroika, when Marxism- Leninism was crum-
bling, the Rus sian Orthodox Church was more than ready to offer itself as 

2. This opposition of religion is also found in the con temporary configuration of 
religion, where religion- as- faith without culture is struggling with religion- as- culture 
without faith (Roy 2009).
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the solution to the prob lem of moral vacuum. As early as 1985, Metropoli-
tan Aleksii (Ridiger) of Tallinn and Estonia (the  future patriarch) wrote a 
letter to Mikhail Gorbachev asking the state to reconsider the role the 
church played in the life of society. In this letter, he “assured the Soviet leader 
that the interests of the church could not be separated from the interests of 
the Soviet  people, and that as a result, the church could and should play a 
more prominent role in Soviet social life” (Smolkin 2018, 224). Smolkin, 
in her analy sis of this letter (including quotes from the letter), wrote:

Aleksii proposed that “the main directions of our cooperation” would 
be the church’s contribution to “patriotic and civic education, to the 
strengthening of the unity of our society, which is so necessary in 
the difficult current international situation.” He noted that de facto, the 
church was already  doing this work. But he suggested that the church 
could “more actively and decisively combat the vari ous social vices and 
illnesses— alcoholism, moral depravity, and egoism—to strengthen 
the  family as an essential foundation of Soviet society, and defend 
the spiritual and moral health of the  people.” (Smolkin 2018, 224)

This offer was rejected, and the Metropolitan was punished. He lost his 
position as the head of internal church affairs and had to move from Mos-
cow to Leningrad (Smolkin 2018, 224). Yet the Soviet system was obvi-
ously collapsing, not only eco nom ically and po liti cally, but also ideologically. 
And the question of the moral vacuum, of “moral upbringing and spiri-
tual values,” remained unresolved.

As the USSR was approaching its end, two main ideological alternatives 
emerged.  These alternatives  were well illustrated by a famous letter pub-
lished in 1988  in a leading Soviet newspaper, Sovetskaia Rossiia [Soviet 
Rus sia] (Atnashev 2018). The letter became one of the turning points of 
perestroika. Nina Andreeva, its author, a Soviet chemistry teacher, criticized 
perestroika and proclaimed the need to return to “au then tic Communist 
ideals” (Andreeva 1988). In her letter, entitled, “I  can’t betray princi ples,” 
Andreeva described two ideological rivals to au then tic communism. The 
first she called “left- liberalism” or “neoliberalism,” characterized by adher-
ence to democracy, capitalism, “God- seeking tendencies,” and, of course, 
cosmopolitanism. She called the proponents of the second ideological ri-
val to communism “traditionalists” or “guardians” (ohraniteli— those who 
guard) or “neo- Slavophiles.”  These  people  were characterized as  those striv-
ing to “overcome socialism by moving backwards.” According to Andreeva, 
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they wanted to “return to the social forms of the pre- socialist Rus sia” and 
 were representatives of “peasant socialism” who believed that a hundred 
years ago the country had lost its moral values that had “accumulated in 
the foggy mist of centuries by the peasant community” (Andreeva 1988).

It is worth remembering this letter  today,  because as soon as communist 
ideology collapsed,  these two rival ideologies became dominant. The post- 
Soviet period has been a period of strug gle between liberals and traditional-
ists. The last de cade of the twentieth  century was a period of liberal triumph, 
but the first de cade of the next  century saw the gradual rise of the tradition-
alist wing. Hence, the first ele ment  behind the rise of traditional- values 
conservatism was the decline of the official Soviet ideology and the expe-
rience of the spiritual vacuum that followed. At the same time  there was a 
growing fascination with religion and the Rus sian Orthodox Church, 
which continued to nurture the ambition to fill this moral vacuum.

The second internal source for the rise of traditional- values conservatism 
can be found in the turbulent transformations the Soviet state and society 
underwent in the 1980s, ultimately leading to the collapse of the USSR and 
the emergence of several in de pen dent states, including the Rus sian Federation. 
This was a real revolution— not merely po liti cally, but also culturally and 
spiritually. In fact, it was a belated echo of 1968. For de cades, Rus sia had been 
surrounded by the Iron Curtain, which to a considerable degree prevented 
the spirit of the sixties from penetrating. By the late 1980s, however, the cur-
tain was no longer functioning, and the country was rapidly flooded with 
an extraordinary number of new phenomena, including new religious move-
ments, New Age spirituality, new sexual freedom including pornography, 
Western  music, fashion and hairstyles, new drugs, and more (for a good 
literary portrait of this period, see Carrère 2014). All of this happened 
against the backdrop of painful economic reforms and inconclusive po liti cal 
transformations that resulted in poverty, increased crime rates, alcoholism, 
rising abortion rates, and other prob lems. With  these came a growing 
disillusionment with the liberal transition among ordinary Rus sians.

The spiritual void and the prob lem of “moral upbringing and spiritual 
values” transformed into alarmist moral panics about degradation and de-
generation. The comprehensive crisis of late Soviet and post- Soviet society 
became a hotbed for ideas about moral revival and spiritual regeneration. 
 There are significant parallels  here with the emergence of U.S. traditional- 
values conservatism in the 1970s as a reaction to the social dislocations of the 
1960s (Dowland 2015). In his book on Rus sia’s sexual revolution, sociologist 
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Igor Kon (1995, 269) claimed that Rus sian society experienced every thing 
that took place in the West in the 1960s with a delay of twenty- five years. 
If we follow Kon, then Rus sian moral conservatism emerged as a reaction 
to the dislocations of the late 1980s and the 1990s— the country’s dramatic 
encounter with the spirit of the sixties. The resulting moral panics and the 
rise of conservative ideology is not unique to Rus sia; rather, it is a reflection 
of the global pattern of a society facing the pro cess “of formation of new 
sexual- erotic norms and values” (Kon 1995, 268).

As mentioned  earlier, Soviet communists  were not ready to take the next 
logical step to connect the challenge of moral upbringing and spiritual 
values— transformed into the prob lem of regeneration and overcoming 
an acute moral crisis— with religious ideology and the Rus sian Orthodox 
Church as the purveyor of this ideology. Only  later,  after the collapse of 
the Soviet Union, did the post- Soviet Communist Party make this con-
nection. Gennadii Zyuganov, the leader of the Rus sian Communist Party 
and a  viable candidate in 1996 for president of the Rus sian Federation, made 
the question of spiritual- moral values (SMV) one of the top aspects of his 
po liti cal program. According to Jardar Østbø:

In Gennadii Zyuganov’s 1996 election campaign, SMV  were men-
tioned in several programmatic articles. For instance, Zyuganov called 
for a halt to the “moral genocide” of the Rus sian  people. In his charac-
teristic brand of nationalism and communism, SMV  were presented 
as the opposite of capitalism, self- interest, Western low culture, and Western 
sectarianism— whose “propaganda” would lead not only to spiritual 
and moral decay, but also to the “physical demise” of Rus sia. In this early 
instance of a securitizing move, Zyuganov explic itly presented what he 
saw as the materialist decay and Western missionaries’ encroachment 
on traditional SMV as existential threats to Rus sia. (Østbø 2017, 203)

Rus sian communists openly merged nostalgia for the Soviet past (a stable 
social order, a strong position in the system of international relations,  etc.) with 
Orthodox tradition as a substitute for the now- impossible atheist ideology.

The Rus sian Orthodox Church was also moving in this direction by 
criticizing the “dashing nineties” and countering the perceived moral 
decay with the revival of spiritual- moral values. This is particularly evident 
in the materials of the World Rus sian  People’s Council, which since 1993 
have been filled with value rhe toric and calls for moral revival of the Fa-
therland (see Dunlop 1995; Horvath 2016). Alexander Agadjanian calls the 
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continuity between Christian Orthodox and communist spiritual- moral 
values “a selective reception of the late Soviet conservative ethos” (Agadja-
nian 2017, 41). This affinity between Orthodox morality and Soviet ethos, 
he argues, is “based upon a common negative assumption— namely, a re-
jection of the  imagined ‘western liberal ethos.’ ” This position was “deeply 
shared both by the ideologised moral code which dominated the Soviet 
public sphere and traditionally anti- western Orthodox rhe toric” (Agadja-
nian 2017, 42–43). The points of convergence between the late Soviet ethos 
and Orthodox morality, according to Agadjanian,  were many: the rhe toric 
of the “solid Soviet  family” as the basis of a stable society (in spite of, and 
in contradiction to, the high rates of divorce and abortion); the tacit ac-
cep tance of in equality of gender roles (in spite of official propaganda to 
the contrary); an emphasis on responsibilities rather than rights, on intra- 
collective social control and solidarity (both as a mechanism of power and 
an accepted ideal), on the priority of the “spiritual” over the “material,” and 
on sexual (self)- restraint. Also shared  were homophobia and the subjuga-
tion of individual interests and expressions to the collective good (Agadja-
nian 2017, 43–44). He concludes:

All of  these ele ments can be easily given a Christian sacred canopy 
 under the label of “traditional values” which the Orthodox Church 
has done, but with new interpretations and emphases. The Soviet 
moral legacy has thus been selectively “sacralised” and subsumed into 
a longer continuity of Rus sian Christian history, which has been as-
sociated, if only anachronistically, with both the pre- Revolutionary 
 imagined Gemeinschaft and the Soviet collectivistic conservatism. 
(Agadjanian 2017, 44)

The affinity between communist and new Orthodox values is not a big 
secret evident only to informed researchers (see also Stepanova 2019, 2015; 
Tsygankov 2016). It has been openly acknowledged several times by Vlad-
imir Putin himself, including in a speech in 2011:

We lost certain Soviet- era values that  were related to . . .  the “Moral 
Code of the Builder of Communism.”3 But if we look into this “Moral 

3. The “Moral Code of the Builder of Communism” was a set of codified moral 
rules in the Soviet Union that  every member of the Communist Party of the USSR 
was supposed to follow. It was  adopted in 1961.
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Code of the Builder of Communism,” [we see that] it actually [con-
sists of] excerpts from the Bible, and humanity has created nothing 
better. Our traditional confessions— Buddhists, Christians, Jews, and 
Muslims alike— generally adhere to essentially the very same posi-
tions concerning basic moral and ethical values. And, of course, we must 
strengthen  these values together. We have no other values orientations 
[than  these], and  others  will likely not arise any time soon. (Regnum 
2011)

On another occasion, Putin said that the Code of the Builder of Commu-
nism was merely a “sublimation, [with] primitive excerpts from the Bible” 
(TASS 2018).

One can notice a peculiar ploy  here: the connection between con-
temporary religious values and communist values is acknowledged, but 
this acknowl edgment occurs  because communist values are said to have 
been just a pale copy of au then tic religious values. Putin and  others thus 
see  today’s Orthodox Christian values as deriving from communist values 
for the  simple reason that communist values  were nothing more than a 
shallow imitation of the more original Orthodox Christian values.

Hence, summarizing the logic of the development that made traditional- 
values conservatism both relevant and in high demand inside Rus sia, we 
can see how Rus sian moral conservatism originated as a reaction to the 
“dashing nineties” and to the social dislocations of Rus sia’s transition from 
the Soviet to the post- Soviet context. Traditional- values conservatism 
emerged out of the moral panics of the late 1980s and the 1990s as a solu-
tion to the long- lasting, comprehensive crisis of a new Rus sian society in 
desperate need of moral foundations (see also Uzlaner 2017, 2019).

The Outer Sources of Rus sian Traditional- Values Conservatism

The narrative thus far seems quite logical: the decay of official atheistic ideol-
ogy revealed a spiritual void that culminated in an acute sense of a compre-
hensive crisis of the Rus sian  people, with the rising Rus sian Orthodox 
Church offering itself and its Christian values as the way out of that crisis. 
Yet an impor tant ele ment is missing in this sequence. The moral conservatism 
described previously is related exclusively to Rus sian history, as an aspiration 
to revive Rus sia’s past and to restore what was lost during the Soviet and 
the post- Soviet period. This kind of conservatism is openly anti- Western in 
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nature, and it is difficult to imagine fruitful cooperation between it and 
its Western analogues. As Nina Andreeva’s letter shows, this conservatism 
is very much backward- looking in that it seeks to restore a “golden age” of 
the past. As such, its proponents seem to lack the skill, the language, and 
the arguments to discuss con temporary issues and con temporary chal-
lenges. The missing ele ment that must be added to this picture is transna-
tional influence. Its introduction as an ele ment for analy sis allows us to 
understand why the alliance between Rus sian conservatism and the global 
right wing in the 2010s became pos si ble.

Traditional- values conservatism is not a unique Rus sian invention. As 
discussed in Chapter 1, it was forged in the context of the U.S. culture wars 
of the 1970s and 1980s. By the end of the 1980s, the American culture wars 
became transnational. On the one hand, Christian Right NGOs started 
to be active in international institutions like the UN (Buss and Herman 
2003). On the other hand, the agenda of representatives of the U.S. cul-
ture wars was to export their beliefs and ideologies to other regions and 
continents. American conservatives  were more than ready to export tradi-
tional values or traditional  family values to new territories. It is against this 
backdrop that Rus sia appeared on the map of the globalizing culture wars 
in the late 1980s.  There is still no comprehensive description of the trans-
national context of the rise of con temporary Rus sian moral conservatism. 
With the few exceptions cited in this chapter (Glanzer 2002; Kon 1999, 
1995), most scholars have attributed Rus sia’s conservative turn to traditional 
Eastern Orthodoxy and the peculiar Rus sian context. John Anderson, for 
example, describing the rise of cultural conflicts in Rus sia, writes that “al-
though the way  these issues have been articulated in Rus sia may owe 
something to U.S. discourses, the controversies have indigenous roots” (An-
derson 2012, 309; see also Anderson 2015). In the remainder of this chap-
ter, we  will show that this statement is only partially adequate.

Moral controversies in con temporary Rus sia do have indigenous roots, 
but the way they are framed owes much to U.S. discourses. This is vis i ble even 
at the level of language itself. The very concept of traditional values is 
quite new in the Rus sian context. The term was definitely alien to the com-
munist ideology, since communism was strongly opposed to any tradition. 
The more widespread concept was “spiritual- moral values.” Our analy sis 
of the EastView database showed that the first meaningful mention of tradi-
tional values in the official Soviet press is from a 1983 article published in 
Izvestia. The article (Matveev 1983), with the telling title, “A Crisis of 
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Morality and the Morality of a Crisis,” was devoted to Jerry Falwell and 
his “Moral Majority” movement. It described Falwell as a person who is 
trying to “return to traditional values” blaming the “left,” the “liberals,” 
and the “communists” for the moral decay of American society. The article 
was highly critical of traditional- values conservatism; according to the au-
thor, the U.S. Christian Right did not see that the prob lem was not moral de-
cay but capitalism itself. It was in this context of refutation, therefore, that the 
concept of traditional values first appeared in the Rus sian discourse, clearly 
identified with the American Christian Right. Only a de cade  later, the assess-
ment of traditional values and of the American Christian Right changed by 
a hundred- and- eighty degrees: they  were now examples to emulate.

CoMission

One case of American Christian Right influence that is well documented 
is the so- called CoMission program, the subject of Perry Glanzer’s book 
on Evangelical activities in post- communist Rus sia (2002). This was a pro-
gram of eighty- three Christian organ izations created with the scope of 
instructing Rus sian public- school teachers how to teach Christian ethics. 
Glanzer describes the excitement of the American Christian community 
as the former Soviet Union opened itself to “Christian enlightenment,” 
with USA  Today and Newsweek  running enthusiastic headlines like, “The 
Former Soviet Republics Are Now Opening Their Public School Doors 
to Teaching about Chris tian ity” and “U.S. Evangelicals Put God Back in 
Rus sian Schools” (cited in Glanzer 2002, 3). Glanzer’s well- researched 
monograph shows that high- ranking Rus sian officials responsible for 
education  were more than happy to open their doors to American mis-
sionaries.  These public administrators thought that Americans could help 
Rus sia cope with the moral vacuum in which the country found itself 
 after the collapse of the USSR. Glanzer quotes a Rus sian official, on a 
visit in Anaheim, California, in November 1992 to meet with American 
Christian teachers, who used a dramatic picture in his address to the 
American hosts:

When a person is in a waterfall and he wants to save his life, and he 
sees a hand extended to him for help, can he think whose hand is 
this? He  will accept the hand which is first. The first hand was of The 
CoMission. (Alexander Asmolov, cited in Glanzer 2002, 3–4)
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CoMission, endorsed by Rus sian authorities at the highest levels, initially 
enjoyed  great success, operating  until 1997. It entailed more than 1,500 mis-
sionary educators not only to Rus sia, but also to other countries such as 
Ukraine, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Bulgaria. The CoMission’s activi-
ties included training work in schools and missionizing outreach (Glanzer 
2002, 5–6). Even the Rus sian Orthodox Church appears to have welcomed 
CoMission in the beginning (Glanzer 2002, 9). Eventually, however, the 
Moscow Patriarchate, alarmed by its proselytizing activities, turned against 
the program (Glanzer 2002, 195). By 1997, the church had successfully lob-
bied for a change in the Rus sian law on religious freedom, which restricted 
the activities of foreign missionaries in the country and effectively barred 
the CoMission program from continuation.4

Focus on the  Family

The American Christian organ ization Focus on the  Family was active in 
Rus sia in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Their activities have not yet been 
described in the lit er a ture, and the findings we pre sent  here therefore help 
fill a gap and complete the picture of American influence on Rus sia 
traditional- values conservatism. Focus on the  Family is an organ ization 
that promotes family- values conservatism. James Dobson, a Christian psy-
chologist and the author of popu lar books on  family psy chol ogy and rais-
ing  children, founded the organ ization in 1977. According to Daniel K. 
Williams, Dobson “dispensed advice on a wide range of  family concerns, 
including parenting, marital issues, divorce recovery, advice for singles, and 
caring for el derly parents, all of which he and his cohosts discussed from 
a Christian perspective” (Williams 2010, 236).

4. In 1997, the Rus sian Duma passed a new Law on Freedom of Conscience and 
Religious Associations. The aim of the new law was a stricter regulation of the activities 
of religious communities on the Rus sian territory, especially of foreign missionary 
groups. The law introduced the requirement of a fifteen- year waiting period prior to 
registration as a religious organ ization, a requirement that effectively barred many foreign 
missionary churches from providing public worship ser vices or religious teaching. 
The law also articulated (in its preamble) a hierarchy of religions, with the Rus sian 
Orthodox Church in a predominant position. (On the 1997 Law on Religious Freedom, 
see Froese 2008; Trepanier 2002; Shterin 1998; Davis 1997; and Durham and Homer 
1998.)
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According to our findings, the first contacts between Rus sia and Focus 
on the  Family go back to the late 1980s.  These first contacts  were not with 
representatives of the Rus sian Orthodox Church, nor with government 
structures like CoMission, but with the Rus sian academic community. The 
key contact person was Mikhail Matskovsky (1945–2002), a  family soci-
ologist at the Soviet Acad emy of Sciences Institute of Sociology. He visited 
Dobson for the first time in 1989, and Dobson impressed him. Matskovsky 
treated Dobson not only as a colleague, but as a guru who had a solution 
to Rus sian prob lems, as revealed by his recollections about this initial 
encounter, worth quoting at length:

The first  thing that struck me was an army of con sul tants who, sitting 
in their cozy offices, answered continuous phone calls. As I was told, 
husbands, wives,  children and grandparents from all over Amer i ca call 
to ask how to solve a prob lem in their  family. If the question is  simple, 
they get an answer immediately. When con sul tants consider the situa-
tion as “non- standard,” they involve specialists— psychotherapists 
or psychologists. . . .  Having seen the work of the organ ization, we 
went outside.  There  were a lot of cars standing outside. I knew that 
 there was a parking prob lem in the U.S., but I was not expecting to see 
this! And if it’s a parking lot, why are  there  people in the cars? What 
are they waiting for? It turns out that they  were waiting for “our 
James.” As soon as he walked out the door, the column came alive. 
Men and  women came out of the cars, they started to thank him for 
the advice received from books, radio or tele vi sion, they  were shak-
ing his hand one by one. If it  hadn’t been for the humor with which 
Dr. Dobson treated this ritual, it might have seemed like he was 
leading a parade. (Dobson 1991, 8)

Matskovsky played an active role in promoting Dobson’s ideas in Rus sia. 
In 1991, he published the Rus sian translation of Dobson’s book Dr. Dobson 
Answers Your Questions. The publication of Dobson’s book took place  under 
the aegis of an organ ization founded by Matskovsky called the “Center for 
Universal Values.” In his introduction to the Rus sian edition of Dobson’s 
book, Matskovsky explains the relevance of Dobson’s legacy for Rus sian 
post- Soviet context:

The long- term domination of totalitarian ideology in our country 
has led to the removal of religion from public life. Instead of eternal 
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values:  don’t kill,  don’t steal,  don’t make yourself an idol— a relativ-
istic morality began to be planted: kill if it’s impor tant for the tri-
umph of the Communist Party’s cause; steal (“expropriate the 
expropriators”),  because it’s in the spirit of the socialist ideals of jus-
tice and equality;  don’t honor your  father and  mother, but “betray” 
them,  because the country needs this. It is only now that we are be-
ginning to realize the harmful consequences of this morality for so-
ciety, the  family and the individual. Generations of  people have 
grown up who prefer to feel more like fighters than keepers, more 
like overthrowers of the foundations than defenders of them. But if 
 there’s no one to keep the fire in the  family home,  because every one’s 
gone to the barricades, what happens to that fire? What happens to 
this earth? To preserve the home as an eternal, imperishable value of 
earthly existence, as a primordial brick of  human civilization is the 
main task of Dobson’s conservatism, and we would like to vote with 
both hands for such conservatism. (Dobson 1991, 8–9)

Matskovsky is not merely repeating the usual lamentations about the moral 
crisis of Rus sian society; he also expresses a clear demand for American 
guidance.  After years of atheism, Rus sian society was ready to receive moral 
guidance not only from the Rus sian Orthodox Church, which at that time 
did not seem strong enough to offer such guidance, but also from anyone 
who represented respected religious values that had been abandoned by the 
godless Soviet society.

In the early 1990s, Focus on the  Family had huge plans for Rus sia. We 
interviewed a functionary of Focus on the  Family, who had been active in 
Rus sia at the time, to find out more about this period. He recalls that every-
thing started when James Dobson was invited to Washington by Republican 
congressmen who said that  there was a  great opportunity to bring Focus 
on the  Family to Rus sia, since they felt that “ there would be an open door 
to do that” (Interview 2018i). One of the first  things that Focus on the  Family 
tried to do was to or ga nize a visit by Dobson to Rus sia.

Dobson was scheduled to visit Moscow in August 1991. An article about 
this forthcoming visit, published in Nezavisimaya gazeta, was illustrative 
of Rus sian expectations of this collaboration. Its title spoke plainly: 
“Dr. Dobson Could Not Come at a Better Time: An American Conserva-
tive  Will Advise the Soviet  People.” The article described Dobson in a 
highly positive light:
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Dr. Dobson is an activist of the conservative movement, but not in 
the sense of being “outdated.” He is one of the most unshakable de-
fenders of what is called “traditional  family values” in Amer i ca. 
Among them, James Dobson includes marital fidelity, honesty, self- 
control, premarital abstinence, selfless love for  children combined 
with strict discipline,  etc. (NG 1991)

The article went on to discuss Dobson’s upcoming visit, including “meet-
ings with deputies of the Supreme Soviet of Rus sia, with members of the 
Committee on Marriage and  Family Prob lems of the . . .  Council of Min-
isters, and with sociologists, psychologists, and religious figures. Radio or 
tele vi sion broadcasts for the Soviet  people are also planned.” The Nezavi-
simaya gazeta article included a comment from Svetlana Yampolskaya of 
the Institute of Sociology of the Soviet Acad emy of Sciences:

Despite economic differences between our countries, we have com-
mon prob lems: an increasing divorce rate, vulnerable  people,  family 
conflicts. . . .  But Soviet psychologists and sociologists do not find it 
easy now to offer recommendations to  people. Our country is  going 
through a catastrophe; no one knows what is good or what is bad. In 
other words,  there is no stable system of values.  Until 1917,  there was 
faith in God, and  after 1917, faith in Communist ideals. And although 
the norms of communist morality  were abstract, discourse took place 
at the societal level, not the individual level (“ don’t get divorced; it’s 
bad for the country”), but at least something existed. Right now, it 
is simply not okay to talk about communism. And  every person has 
a psychological need to believe in something. Dr. Dobson is good 
for us,  because he has a clear system of values based on centuries- old 
religious tradition. (NG 1991)

The much- anticipated visit did not happen. On his way to the USSR, Dob-
son’s plane was redirected to London  because in Moscow the August 
Putsch of 1991 was unfolding.5 The failed trip notwithstanding, the activ-
ity of Focus on the  Family in Rus sia continued. The organ ization had am-

5. The August Putsch of 1991 was a failed attempt made by communist leaders of 
the Soviet Union to take control of the country from Mikhail Gorbachev, who was 
the Soviet president and general secretary. The Putsch leaders  were opposed by civil 
re sis tance led by Rus sian president Boris Yeltsin. The Putsch led to the demise of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the dissolution of the USSR.
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bitious plans to translate and publish books, to start a radio program like 
the one operating in the U.S., to have a permanent column in leading Rus-
sian newspapers, and to meet Rus sian officials and religious leaders. The 
representatives of Focus on the  Family made dozens of visits to Rus sia, re-
ceiving significant attention from Rus sian bureaucrats, including  people 
from the government who  were President Boris Yeltsin’s advisers on  family 
policy (Interview 2018i).

At that period, the Rus sian Orthodox Church still generally welcomed 
such contacts, so it is hardly surprising that representatives of Focus on the 
 Family established contacts with church officials. In our interview, the for-
mer activist remembered an encounter with a bishop at Yelokhovo Cathe-
dral (which functioned as the Moscow Patriarchate’s main cathedral  until 
1991), where the organ ization handed out  children’s bibles (Interview 2018i). 
This was,  after all, the time when the CoMission program was in full swing 
and Focus on the  Family was certainly not the only conservative Chris-
tian organ ization operating in Rus sia: “ There  were lots of other organ-
izations. In fact, prob ably hundreds of missions and organ izations that 
 were working, and  there  were opportunities where we met together in the 
United States and talked about supporting each other’s activities” (Inter-
view 2018i). A par tic u lar feature of Focus on the  Family was its very spe-
cific focus on promoting “traditional values.” It understood itself as an 
educational organ ization “from a Judeo- Christian value system perspec-
tive.” Activists would not preach to  people but talk about Christian values 
and how they could impact  family life and childrearing and support hus-
bands and wives in relating to each other (Interview 2018i). By the mid-
1990s, however, for reasons prob ably very similar to  those that ended the 
CoMission program, the activity of Focus on the  Family came to an end.

Pro- Life

One impor tant topic for the Christian educators that came to Rus sia from 
the West was abortion. Abortion, it should be remembered, was  legal and 
a widely accepted procedure across the former Soviet Union. Legally acces-
sible on demand from 1920  until 1937 and then again from 1955 onward, 
surgical termination of pregnancy was the most accessible form of fertility 
control in the Soviet Union, where barrier contraception was hard to 
come by and hormonal pills  were not imported. (For the most impor tant 
publications on the subject, see Karpov and Kääriäinen 2005; Rivkin- Fish 
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2013; and Luehrmann 2017b, 2017a.) It was only  after the end of commu-
nism that abortion became a question of morality politics not only from 
the perspective of demography (Gal and Kligman 2000), but also as re-
gards  women’s personal experiences and pastoral practice of the Rus sian 
Orthodox Church.

The ethnographic research of Sonja Luehrmann helps us understand that 
the question of abortion had a completely diff er ent status in the USSR than 
in Western countries. The right to  legal abortion had been a key goal of 
early feminist strug gles in the West. In the Soviet Union, on the other hand, 
the legalization of abortion was the result of state action rather than  women’s 
mobilization. Rarely would Rus sian  women speak about their abortion as 
a “choice” or “decision,” as supporters and opponents of  legal abortion tend 
to do in the West. Instead, they would discuss both pregnancy and its ter-
mination as something that happens to a  woman as a result of external 
and often unexplained agency. The religious revival of the 1990s presented 
many of  these  women with a personal dilemma,  because they encountered 
the notion of abortion as sin for the first time (Luehrmann 2017a, 169).

The Rus sian Orthodox Church in the early 1990s had no strategy for 
dealing with abortion; it was simply not on the church’s agenda. A Rus-
sian Orthodox pro- life activist of the first hour, the priest Maxim Obuk-
hov, remembers how awareness was raised in the early 1990s through 
contacts with pro- life movements from the West. The Orthodox pro- life 
activists of the first hour received information material: “When we saw pic-
tures of aborted  children who . . .  came from the United States, well, 
from the American pro- life movement, yes, we realized that . . .  it is nec-
essary to stop the killing of  children” (Interview 2017i).

One influential piece of anti- abortion information imported from the 
U.S. was the film “ Silent Scream” (1984), which was professionally trans-
lated into Rus sian. In 2003, Obukhov’s Life (Zhizn’) Centre in Moscow 
also published a translation of John and Barbara Willke’s book Why  Can’t 
We Love Them Both, with the imprinted blessing of Patriarch Aleksii II (Lu-
ehrmann 2017b, 111). The priest Obukhov endorses the book by American 
Catholics as “a wonderful source of information for doctors, teachers, and 
priests who are responsible for the spiritual and physical health of the Rus-
sian nation” (cited in Luehrmann 2017b, 111).

Luehrmann stresses that the Rus sian Orthodox pro- life strategy indis-
criminately  adopted arguments of Protestant and Catholic origin. She also 
observes that Rus sian Orthodox pro- life activism is often paradoxical: 
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although many activists are deeply suspicious of Western influences and 
ecumenical endeavors, they accept psychological expertise that is largely 
mediated by Catholic and Protestant sources. The Rus sian activists we in-
terviewed confirm this analy sis. They tended to use the anglicized term 
“pro- life” in Rus sian (pro- lajf ), freely admitting to obtaining and trans-
lating information material from the West and to discovering topics pre-
viously not in the focus of the Rus sian pro- life movement— for example, 
the  battle against contraceptives that are considered to have an abortive 
effect. The first plastic dolls of “preborn”  children used by pro- life activists 
to underscore the personification of fetuses also came to Rus sia as gifts from 
Western pro- lifers (Luehrmann 2017b, 114).

From  these origins in the early 1990s, being pro- life has become a stable 
feature of Rus sian social- conservative activism. In our analy sis of transna-
tional networks of social conservatives, pro- life groups are always among 
the players. The Rus sian Orthodox Church and Orthodox pro- life groups 
look for ways to promote their cause, often pursuing rival strategies, as we 
analyze in more detail in Chapter 7.

The World Congress of Families

CoMission and Focus on the  Family ended their Rus sian adventure in the 
mid-1990s, just around the time when another conservative pro- family 
organ ization, the World Congress of Families, started to make headway. 
As the World Congress of Families  will be the subject of analy sis in Chap-
ter 6, it is worth introducing this organ ization and the circumstances of 
its foundation in some detail.

The WCF was founded in the mid-1990s. Like with Focus on the Families, 
the circumstances connecting Rus sians and Americans  were academic. In 
January of 1995, the American college professor and pro- family activist 
Allan Carlson, then president of the Howard Center for  Family, Religion 
and Society in Rockford, Illinois, traveled to Moscow. The purpose of his 
trip was to meet the sociologist Anatoly Antonov, professor of  family soci-
ology and demography at Moscow State University. It was in fact Antonov 
who had reached out to his American colleague and proposed the meet-
ing. Antonov was interested in Carlson  because he had read his works on 
 family and shared his views. For Carlson, the purpose of the trip was to 
test the  waters and to check out  whether the creation of some form of col-
laboration between Rus sians and Americans on  family issues was feasible. 
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In his travel diary, which he presumably wrote for colleagues back at the 
Howard Center, Carlson gave a day- by- day account of his stay in Moscow, 
of the  people he met, the topics treated, and the agreements made (Carlson, 
personal diary, 1995).6

Antonov introduced Carlson to many  people in Moscow: to academ-
ics, intellectuals, and politicians. He made Carlson visit the Sociology De-
partment of Moscow State University and its Center for Population Study. 
The American guest received a warm welcome at the Rus sian Acad emy of 
Education’s Research Institute for the  Family directed by Sergey V. Dar-
modekhin.7 Carlson’s diary conveys pride when he writes:

He [Darmodekhin] showed me a copy, in Rus sian translation, of my 
1989 article, “A Pro- Family Income Tax,”8 which had appeared two 
years ago in a social science journal. This article, he said, is having 
“ great influence” among Rus sian Federation officials, as they  labor to 
restructure the nation’s income tax. (Carlson, personal diary, 1995, 5)

Darmodekhin invited Carlson to enter a collaboration with the Mos-
cow Research Institute for the  Family, for which he had prepared a draft 
cooperation agreement between the institute and the Howard Centre. 
The agreement included, according to Carlson’s diary, the preparation of 
joint publications and translations in  family sociology, the development of 
a joint research proj ect, the exchange of material and information, and 
the nomination of Carlson to the academic board of the Rus sian Research 
Institute for the  Family. An agreement was reached on all  these points, 
and the protocol was signed “following brandy and toasts” (Carlson, personal 
diary, 1995, 5).

6. The diary, which we received in copy directly from its owner, has meanwhile 
been published by investigative journalist Casey Michel (Michel 2019b).

7. In 1995 the Ministry of Social Protection of the Population of the Rus sian 
Federation (“Министерство социальной защиты населения РФ [Ministerstvo 
social’noy zashchity naseleniya RF]”) still existed. In 1996 it was merged with the 
Ministry of  Labor of the Rus sian Federation (“Министерство труда РФ [Ministerstvo 
truda RF]”) to become the Ministry of  Labor and Social Development of the Rus sian 
Federation (“Министерство труда и социального развития РФ [Ministerstvo 
truda i social’nogo razvitiya RF]”). Antonov was an advisor to this last, and to the 
Rus sian State Duma, during the 1990s and  after (Demoscop Weekly 2011).

8. See Carlson 1989. Many texts of Allan Carlson have been translated into Rus sian.
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But not only the Research Institute for  Family was interested in coop-
eration with Carlson; a Rus sian Orthodox actor also “wanted to talk ‘busi-
ness’ ” (Carlson, personal diary, 1995, 4). Carlson reported on a meeting 
with Ivan Shevchenko, who was introduced to him as an artist, chairman 
of the Orthodox Brotherhood of Scientists and Specialists “Tabor,”9 and 
former Duma- candidate. Upon meeting Shevchenko, Carlson felt re-
minded “of a young Solzhenitsyn” (Carlson, personal diary, 1995, 4). 
Shevchenko asked Carlson for help in organ izing an international confer-
ence on the  family, planned that summer at an Orthodox monastery near 
Moscow. Carlson replied that he had himself been thinking about work-
ing to convene

a conference of fairly compatible “pro  family” groups from across the 
globe, to serve as a kind of informal Congress of Families with the 
purposes of (1) defining the common pressures on families in modern 
countries, vis- a- vis state and economy, and (2) drafting an “appeal” 
or “declaration” to the governments of the world including common 
demands. (Carlson, personal diary, 1995, 4)

He promised to start to or ga nize such an event. The first World Congress 
of Families took place in Prague in 1997 with the active participation of 
Shevchenko and Antonov.

The four days Carlson spent in Moscow, as reported in his diary, had 
been entirely or ga nized by Antonov. One episode in the latter’s scholarly 
biography gives a hint as to the closeness he felt between his views and  those 
of Carlson. During the late 1980s and early 1990s, Antonov was involved 
in a Russian- American proj ect of  family sociologists initiated by the Uni-
versity of Minnesota. The results of the proj ect  were published in 1994 
 under the title Families before and  after Perestroika: Rus sian and U.S. Per-
spectives (Maddock et al. 1994). The proj ect appears to have been a source 
of disappointment both for the American and the Rus sian sociologists in-
volved; it definitely was for Antonov, who spoke about it in our interview 
(Interview 2017f).

Instead of a coauthored article, the volume reproduces at one point the 
transcript of a discussion between Antonov and an American  family soci-

9. This brotherhood was registered in 1991 and existed  until 2009. “Tabor” is a 
reference to Mount Tabor. In Eastern Orthodox Christian theology, the light of Tabor 
is that revealed on Mount Tabor at the Transfiguration of Jesus.
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ologist, Shirley Zimmerman. The discussion reveals fundamental disagree-
ment between the two scholars. During the exchange, Antonov expressed 
the view that the role of the  family is that of “a mediator between the re-
productive interests of the personality and the society. The  family is a so-
cial institution ensuring both demographic and social reproduction” 
(Maddock et al. 1994, 197), to which the American sociologist replied:

You must admit that many professional colleagues, both in your so-
ciety and in mine, do not place primary emphasis upon the  family’s 
reproductive function as a cornerstone of  family policy. That notion 
may have some logic from a demographic point of view; however, it 
is difficult to support from  either a feminist or an environmental per-
spective. (Maddock et al. 1994, 197)

And she continued, “Given the differing histories of our respective socie-
ties, it is curious that in our dialogue, you emphasize individual motives 
while I emphasize social justice—an in ter est ing switch from the traditional 
ste reo types of Soviet communism and American capitalism” (Maddock 
et al. 1994, 197).

Antonov recalled the episode years  later and said that in this proj ect all 
the American scholars  were “demo crats, not republicans.” He had sent this 
publication to Carlson before their first personal meeting in 1995 to make 
him understand “what they [the American sociologists at Minnesota Uni-
versity] criticize me for” and in order to persuade Carlson that they  were 
“thinking alike” (Interview 2017f).

The episode reveals an ideological alignment between the two found ers 
of the WCF that is rooted in an experience of rejection from the academic 
mainstream in  family sociology. Carlson’s work on  family policy has re-
ceived only parochial attention by academic scholars in the West and has 
been labeled “Christian Right Social Sciences” (Buss and Herman 2003, 
xxxiii). Carlson, instead, saw himself as a legitimate representative of an 
alternative so cio log i cal school that “ran sharply  counter to the primary 
thrust of American sociology in this era [that was] neo- Marxist in orienta-
tion” (Zimmerman 2008, viii). Antonov, in turn, also saw himself as a 
 family sociologist grappling with the Marxist legacy. The views of the two 
scholars aligned in terms of their anti- Marxism, and they shared an expe-
rience of rejection from Western mainstream  family sociology.

This academic episode also reveals the main driving motive for Antonov’s 
interest in  family sociology: demography. Already in the mid-1980s, he had 
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observed a decline in birth rate in the Soviet Union and advocated state 
support for the reproductive role of the  family as a response. His anxiety 
about demography only increased when, in the mid-1990s, Rus sia’s economic 
and demographic crisis was unfolding at full speed (Field 2000). The declin-
ing birth rate, the crumbling of the healthcare system, and the dramatic 
decrease in life expectancy during the years of post- Soviet transition  were 
blamed on the poorly controlled neo- liberal “shock” reforms of the time and 
the “cultural revolution” of Rus sian society that had become exposed to 
Western consumer culture overnight. Antonov, who considered the  family 
“a social institution ensuring both demographic and social reproduction,” 
was looking for Western scholarly lit er a ture that would support his views.

The reference to demography demonstrates that Antonov’s position on 
 family was largely of a secular and scholarly origin. Even if he was a be-
liever, as professor at MGU during the USSR regime, he had certainly kept 
his beliefs secret. Also, Carlson in his travel diary does not pre sent his newly 
found Rus sian colleague as a religious man. The only Orthodox contact 
during Carlson’s visit to Moscow in 1995 was Ivan Shevchenko, who was 
not an official representative of the Rus sian Orthodox Church. The church 
and its leadership entered the orbit of the WCF only much  later,  after 2009.

To sum up, then, CoMission, Focus on the  Family, pro- life activism, and 
the World Congress of Families all share the same pattern. In the late years 
of perestroika and the early 1990s, Rus sian society experienced a moral crisis, 
but the Rus sian Orthodox Church was not yet a serious contender on the 
new  free market of ideas—or rather, it was one among several. This allowed 
foreign actors, especially American Evangelicals, to step in and fill the gap 
of moral teaching on traditional Christian values. In 1997, Rus sia  adopted 
a new, significantly less liberal religious legislation, which ended the brief 
period when the disoriented country had opened itself directly to foreign 
religious influence. But the period from the late 1980s  until the mid-1990s 
did not dis appear without a trace. To a certain extent, Rus sian moral con-
servatism as it exists  today is a hybrid where national currents and trans-
national influences have become mixed to the point of indistinguishability. 
At the same time, Rus sian conservatism thrives on the demonization of 
“foreign agents” that are allegedly manipulated by the West to destroy Rus sia. 
The situation is paradoxical,  because, as our analy sis amply demonstrates, 
one can hardly find a single issue of con temporary Rus sian moral conserva-
tism that does not bear the marks of transnational influences.
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C H A P T E R

3
Intellectual Roots

The Shared Legacy of Pitirim Sorokin

Societal trends often find their roots in the work of influential indi-
viduals. Having considered the ways in which Rus sians learned about 

moral conservatism and the culture wars in the 1990s, in this chapter we 
examine one individual thinker who plays an impor tant role for  today’s 
moral conservatism, the Rus sia émigré Harvard sociologist Pitirim A. So-
rokin (1889–1968). As a scholar, Sorokin has been relegated to the mar-
gins of his discipline, but his legacy as a public intellectual has persisted in 
the United States and has soared in Rus sia over the last three de cades. This 
chapter looks at Sorokin’s legacy in the United States and Rus sia, two coun-
tries that have made twenty- first- century moral conservatism a transna-
tional phenomenon. Four aspects are especially relevant  here: his emphasis 
on values, his notion of the “sensate culture,” his ideas about the  family, 
and his vision for moral revival. Through a firsthand analy sis of moral con-
servative discourse and documents, as well as qualitative interviews, we 
show how Sorokin can be seen as a nodal point that binds together indi-
vidual actors and ideas across national, cultural, and linguistic barriers.

When Karl Mannheim subtitled his 1925 study on conservatism “a con-
tribution to the sociology of knowledge,” he did so to emphasize that he 
was interested in conservatism as a coherent form of reasoning, a style of 
thinking (Denkstil) born out of a specific historical and so cio log i cal con-
stellation. He wanted neither to repudiate conservatism nor to side with it. 
Instead, to bring the morphology of conservative thinking into the open, 
Mannheim’s analy sis addressed the historico- political, philosophical, in-
tellectual, and so cio log i cal sources of early nineteenth- century German 
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conservatism layer by layer. In this way, he identified the nodal points (Kno-
tenpunkte) that gave coherence to conservative thought, among them in-
dividual writers, intellectual schools, and even publishing outlets. In this 
chapter, we follow his method of historical and so cio log i cal analy sis.

Sorokin’s life spans the length of the twentieth  century. He was born in 
Tsarist Rus sia and spent time in prison  because of his re sis tance to the Bol-
shevik Revolution, eventually being exiled and finding his way to the 
United States and the halls of the elite institution of Harvard University 
(see Johnston 1995, 1996; Sorokin 1963a). Many scholars consider him to 
be a major figure for the so cio log i cal theory of the first half of the twenti-
eth  century (cf. Ford, Richard, and Talbutt Jr. 1996; Tiryakian 1963; Jef-
fries 2009; Maquet 1951), but in American academia his work has fallen 
out of the classical so cio log i cal canon, only to be “rediscovered” from time 
to time (Jeffries 2002; Nichols 2001, 2005, 2012). The situation is diff er-
ent in Rus sia, where Sorokin was first deprecated as a bourgeois scholar in 
the Soviet period but was then rediscovered and rehabilitated as a luminary 
of sociology  after the collapse of communism (Kravchenko and Pokrovsky 
2001).

Not only was Sorokin a “professional sociologist” who proceeded “via 
discursive practices among experts trained in its distinctive frame of refer-
ence” (Nichols 2009, 28); his legacy has an additional facet that draws to-
gether the recent American and Rus sian reception of his work. In the 
terminology of Michael Burawoy (2005), this side of Sorokin’s work could 
be called a public sociology that “has an outward orientation  toward a broad 
range of groups that constitute con temporary civil socie ties.” Lawrence T. 
Nichols (2009, 31), who uses Burawoy’s concept, gives a list of Sorokin’s 
works that belong to this field of public sociology, including The Crisis of 
Our Age (1941), S.O.S.: The Meaning of Our Crisis (1951), The American Sex 
Revolution (1956), and The Basic Trends of Our Times (1964). In this chap-
ter, we argue that it is this public and engaged side of Sorokin that is most 
alive  today, thus making him a nodal point for twenty- first- century moral 
conservatism.

In what follows, we first analyze the role of Sorokin in  today’s moral 
conservative arguments in the United States and Rus sia, indicating how 
reference to Sorokin binds  these two moral conservatisms together. We 
then identify four aspects in Sorokin’s work that determine his reception 
among  today’s moral conservatives: his emphasis on values, his ideas about 
the  family, his notion of the “sensate culture,” and his vision of moral 
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revival.1 We follow this with an evaluation of the differences be-
tween Rus sian and American moral conservatives in their interpretation 
of Sorokin.

The Reception of Sorokin in American Sociology

Whereas the more recent so cio log i cal reception of Sorokin’s oeuvre in the 
United States is  limited to a few essays and book chapters (see Tiryakian 
1996), his fame as a prophet of social and moral crisis is on the rise. Ger-
man scholar Susanne Pickel has produced insightful online data that un-
derscore this argument. According to Pickel (2002), while such scholarly 
so cio log i cal works about Sorokin in the United States that do exist drew 
almost exclusively on his work prior to 1942, among moral conservative 
and religious authors it is his  later works that provide a compass, and this 
in a highly selective fashion. With regard to Sorokin’s rural sociology, how-
ever, as we show  later, this clear- cut distinction must be qualified, since he 
initiated this work well before 1942.

In the United States, Sorokin’s reputation as a public intellectual is 
largely based on his post-1942 polemical works. For example, in his book 
World Aflame, Billy Graham (1965) quoted from Sorokin’s book The Amer-
ican Sex Revolution (1956) and called Sorokin “one of the most astute ob-
servers of Amer i ca’s sex scene.”2 This book also became a major source for 
the documentary film Perversion for Profit, which warned against the neg-
ative consequences of sexual liberation (Perversion 1965). More recently, 
Southern Baptist leader Albert Mohler (2015, 2004, 2005) has repeated 
some of Sorokin’s claims to argue against the legalization of same- sex mar-
riage. Other writers have concentrated on Sorokin’s theory of the sensate 
culture to decry the effects of secularization and to call for a reconversion 
to the Christian faith (Dreher 2013, 2015; Berman 2012; Benne 2015).

Besides this reception based on Sorokin’s more prophetic works, his early 
so cio log i cal research on rural society has also played an impor tant role in 
turning him into an author of reference for moral conservatives. Together 
with Carle Zimmerman, Sorokin developed a par tic u lar perspective on 

1. An additional line of reception of Sorokin’s works, his altruism studies, is 
discussed in Uzlaner and Stoeckl 2017.

2. For a more detailed analy sis of Sorokin’s influence on Billy Graham, see Moslener 
2015, 71–75.
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rural- urban sociology, according to which only a rural lifestyle based on a 
traditional model of the  family, an economy of manual  labor and home- 
based business, and a strong link of the individual to the inhabited terri-
tory is so cio log i cally, demographically, and eco nom ically sustainable 
(Sorokin and Zimmerman 1929). Zimmerman (1947) carried this research 
program further, frequently expressing his intellectual indebtedness to 
Sorokin (Zimmerman 1968; Zimmerman and Unnithan 1973).

The historian and pro- family activist Allan Carlson, whom we already 
mentioned in Chapter 2 as the cofounder of the World Congress of Fami-
lies through his visit to Moscow in 1995, was also, indirectly, a student of 
Sorokin. He further developed the Zimmerman- Sorokin program of ru-
ral sociology through his numerous books on the  family. Carlson, who has 
described his religious stance as “orthodox Lutheranism,” has cited Sorokin 
and Zimmerman as two of three must- reads for pro- family Protestants (the 
third is Robert Nisbet [2013]). He explains (Interview 2018d) that he dis-
covered Sorokin in the late 1970s when he was writing an article address-
ing the question of what went wrong with the American  family. The first 
book he read by Sorokin was The American Sex Revolution. He then dis-
covered Sorokin’s work on cultural cycles and the sensate culture. It was 
through Sorokin’s work that he became acquainted with Zimmerman. 
Carlson’s “manifesto” on the “natu ral  family” in twenty- first- century Amer i ca 
takes practical cues from the work of Sorokin and Zimmerman on rural- 
urban sociology (Carlson and Mero 2005). Two aspects of Sorokin’s ideas 
about the  family appear to have influenced Carlson: (a) his idea that small, 
village- like communities are the best environment for families, and (b) his 
anti- communism. Sorokin abhorred communism and Bolshevism his en-
tire life. In his (1950) autobiographical writings, he condemned the moral 
decay  under communism, which he had witnessed firsthand before leav-
ing Rus sia. In Carlson’s works (1990, 2007) that are critical of Eu ro pean 
social- democratic welfare systems, the reader can easily detect the influence 
of Sorokin’s negative judgment of communism.

Sorokin also inspired other authors who represented moral conservatism 
and gathered around the Howard Center and its pre de ces sor, the Rockford 
Institute.  These include Bryce Christensen and Harold O. J. Brown (1933–
2007), the former director of the Center on Religion and Society at the 
Rockford Institute and former professor of biblical and systematic theology 
at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School in Deerfield, Illinois. The former 
wrote an article on Sorokin and Solzhenitsyn (Christensen 1996). The latter 
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published a book- length commentary on Sorokin’s The Crisis of Our Age 
(Brown 1996). Together,  these authors have created what Doris Buss and 
Didi Herman call “a secularized, professional discourse on ‘the  family’ 
that has achieved a wide impact and is rarely associated with their conser-
vative Christian politics” (2003, 140). The professionalization of the dis-
course also extends to its dissemination. In fact, Transaction Publishers has 
issued many of Solzhenitsyn’s and Sorokin’s writings, as well as Carlson’s 
works and new editions of Sorokin’s works, with the strong support of its 
founder, Irving Louis Horo witz, who according to Carlson (Interview 2018d) 
was a big admirer of Sorokin.

 Under Donald Trump’s presidency, Sorokin’s influence on American 
Christian pro- family circles became apparent even at the highest po liti cal 
level. The forty- eighth vice president, Michael Richard “Mike” Pence, who 
is out spoken in his pro- life and pro- family positions, was influenced by So-
rokin’s ideas. Pence quoted Sorokin while advocating for his failed House 
Resolution, the Marriage Protection Amendment, in 2006, at the height 
of debates in the United States about same- sex marriage: “Marriage  matters 
according to the researchers. Harvard sociologist Pitirim Sorokin found 
that throughout history, societal collapse was always brought about follow-
ing an advent of the deterioration of marriage and  family” (Pence 2006).

Sorokin as a Bridge between the American Christian Right  
and Rus sian Conservatives

As an author of reference for moral conservatives in the United States, 
Sorokin has not only contributed to the professionalization and so cio log i cal 
foundation of the discourse on the traditional  family, he has also inspired 
this discourse’s development into a transnational Christian conservative en-
deavor. This is particularly true for conservatives in Rus sia. To a certain 
extent, Sorokin must be seen as one among many towering Rus sian figures 
who fled Bolshevik Rus sia to the West and whose legacy became impor tant 
both in the Western intellectual landscape and in the Rus sian intellectual 
landscape following the collapse of the USSR. The most famous example is 
Nikolai Berdyaev (Stroop 2014), whom Robert Nisbet cited, together with 
Sorokin, as “the major prophets of our age” (Nisbet 1953, 8). Another rele-
vant figure in this context is Alexander Solzhenitsyn, who played a role in 
the formation of late twentieth- century American conservatism. One author 
has even called Sorokin a “noble forerunner” to Solzhenitsyn (Christensen 
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1996, 390). Notwithstanding the extensive impact of Berdyaev and Solzhenit-
syn on both the West and Rus sia, it would not be an exaggeration to claim 
that Sorokin now seems to have exceeded them in terms of his impact on 
 today’s transnational conservative movement.

Following the collapse of the Soviet Union and the first de cade of social 
transition, Rus sian society has under gone a turn  toward a conservatism 
that is associated with Orthodox Chris tian ity, po liti cal authoritarian-
ism, and traditional values. As we discuss in this book, this turn  toward 
traditional values was not entirely homegrown but was influenced by 
contacts between Rus sian conservatives and like- minded actors in the 
West. Sorokin occupies a special place in this context, since he is a native 
intellectual source for both Americans and Rus sians. He is, therefore, a 
unique figure.

Sorokin also played a role in the encounter between Carlson and the 
Rus sian demographer and sociologist Anatoly Antonov in 1995. Antonov 
was among  those Rus sian scholars who had already been attracted to So-
rokin in the Soviet period, when his name and the study of his works  were 
still forbidden. In an interview with our research team, Antonov (Inter-
view 2017f) recalls that he became acquainted with the works of Sorokin 
early in his  career at Moscow State University when his research advisor 
brought some of Sorokin’s books from abroad and encouraged his students 
in this clandestine reading. He acknowledged, “Sorokin’s writings on the 
crisis of the  family influenced our [Soviet and post- Soviet] scientific way 
of thinking about the  family” (Interview 2017f). Thus, Carlson and An-
tonov shared an understanding of the crisis of the  family and the roots of 
this crisis anchored in their studies of Sorokin. It is against this intellec-
tual backdrop that they founded the World Congress of Families.

Sorokin continued to play an impor tant role for the working of this 
organ ization. We  will discuss the World Congress of Families in detail 
in Chapter 4, but at this point— with reference to Sorokin—it is impor-
tant to mention one meeting between American and Rus sian conserva-
tives that took place in 2010. In that year, Larry Jacobs, the managing 
director of the World Congress of Families, traveled to Rus sia on an official 
visit to speak at an event or ga nized by the Rus sian pro- life organ ization 
“The Sanctity of Motherhood.” Jacobs recalled, “This was the first official 
World Congress of Families trip to Moscow since Allan Carlson’s visit in 
1997 [sic— the trip had taken place in 1995]. We  were delighted by the sup-
port we found  there. Rus sian pro- life / pro- family forces are  eager to coop-
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erate with their counter parts in the West. Given its traditional support for 
faith and  family, Rus sia  will play an increasingly impor tant part in the 
international strug gle to preserve the natu ral  family” (Christian News-
Wire 2010).

Participants in the 2010 Moscow meetings between American and Rus sian 
moral conservatives frequently mentioned the name of Pitirim Sorokin. 
Jacobs spoke at the Sixth All- Russia Scientific Conference— the Pitirim 
Sorokin Annual Sociology Forum, which was or ga nized by Moscow State 
University’s Sociology Department, the Rus sian Sociology Association, 
and the Pitirim Sorokin / Nikolai Kondratieff International Institute. 
Jacobs also met with Vladimir Dobrenkov, the dean of sociology at Mos-
cow State University from 1989 to 2014, who expressed “full support to 
the pro- Family activities of the World Congress of Families” (Christian 
NewsWire 2010).

The Americans found their Rus sian counter parts highly receptive to 
their ideas about the  family and Sorokin’s legacy.  After the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, Sorokin became an authority for Rus sian sociologists. In his 
interview, Antonov (Interview 2017f) remarked somewhat critically, “This 
is just what our country is like. We must always have a portrait hanging on 
the wall. Before, we had Marx or Lenin, and . . .  now we have Sorokin instead 
of Marx.” Dobrenkov, a self- proclaimed conservative, promoted Sorokin’s 
status as an impor tant author of reference in sociology. It was Dobrenkov 
who invited Alexander Dugin to Moscow State University’s Sociology De-
partment, despite the latter’s mixed reputation as a radical conservative thinker 
(even by Rus sian standards).3 In 2007, the Pitirim Sorokin Foundation at 
Moscow State University was established. It proclaimed as its mission “the 
revival of a national ideology based upon values that are traditional for Rus sia.”4 
Dugin (2011, 165) explains the importance of Sorokin’s legacy:

Rus sian conservatism as yet has not gained a clear structure or a co-
herent, consistent and systematic expression. Our conservatism re-
mains emotional, rather than theoretical, and impulsive, rather than 

3. In the end, Dobrenkov and Dugin had to leave Moscow State University together 
in 2014 (Safronov and Antonova 2014).

4. The Center is no longer functioning. The archived site can be accessed via https:// 
web . archive . org / web / 20150401000000* / www . sorokinfond . ru/ (accessed May 24, 
2017).
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scientific. In the new historical situation, we must therefore attend 
to the legacy of Rus sian thinkers, phi los o phers, sociologists and econ-
omists who, in vari ous historical conditions, have prepared an intel-
lectual foundation for a new Rus sian conservatism.

Sorokin’s book on the American sexual revolution has become an impor-
tant nodal point for Rus sian pro- family activists, much as it had been for 
their American counter parts. Although the Rus sian translation (Sorokin 
2006) had a print run of only several hundred copies and soon went out 
of stock, the text of the translation is available online and is well- known 
to Rus sian moral conservatives.

From the previous discussion it is clear that Sorokin does indeed func-
tion as a nodal point (Knotenpunkt) for moral conservative thinking in 
many ways. He has been an author of reference for moral conservative 
thinkers across time (from the 1950s  until  today); he tied moral conserva-
tive ideas to certain aspects of so cio log i cal study through his works on the 
 family, rural life, and the “sensate culture”; and since the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, his works have united American and Rus sian moral conser-
vatives into a community of mutual understanding and civil society activ-
ism. In the remainder of this chapter, we first consider which aspects of 
Sorokin’s work made him so popu lar among twenty- first- century moral 
conservatives. We then examine if and how Rus sian and American moral 
conservatives interpret Sorokin differently.

 There are four aspects of Sorokin’s work that can be seen as crucial for 
his reception among  today’s moral conservatives: his emphasis on values, 
his notion of the “sensate culture,” his ideas about the  family, and his hope 
for moral revival. We describe the meaning of each of  these in Sorokin’s 
oeuvre before  going on to argue that  these ideas have since become gen-
eral features of con temporary moral conservatism.

Culture-  and Values- Centrism

When  those from the progressive left discuss the Christian Right’s moral 
conservatism, they often express incomprehension as to why conservatives 
think that culture outweighs economics as a  matter of public concern. Why 
is it that “values  matter most” (Frank 2004) in conservative discourse, rather 
than the re distribution of wealth or equal justice  under the law? The focus 
on values becomes more understandable when we clarify the foundations 
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of the moral conservative approach to the study of society. In this re spect, 
Sorokin is a good guide. An analy sis of his works reveals the logic  behind 
moral conservatives’ ongoing anxiety over values and their relative neglect 
of economic issues, which understandably puzzles  those scholars and ob-
servers who are more materialistically oriented.

Sorokin belongs to the idealistic tradition in so cio log i cal theory, which 
tends to insist that “what differentiates diff er ent universes of mind and 
meaning from each other is not only ostensibly, but even fundamentally— -
i.e., in the last analy sis, the difference in the answer given to the ‘last 
questions’— the twin questions: what is the nature of ultimate real ity, and 
what is the supreme value?” (Stark 1991, 225). For Sorokin, the core of any 
sociocultural system and its dynamics lay in its “mentality.” As he explains 
in his magnum opus Social and Cultural Dynamics, any “logically integrated 
system of culture” has two aspects:

The first belongs to the realm of inner experience,  either in its unor-
ga nized form of unintegrated images, ideas, volitions, feelings, and 
emotions; or in its or ga nized form of systems of thought woven out 
of  these ele ments of the inner experience. This is the realm of mind, 
value, meaning. For the sake of brevity we  shall refer to it by the term 
“mentality of culture” (or “culture mentality”). The second is composed 
of inorganic and organic phenomena: objects, events, and pro cesses, 
which incarnate, or incorporate, or realize, or externalize, the internal 
experience.  These external phenomena belong to a system of culture 
only as they are the manifestations of its internal aspect. Beyond this 
they cease to be a part of integrated culture. (Sorokin 2010, 20)

Sorokin then concludes that “for the investigator of an integrated sys-
tem of culture the internal aspect is paramount” (Sorokin 2010, 20). One 
should stress that his theory “considers the ontological convictions prevail-
ing at a given time, not so much as culture- contents, but rather as culture- 
premises, from which the culture concerned proceeds and emanates as a 
 whole” (Stark 1991, 226). Or, as Sorokin put it, “If the nature of the major 
premises of a culture plays such an impor tant part in the qualification of 
its logical integration, it follows that the key princi ple by which the char-
acter of an integrated culture may be understood should be sought, first of 
all, in  these premises” (Sorokin 2010, 20).

Values are an impor tant part of  these premises or “culture mentality.” The 
types of values that are prevalent determine the type of “cultural supersystem” 
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we are dealing with (Sorokin 2010, 676). Frank R. Cowell even claims that 
the concept of values is Sorokin’s most impor tant contribution to sociology, 
asserting that he was “the first to bring German and continental Eu ro pean 
so cio log i cal thought prominently to the notice of Americans” (Cowell 1970, 
25). This claim is open to critical assessment (Endruweit 2002), but it is beyond 
dispute that values  were a central ele ment of Sorokin’s understanding of 
civilizations or sociocultural systems (see also Talbutt 1998). In this values- 
centered interpretation, culture becomes identical to a “system of values.”

Sorokin famously distinguished among three types of cultural systems: 
(1) ideational culture, (2) sensate culture, and (3) idealistic (or integral) cul-
ture. According to his theory, each civilization passes through cycles of 
change between ideational, sensate, and idealistic phases (Sorokin 2010, 
23). Each phase is associated with corresponding sets of values. Ideational 
values are “absolute,” “transcendental,” “categoric,” “imperative,” “everlast-
ing,” and “unchangeable.” Sensate values are “relativistic,” “hedonistic,” 
“eudaemonistic,” “utilitarian,” and “egoistic.” Idealistic values are a “golden 
 middle” between  these two extremes (see the  table in Sorokin 2010, 39). 
Cultural change occurs when one set of values is exhausted and is then 
replaced by another set of values. The period of transition is marked by 
chaos (Cowell 1970, 474).

Of par tic u lar significance for our analy sis of the dynamics of culture 
wars is Sorokin’s law of polarization, according to which a cultural crisis 
on the threshold between one phase and the next is characterized by ex-
treme polarization. Sorokin argued that

such crises, with their insecurity, instability, anxiety, and sufferings, 
split  human beings into the two opposite extreme types. Some of 
them are turned into pure eternalists who try to anchor  human ex-
istence to something solid, lasting, capable of withstanding all the 
storms of the empirical real ity;  others are turned into the extreme 
sensual temporalists of the Carpe diem type, with their tendency to 
catch the plea sure of the moment for “tomorrow is uncertain.” (So-
rokin 2010, 315)

Sorokin’s categorization of mankind into eternalists and temporalists 
matches the polarization we observe in many moral conservative writings. 
Moral conservatives see the ground for existing po liti cal cleavages in 
con temporary socie ties precisely in the difference in values- orientations 
and not in social injustice, economic in equality, or other forms of social 
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fragmentation. They take the current debates over same- sex marriage or 
transgender rest rooms as signs of the polarization that, following Sorokin, 
signifies the crisis of a culture.

Although we can find a direct reference to Sorokin’s theory of culture 
in only a few instances, it is still clear that his writings have helped to cre-
ate the language of  today’s culture wars by shaping moral conservatives’ 
vision of social pro cesses and dynamics. Once we understand Sorokin’s ide-
alism, we can then begin to see how other ele ments in his vision of “public 
sociology” emerge from this theoretical framework.

Sensate Culture and the End of the West

Sorokin’s concept of the  dying sensate culture is the most vis i ble Sorokinism 
in recent American conservative discourse. It is also the most attractive as-
pect of his work for Rus sian conservatives. They not only recognize traces 
of Rus sian Slavophilism in his diagnosis of a deep cultural crisis in the West 
(which must result in  either total collapse or deep cultural transformation), 
but they also interpret their own situation of post- Soviet transition in a 
Sorokinian sense, as the doomed demise of sensate culture. For example, 
Dobrenkov has claimed that Rus sian society “is living through not simply a 
period of radical socio- economic and po liti cal reformation, but a period of 
a painful, violent transition from an ideational- idealistic socio- cultural system 
to a Western- style sensate socio- cultural system” (Dobrenkov 2011, 159).

Sorokin was convinced that Western civilization was in the final stage 
of the sensate phase in cultural dynamics:

The organism of the Western society and culture seems to be under-
going one of the deepest and most significant crises of its life. The 
crisis is far greater than the ordinary; its depth is unfathomable, its 
end not yet in sight, and the  whole of the Western society is involved 
in it. It is the crisis of a sensate culture, now in its overripe stage, the 
culture that has dominated the Western World during the last five 
centuries. (Sorokin 2010, 622)

His sense of doom was so imminent that he did not shy away from pre-
dicting that Western civilization would collapse within years. Even though 
he had to correct this position as time moved on and the expected collapse 
did not take place (Ivanov 2011), he continued to identify signs of decline. 
The most impor tant of  these was, in his words, the “sex revolution.”
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In The American Sex Revolution (Sorokin 1956), the first version of which 
was published as an essay in 1954, Sorokin warned of the effects of the liber-
alization of moral norms for the  future of Western culture. His basic position 
was that at the root of almost all social ills lay “sexual anarchy” and “familial 
degeneration.” The piece was less a scientific essay than a polemical pamphlet, 
and to many of his contemporaries, it was unacceptably extreme. David R. 
Mace, for example, reviewed the essay and wrote that Sorokin was “ going 
too far” (Mace 1963, 142). He criticized Sorokin for making statements 
that lacked “documentation” and for allowing himself, “ under the influence 
of the enthusiasm generated in him by the cause he is espousing, to carry his 
argument further than prudence would dictate” (Mace 1963, 142). Sorokin 
was unmoved by such criticism and replied, “In our age of blatant advertis-
ing, deafening propaganda, and Gargantuan exaggeration of every thing 
to be sold to the public, one has to hammer his points as hard as he can to be 
heard by the public, especially if his points are ‘unpop u lar’ and run against 
the prevalent fads and opinions” (Sorokin 1963b, 470).

Sorokin’s diagnosis of Western sensate culture has become a recurrent 
trope in moral conservative discourse, both in Amer i ca and in Rus sia. Es-
pecially in the Rus sian context, his authority has become more impor tant 
than any empirical evidence in support of a more balanced vision of the 
state of Western society. Sorokin’s pamphlet The American Sex Revolution 
was published in Rus sia as a scholarly edition, with several prefaces (to be 
discussed  later) written by scholars who discuss its  theses as if it  were a se-
rious academic research paper (Sorokin 2006).

Meanwhile, in Amer i ca, conservatives widely share Sorokin’s vision of 
a doomed Western sensual civilization. For example, Rod Dreher, the au-
thor of the bestseller The Benedict Option (Dreher 2017a), has argued that 
“Sorokin’s ideas are absolutely key to the idea that traditionalist conserva-
tives, religious and other wise, would be wise to take the ‘Benedict Option’: 
to consciously withdraw to some extent from a  dying cultural order and, 
in seeking out a way to live faith and virtue out in community, lay the 
groundwork for what may succeed the current order” (Dreher 2008).

Emphasis on the  Family

For moral conservatives, the survival or decline of society depends on the 
institution of the  family. In a time when diverse forms of families not only 
exist, but are also legally recognized and widely accepted, moral conservatives 
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insist on the superiority of the traditional or “natu ral”  family model. For them, 
the real ity that same- sex marriage is now legally recognized in many West-
ern countries, that divorce rates are high, and that  family life is no longer 
the logical aspiration for many individuals in the West signify that Western 
society is in crisis. Sorokin was a forerunner for this argument. In 1948, he 
wrote, “Marriage and the  family must be restored to their place of dignity 
among the greatest values in  human life, not to be trifled with. As a socially 
sanctioned  union of husband and wife, of parents and  children, the  family 
is to be radically differentiated from all unsanctioned sex association” (Sorokin 
1948, 148). He began to express concern about the coming crisis of the  family 
very early in his writings, and, empirically speaking, many of his prophecies 
on this topic have actually come true (Hillery, Meas, and Turner 1996). As 
Russell Nieli writes, “Long before the term came into existence Sorokin was 
a ‘ family values conservative’ ” (Nieli 2006).

Sorokin connected his theories about the  family with sexual be hav ior. 
His experience of the Rus sian Revolution was a strong source of inspira-
tion for making the argument that sexual license led to social unrest. So-
rokin’s was a morally conservative anti- communism that seemed to be 
preoccupied with discussing sexual be hav ior— something that must have 
puzzled many of his contemporaries. At a time when Soviet Rus sia was the 
quin tes sen tial po liti cal other to the United States, Sorokin was making the 
argument that, when all was said and done, Soviet Rus sia and cap i tal ist 
Amer i ca  were facing similar challenges that had to do with the regulation 
of their citizens’ sexual be hav ior. As Nichols writes,

The emphatic focus on sexual be hav ior in Sorokin’s writings in the 
U.S. from the 1920s through the late 1950s was another substantive 
ele ment setting him apart from his American peers. Although some 
colleagues, particularly demographers and  family sociologists such as 
Kingsley Davis, did address sexual be hav ior . . .  , this was not com-
mon among  those considered “theorists” or “general theorists.” (Nich-
ols 2012, 394)

According to Nichols, Sorokin argued that changes in sexual repre sen-
ta tions, attitudes, and be hav ior  were key indicators of historical change for 
the institution of the  family and for social relations generally. This general 
theory allowed him to find similarities between the United States and the 
Soviet Union at a time when  these two countries, in the eyes of most con-
temporary observers,  were antipodes.
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Sorokin’s moral anti- communism stands  behind the aversion of  today’s 
moral conservatives to any kind of left- leaning  family policy (see Carlson 
1990). On the face of it, the opposition of moral conservatives to a number 
of points on the left’s agenda of  family policy is somewhat surprising. What 
could possibly be wrong with day care for  children or state incentives for 
burden- sharing in childrearing between parents, if  these policies actually 
help families? To understand this, we must think through the  whole logic 
of the moral conservative critique of the left’s  family policy as rooted in 
Sorokin’s condemnation of the early Communist sex revolution, which in his 
eyes only preceded the American one. Moral conservatives, who share this 
narrative, consider even seemingly helpful mea sures for improving the lives 
of families unacceptable so long as the value of self- determination and liberty of 
sexual orientation and gender identity stands  behind such a mea sure.

Only much  later did Sorokin’s works on the  family become known and 
 were discussed in Rus sia. In par tic u lar, the demographic interpretation of 
his work caught the attention of Rus sian sociologists. Demographic anxi-
ety became a critically impor tant issue of public debate  after the fall of the 
USSR. Take, for instance, the discussions of the so- called Rus sian cross, 
concerning the concomitant dramatic rise in the death rate with the radi-
cal decline in the birth rate (Khalturina and Korotaev 2006). Sorokin’s 
 theses on sexual license as the root of all evil and the natu ral  family as the 
solution to all ills offered an answer to two highly sensitive questions that 
Rus sians  were trying to come to terms with in the 1990s: What went wrong 
with the Soviet Union? And what was wrong with the post- Soviet pre sent? 
In answer to  these questions, they found a Sorokinian answer: one and the 
same ill ultimately caused the Soviet Union to fail and the post- Soviet 
demo cratic transition to derail— sexual immorality. And more importantly, 
Rus sia was not unique in this crisis, but was merely following a global trend.

The authors of the introduction to the Rus sian translation of The Amer-
ican Sex Revolution draw direct parallels between the American sexual 
revolution of the 1960s and Rus sian events following the collapse of the 
USSR. In the words of Natalia Rimashevskaya, a corresponding member 
of the Rus sian Acad emy of Sciences, “Astonishingly, The American Sex Rev-
olution, written by Pitirim Sorokin exactly fifty years ago, is incredibly 
pressing for Rus sia  today. . . .  P. A. Sorokin destroys the myths of the sex-
ual revolution” (Rimashevskaya and Markova 2006, 6). Yet another pref-
ace to this Sorokin edition, written by Yuri Yakovets, president of the 
Pitirim Sorokin / Nikolai Kondratiev International Institute, claims that 
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“the publication of this book in Rus sia  will facilitate victory over the deep-
est moral and demographic crisis the country has faced at the end of the 
twentieth  century, which threatens the  future of Rus sian civilization and 
could lead to its degeneracy and its disappearance from the geo- civilizational 
map of the world” (Yakovets 2006, 10).

The Promise of a Moral Revival— and the Difference  
between American and Rus sian Conservatism

Whereas Sorokin’s ideas about the  family have allowed moral conserva-
tives from the United States and Rus sia to recognize each other in a com-
mon fate and a common set of shared goals, another aspect of Sorokin’s 
work reveals the difference in their self- perceptions. Despite his alarmism, 
Sorokin was not ultimately a pessimist. He predicted that at the end of 
 every fading sensate culture, a new idealistic or integralist culture would 
appear, with new religious values. At the end of the tunnel of the crisis of 
sensate culture, he saw a light— the emergence of “more religiously com-
munitarian and distinctly nonsensate values of an older Christian integral 
culture, the latter reasserting itself  after de cades in decline” (Nieli 2006). 
Conservatives in both Rus sia and the U.S. share this vision, at least on a 
theoretical level; on a practical level, however, their understanding of what 
this means for their respective contexts differs radically.

For Rus sian moral conservatives, Sorokin’s prediction inspires them to 
identify post– Soviet Rus sia as the harbinger of the coming idealistic (or 
even ideational) culture. In this regard, Dobrenkov has written, “We in 
Rus sia hope to escape the clutches of the sensate culture and to create an 
ideational culture, to fill the foundation with traditional values” (Dobren-
kov 2011, 159). He offers a prescription for this to come to fruition: “In the 
most general terms, the national conservative ideology of Rus sia must come 
from a strong hand, from a high collective spirituality, from a Rus sia that 
is based upon the traditional values of Orthodoxy and other confessions 
for the unity of the state and the  people” (Dobrenkov 2011, 158). In short, 
Rus sian Orthodoxy, traditional moral values, and po liti cal authoritarianism 
are the features of this new, integrated Rus sian culture. From this perspec-
tive, the West represents the  dying sensate culture. The West is associated 
with liberalism and “alien values” tout court. In writings that take this per-
spective,  there is no trace of recognition that Sorokin described a mutual 
East- West predicament. As Dobrenkov puts it, “Western civilization is 
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destined to destruction, and nothing and no one  will help it” (Dobrenkov 
2011, 161).

If American moral conservatives  were ever to become aware of it, this 
Rus sian optimism and demonstration of cultural superiority would likely 
be rather alienating. American conservatives have also creatively proposed 
ways for  people in the West to follow Sorokin’s path out of the crisis of 
sensate culture, mostly calling for a return to Christian values. For exam-
ple, Brown speaks with delight about Sorokin’s idea of moral resurrection 
and culture conversion from selfishness to altruism and higher values 
(Brown 1996, 232). Yet he is not very optimistic concerning the possibili-
ties of such a conversion in the U.S. This is where Rus sian and American 
conservatives differ. Rus sian conservatives believe that sensate culture has 
managed to touch only the superficial layers of their culture; for this rea-
son, it can be easily eradicated along with the liberals who are the  bearers 
of moral decay. In contrast, American conservatives believe that sensate cul-
ture has penetrated too deeply into the nation’s soil, to the point that  there 
may no longer be any hope of converting the  whole culture back to a more 
idealistic orientation. Dreher provides a good example of this kind of think-
ing with his “withdrawal strategy,” as expressed in The Benedict Option, 
where he advocates for a Christian retreat from a sensate culture that is 
already doomed. This pessimism about their own culture may explain why 
American conservatives look with hope to their Rus sian colleagues.

Understanding the role Pitirim Sorokin serves for con temporary moral 
conservatism has added one more layer to our analy sis of how Rus sia and 
Rus sian Orthodoxy learned about social conservatism  after the end of com-
munism. By identifying Sorokin as a nodal point for con temporary moral 
conservatism and by analyzing aspects of its discourse, we have sought to 
advance the analy sis of the globalization of the culture wars. This global-
ization is driven by actors and by ideas. Sorokin identified the trench lines 
of the con temporary culture wars ahead of time. He laid the groundwork 
for  today’s transnational co ali tions among moral conservative groups such 
as the World Congress of Families, developing aspects of the conceptual 
framework and the logic and language used by  these conservatives in their 
discussions of current sociocultural transformations.
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C H A P T E R

4
Context

The Rise of Traditional- Values  

Conservatism inside Rus sia

The previous chapters have discussed the internal and external sources 
out of which Rus sian conservatism of traditional values emerged 

during the late Soviet period and the first de cade of post- communist tran-
sition. The conservatism of the Rus sian Orthodox Church, the moral teach-
ings of Christian educators from the West, and the scholarly rediscovery 
of the works of Sorokin during this period  were, overall, a minority program 
with  little influence on Rus sian society and politics as a  whole and with no 
direct channels to the government. Before Rus sia and the Rus sian Orthodox 
Church could become an ambitious candidate for leadership in the Mor-
alist International, moral conservative ideas first had to be brought from the 
margins of social life to the very center of social debate and politics. The 
culture wars, in other words, had to be introduced to Rus sian society.

This was by no means a trivial task. In the 1990s, the talk of moral de-
cline and the call for spiritual and moral revival  were largely the prerogative 
of patriotic groups that  were acutely experiencing their own marginal status 
against the backdrop of the dominant post- communist liberal establish-
ment (Shlapentokh, Vanderpool, and Doktorov 1999; Shlapentokh 1999). 
The patriots, conservatives, and radicals on the right  were largely cut off 
from the mainstream media and felt themselves practically dissidents in 
the hostile and incomprehensible era of the “dashing 1990s.” But starting 
from around 2000, a gradual transformation has taken place inside Rus sian 
society, during which conservative ideas have turned from the worldview 
of marginal groups to being the dominant ideology, and po liti cal legitimacy 
has increasingly been framed in terms of values of masculinity and patriarchy 
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(Sperling 2015). The culmination of this pro cess has been the adoption in 
2020 of the new text of the Rus sian Constitution, which has enshrined ideas 
that would have seemed rather bizarre to most observers in the 1990s, such 
as the defense of traditional values and marriage as  union of man and 
 woman, in the constitution of the Rus sian Federation.

This chapter discusses the rise of traditional- values conservatism inside 
Rus sia to clarify the domestic context of Rus sia’s ascendancy to prominence 
inside the transnational moral- conservative movement. The chapter func-
tions as a bridge between our analy sis of how Rus sian actors first “learned” 
about the culture wars and then started “ doing” the culture wars. The role 
of the Rus sian Orthodox Church and the Rus sian state inside the global 
culture wars cannot be understood without an awareness of the gradual 
conversion to social conservatism and a culture- wars type of public con-
frontation that took place inside Rus sia.  There can be no doubt that the 
Rus sian Orthodox Church has been the key actor in this pro cess, but it 
could not have been successful if the conservative program had not been 
picked up and utilized by the Kremlin. In this chapter, we offer a system-
atic analy sis of this pro cess, highlighting four key themes: (1) the rhetori-
cal efforts of the church leadership to explain to the public the conservative 
aggiornamento of the Rus sian Orthodox Church; (2) the restructuring of 
Rus sia’s religious landscape around traditional values and spiritual security; 
(3) the shift of the Rus sian state  toward an ideology of traditional values, 
both in domestic and foreign policy; and (4) the ideological components 
of the Rus sian culture wars. The chapter ends with an outlook on public 
opinion surveys regarding religiosity and value conflicts.

The Rus sian Orthodox Church and the  
“Fundamental Confrontation of Our Age”

At the end of the 1990s, Rus sian society was tired. The economic- shock 
reforms and the financial crisis of 1998 had created hardship and unpre ce-
dented in equality; many  people felt that the promise of greater freedom 
and wealth had not been kept, and most  things Western that had been new, 
glossy, and in ter est ing at the beginning of the de cade had become worn 
and uninspiring. In this atmosphere, Western ideas and institutions, which 
in the early 1990s had been portrayed as a “helping hand,”  were transformed 
in the public perception into an insidious plan to change Rus sia’s path in 
history and subvert the spiritual foundations of the  people (Malinova 2020). 
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Ideas about Rus sian exceptionalism, civilizational uniqueness, and spiri-
tual mission  were no longer the prerogative of small circles of conserva-
tives but turned mainstream (for an analy sis of the diff er ent trends in 
Rus sian conservatism, see Suslov and Uzlaner 2019).

One agent of change in the public debate was the Rus sian Orthodox 
Church. Throughout the 1990s, the church had been mostly engaged in in-
stitutional recovery and internal strug gles, but by 2000, the Moscow Patri-
archate showed the ambition to become a leading public voice. The new 
sociopo liti cal role of the Rus sian Orthodox Church was primarily related to 
the figure of Metropolitan Kirill, head of the Department of External Church 
Relations, who was elected patriarch in 2009. While Patriarch Alexy II 
had taken a cautious stance regarding the po liti cal role of the church, Kirill 
supported a completely diff er ent approach. He illustrated his social vision in a 
landmark publication entitled Norms of Faith as a Norm of Life (Metro-
politan Kirill 2000a, 2000b). This article, published in February 2000 in two 
parts in Nezavisimaya Gazeta— a leading Rus sian newspaper— reflected 
Kirill’s views on con temporary society and its conflicts, as well as on the 
role that the church should play in  these conflicts. Kirill’s text is significant 
 here,  because it contained a compressed program of the new role that he 
envisioned for Orthodoxy in Rus sian society and in the world.

In the article, Kirill presented a roadmap for the church, which was to 
transform itself into a genuine public religion capable of “defining the 
 future face of  human civilization.” This new Orthodox path was set in con-
trast to two existing and, according to Kirill, outdated positions: on the 
one hand, the secularist liberal position, for which the very existence of a 
public religion was a scandal and a threat for the dominant liberal consen-
sus; on the other, traditional Orthodox religious and cultural fundamen-
talism, which, Kirill writes, “has long solved all prob lems for itself and is 
deeply convinced that the only way to save itself is to close the door of its 
 house tightly” (Metropolitan Kirill 2000a). Kirill thus basically attacked 
two positions— one defending secularist liberalism, the other defending 
fundamentalist Orthodox isolationism. It is symbolic that the article is il-
lustrated by a reproduction of a drawing by Julius Schnorr von Karolsfeld 
(1794–1872) with the telling title, “Healing the Two Blind Men,” depict-
ing the story of Jesus healing two blind persons (Matthew 9:27–35).

The agenda of the conservative aggiornamento of the Rus sian Orthodox 
Church emerges from the lines of the article in considerable clarity. Rus sian 
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Orthodoxy must not retreat from the modern world, nor should it seek ac-
commodation with the secular liberal order, but it should actively engage 
with the modern world and, if necessary, fight against liberalism and sec-
ularism. Kirill sketches out his vision of “the fundamental contradiction 
of our era and at the same time the main challenge to the  human commu-
nity in the XXI  century,” by which he means a clash between “liberal civi-
lization standards” on the one hand and “the values of national cultural 
and religious identity” on the other. He sees the task of Orthodoxy in 
challenging the hegemony of  these liberal civilization standards and criti-
cizing them from the position of “a system of traditional values for Rus-
sia,” based on a way of life rooted in the tradition of the church (Metropolitan 
Kirill 2000a). The “fundamental contradiction of our era” that Kirill de-
scribes is another way of referring to the culture wars, which he depicts as 
both a global and a Rus sian predicament.

Kirill attacks the idea of privatization of religion, according to which 
religion is “an exclusively internal, inward and almost intimate  matter of 
the  human person,” and proposes instead that Orthodoxy should become 
a real public religion capable of halting or reversing mankind’s pro gress 
along the pernicious road of liberalism:

We have a lot of accumulated spiritual values, which can brighten 
up the expectation of an apocalyptic catastrophe that threatens hu-
manity walking past us on the road of “pro gress.” Do we have the 
right to be tempted to flee from social, cultural, po liti cal real ity? 
We are sent by Christ to this world for its salvation (John 17:18). The 
Lord commanded us not to flee from the world, not to hide from it, 
but to overcome the world by our faith (1 John 5:14), to walk the 
 whole world preaching the Gospel (Mark 16:15), to be the light of the 
world and the salt of the earth (Matthew 5:13–16). (Metropolitan 
Kirill 2000b)

The fallacy of liberalism, according to Kirill, lies in the fact that it ignores 
the sinful nature of humanity. Humanity is tainted by sin, and therefore the 
idea of individual freedom, the classical liberal idea of negative freedom, 
is unacceptable for the church. The Orthodox understanding of freedom is 
that of positive liberty, which implies the existence of certain limits to 
individual freedom and of duties of individuals vis- à- vis a community and 
greater good.
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The liberal doctrine encapsulates the idea of emancipation of the 
sinful individual, and thus the release of the potential of sin in the 
 human person. The  free man has the right to throw away every thing 
that constrains him, prevents him from asserting his sinful “Self.” All 
this is an internal affair of sovereign, autonomous, no one but him-
self, in de pen dent of the individual. In this part, the liberal idea is dia-
metrically opposed to Chris tian ity. (Metropolitan Kirill 2000a)

For Kirill,  there can be no doubt that this liberal ideology has detrimental 
consequences for both the individual and society. Therefore, confronting 
the pernicious influence of liberalism and establishing the “norms of life” 
based on the Orthodox faith should become the essence of Orthodoxy as 
a public religion.

The article is an Orthodox call to arms in the culture wars. Published 
in a leading Rus sian newspaper, it addressed an audience far larger than 
Orthodox churchgoers and ordinary believers. It is impor tant to underscore 
that the article did not stop at a general criticism of liberalism but went so 
far as to provide a concrete breakdown of the manifestations of liberalism 
to which Orthodox Christians should be alerted: feminism, the rights of 
sexual minorities, multiple forms of living together,  family planning, and 
bioethics (Metropolitan Kirill 2000b). This bent  toward social ethics and 
private morality was arguably a new direction for Rus sian Orthodox critics 
of liberalism, who usually addressed the issue in a civilizational key, sin-
gling out the West with Latin Chris tian ity and the Enlightenment as the 
main culprit and source of evil. In Kirill’s argument, the  enemy was not 
the West, but could potentially be  every single member of society—if he 
or she should stray from the path of “norms of faith as the norm of life.”

In fact, Kirill’s article reveals a fundamental tension in the Rus sian ap-
proach to the culture wars. On the one hand, from the very first lines Kirill 
insists that the culture wars are a “fundamental contradiction of our ep-
och and, at the same time, the main challenge to the  human community 
in the XXI  century”— that is, he emphasizes that we are dealing with a 
universal phenomenon. On the other hand, he describes this conflict in 
civilizational terms, as one in which the traditions of Rus sian civilization, 
“religious- historical identity” based on the Orthodox way of life, are con-
fronted by “alien and destructive socio- cultural  factors” (Metropolitan 
Kirill 2000a).  These alien sociocultural  factors have penetrated Rus sia 
thanks to “the rapid development of communications and means of com-
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munication in con temporary times,” as well as the fact that “in  today’s 
world, the borders that divided national cultures have practically collapsed” 
(Metropolitan Kirill 2000a). A clear tension, if not contradiction, is con-
structed  here between a universalistic, global logic and a particularistic, 
nationalist logic. The former pushes  toward the search for universal solutions, 
to which Rus sian Orthodoxy might make a contribution; the second pushes 
in the opposite direction,  toward self- isolation and the protection of Rus sia’s 
religious- historical identity from an alien, “Western” civilization.

Kirill tries to solve this contradiction by criticizing both  those who 
“blindly copy” the liberal civilization model and, at the same time, the iso-
lationists, whom he accuses of creating “a narrow national- religious ghetto, 
where they can shut themselves away from the external  enemy, cultivating 
their own identity and protecting it from the alien harmful influences.” 
Instead, Kirill proposes a  middle position: “a model of be hav ior and social 
structure that could bring liberal and traditional ideas and values into in-
teraction” (Metropolitan Kirill 2000a). In the context of the religious and 
public debate at the time, Kirill’s  middle position was innovative. He sug-
gested criticizing liberalism without completely rejecting it, using instead 
the resources of the liberal po liti cal order to push ideas that are alternative 
to it. For example, he writes that princi ples of education and interpersonal 
relations that reflect Rus sian traditional values can be affirmed  under a 
liberal princi ple of “checks and balances” (Metropolitan Kirill 2000a). In 
Part II, we  will give numerous examples of how Rus sian Orthodox actors 
have subsequently employed this strategy of searching out and using internal 
contradictions and paradoxes of liberalism for pushing their anti- liberal 
ideas.

Though Kirill offers an extremely ambitious plan, he acknowledges that 
the Rus sian Orthodox Church has a fundamental prob lem: it lacks the in-
tellectual and theological resources to perform this task. “We did not 
know any of this  until yesterday” is how Kirill summarizes the experience 
of Orthodox reflection on the agenda of con temporary cultural wars. He 
adds that the church may need to “take into account the experience of our 
Orthodox  brothers in the West, who faced similar prob lems before us,” and, 
he adds, “it may be useful to study the positions of other confessions.” De-
veloping an original Orthodox approach to con temporary society is “the 
creative task of modern Orthodox theology” (Metropolitan Kirill 2000b). 
Kirill’s position accurately illustrates the conservative aggiornamento we 
have discussed in  earlier chapters. This conservative aggiornamento has 
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allowed the Rus sian Orthodox Church to enter the international arena 
and start speaking a language understandable to like- minded conserva-
tives from other countries and religious traditions.

However, it should be noted that the contradiction between the logic 
of universal conflict affecting all mankind and the logic of Rus sia’s religious- 
historical identity that is threatened by alien civilization standards did not 
go away, despite Kirill’s attempt to chart a  middle way. In fact, Rus sian 
traditional- values conservatism has unfolded in two diff er ent directions: 
on the one hand, the direction of active involvement in the Moralist Inter-
national and participation in the transnational cultural wars; on the other 
hand, the direction of anti- Westernism and suspicion  toward anything for-
eign. At times  these two logics can be reconciled, but at other times they 
come into conflict and weaken the efforts of the Rus sian Orthodox Church 
to become a leading force inside the Moralist International.

Traditional Values and the Restructuring  
of the Rus sian Religious Landscape

When we discussed the American culture wars of the 1980s, we mentioned 
the effect they had on the religious landscape of the country. First, they 
led to the emergence of new interconfessional and interreligious alliances; 
second, they deepened internal divisions between progressives and conser-
vatives within confessions; and fi nally,  these ideological confrontations had 
the tendency to become ever more acute, prompting participants to resort 
to military meta phors for their strug gle.  These dynamics can also be observed 
in the Rus sian religious landscape.

Inside Rus sia, new interconfessional and even interreligious alliances 
have formed around the concept of traditional values. If initially the term 
“traditional religions”— which started to gain prominence in the 1990s (Fa-
gan 2013, Chapter 6; Rousselet 2020)— only meant  those religions that 
 were native to the Rus sian lands as opposed to nontraditional religions, 
which  were connected to foreign missionary expansion, the concept has 
by now acquired an ideological meaning: traditional religions are  those that 
adhere to traditional spiritual and moral values.

Again, it was the Rus sian Orthodox Church that acted as the driving force 
for uniting religious groups inside Rus sia round the concept of traditional 
values. Kirill, in his article from 2000, invited Rus sia’s traditional religions 
to collaborate in the face of the “fundamental confrontation of our age”:
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 Here I see a wide field for interaction of other traditional religions, 
of all healthy forces of our society, who love the country and sincerely 
wish it good, with the Rus sian Orthodox Church, first of all, with 
theologians, who are able to help modern man understand the mean-
ing of tradition as a norm- forming  factor determining the system of 
values, including cultural, spiritual and moral orientation of an in-
dividual and society. (Metropolitan Kirill 2000a)

Formal cooperation between Rus sia’s traditional religions takes place 
through the Inter- Religious Council of Rus sia, established in 1998 on the 
initiative of the Rus sian Orthodox Church.1 The council includes repre-
sentatives of Islam, Orthodoxy, Judaism, and Buddhism. In the documents 
of this council one can find a constant refrain: the theme of the unity of 
religions in defending traditional values from dangerous liberalizing and 
secularizing tendencies emanating from society.  These tendencies include 
con temporary art, which is accused of desecration of Christian symbols, 
and anti- religious policies in the sphere of personal and  family morality. 
The activities of the Inter- Religious Council of Rus sia also include a 
public- parliamentary commission “in support of Traditional Spiritual- 
Moral values” that has the task of monitoring the work of the Duma and 
influencing legislation “in the spiritual- moral sphere of society” (Fagan 
2013, 133).

The idea of unity of traditional religions in defending traditional values 
was a favorite topic of the archpriest Vsevolod Chaplin when he was head 
of the Synodal Department for Church and Society Relations. Speaking 
about Buddhists, he noted that Rus sian Orthodoxy is, theologically, “seri-
ously at odds with the Buddhists,” certainly “more divided with them than 
with Muslims, with Jews,  because Buddhists say that they  don’t believe in 
‘personal god’ ” (Chaplin 2015). However, he added, “we and Buddhists, 
as well as believers of other traditional religious communities, have many 
similar moral values.” Accordingly,

when in Rus sia or in the world someone tries to overthrow  these val-
ues, insist that they must be challenged, erased from the lives of 
nations, traditional Buddhists and Orthodox Christians usually sup-
port each other. (Chaplin 2015)

1. See official site: http:// interreligious . ru / .
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Speaking about Muslims, he affirmed a similar tendency, saying that

Orthodox Christians and Muslims understand that the values of tra-
ditional morality, the values of the religious dimension of public life 
 today, need to be supported, promoted and sometimes protected from 
attempts to reject, humiliate and declare  these values to be remnants 
of the past. (Chaplin 2013)

The Moscow Patriarchate also keeps ties with Rus sian Protestant groups. 
Protestant and Evangelical churches have existed inside Rus sia for centu-
ries, but they are not usually cited among Rus sia’s historical religions. How-
ever, as the definition of traditional religions changes from historically 
established to supportive of traditional spiritual and moral values, Protes-
tant and Evangelical churches have moved closer to the Moscow Patriarch-
ate. American Evangelical groups appear to have acted as mediators for this 
inner- Russian partnership between Orthodoxy and Evangelicalism. The 
summit for the defense of Christians in 2016 by the Moscow Patriarchate 
and the Billy Graham Evangelical Church, which we discuss in Chapter 5, 
was or ga nized with the active participation of Rus sian Baptists (Interview 
2017d).

While the conservative camps inside Rus sia’s major religions converge, 
the internal pluralism inside  these religions has also increased. In the case 
of the Rus sian Orthodox Church, conflicts between the traditionalist main-
stream, represented by the church leadership, and church liberals—as well 
as church radicals— have deepened.

Liberal Orthodoxy was initially so called  because its representatives  were 
generally associated with the liberal religious dissident movement of the 
1970s and ’80s.  Toward the end of the Soviet period, church liberals stood 
for a Rus sian Orthodoxy that cherished the reformist ideas of the Rus sian 
religious phi los o phers of the pre- revolutionary period, that was open to the 
advancements made in Orthodox theology in emigration, and that wanted 
to build a Rus sian Orthodox Church in de pen dent from the state (Agadja-
nian 2013). Being liberal in the church context meant being pro- democratic 
and somewhat theologically reformist; it did not mean socially liberal or 
progressive, as is usually understood in the context of Western debates be-
tween religious liberals and conservatives. The meaning of “liberal Ortho-
doxy” changed  after 2012, when church liberals endorsed societal pluralism 
and protest, while the church leadership supported traditional values and 
the government. The key event that signals the opening of the gap between 
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a liberal and a traditionalist wing inside the Rus sian Orthodox Church was 
the case of the Pussy Riot’s “punk prayer” of 2012, which in many ways 
divided the post- Soviet history of Rus sian Orthodoxy into a before and an 
 after (Uzlaner 2014; Uzlaner and Stoeckl 2019). Church liberals did not 
support the hard line of the government, which condemned artists to prison 
terms, whereas the church leadership welcomed sanctions against the “vi-
olation of religious feelings.” The priest Pavel Adelheim (1938–2013) was 
exemplary of the liberal camp inside the Rus sian Orthodox Church. With 
his past as a dissident, having served prison sentences for his religious be-
lief during communism, Adelheim criticized the clerical bureaucracy, spoke 
out in defense of the po liti cal opposition, and even petitioned the patriarch 
for the release of the Pussy Riot activists. When he was murdered by an al-
legedly mentally ill man in 2013, his death was interpreted by many observ-
ers as one more sign of the increasing pressure on liberals inside the church.

However, not only church liberals have been pushed to the sidelines. 
 Those fundamentalists and radicals who do not follow the ideological line 
represented by Patriarch Kirill and his circle have also been marginalized. 
The era of ideological diversity and polyphony of Orthodox voices, which 
has been repeatedly described in the research lit er a ture of the post- Soviet 
de cades (Kostjuk 2000; Papkova 2011; Knox 2004; Stoeckl 2020b), appears 
to have come to an end. The Rus sian Orthodox Church  today speaks 
through Patriarch Kirill, and all  those who disagree with him risk mar-
ginalization, if they are not pushed out of the Rus sian Orthodox Church 
completely.

The Rus sian Conservative Turn in Politics

The year 2012 is the key date for the conservative turn in Rus sian domes-
tic and foreign politics. The passage of power from Dmitry Medvedev to 
Vladimir Putin, who became president of the Rus sian Federation for a third 
nonconsecutive term on May 7, 2012, was not merely a po liti cal formality. 
It coincided with a radical shift of the po liti cal agenda from democ ratization 
and modernization, the two key themes of the presidency of Medvedev, to 
po liti cal authoritarianism and confrontation with the West  under Putin. 
One of the key ele ments of Putin’s new agenda became the ideology of tra-
ditional moral values. For the first time in the history of post- Soviet Rus-
sia, moral conservatism moved to the very center of politics (Pomerantsev 
2012; Stepanova 2015). In his annual address to the Federal Assembly of 
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December 2012, Putin pledged to strengthen the solid spiritual- moral foun-
dations of [Rus sian] society through a series of policy initiatives in the 
areas of culture, education, and youth policy, with the help of “institutions 
that are  bearers of traditional values.”  These institutions  were, of course, 
Rus sia’s traditional religions— first and foremost, the Rus sian Orthodox 
Church (Putin 2012). The idea that Rus sia has a mission to fulfill in the 
con temporary world, that it could become the leader of the new value sys-
tem, was also clearly expressed in Vladimir Putin’s Address to the Federal 
Assembly of 2013:

Moral and ethical standards are now being revised in many coun-
tries. . . .  [The] destruction of traditional values “from above” not 
only leads to negative consequences for socie ties, but is also funda-
mentally antidemo cratic, as it is carried out on the basis of abstract 
ideas, contrary to the  will of the popu lar majority, which does not 
accept the ongoing change and the proposed revision.

And we know that  there are more and more  people in the world 
who support our position to protect the traditional values that for 
thousands of years have formed the spiritual and moral basis of civi-
lization, of  every nation: the values of traditional  family, true  human 
life, including religious life, life not only material but also spiritual, 
the values of humanism and diversity of the world. (Putin 2013)

The two presidential speeches delineated Putin’s dual conservative program: 
in the domestic context, this program was characterized by anti- Westernism, 
nationalism, and cultural particularism; in the foreign policy context, it be-
came messianic, multilateral, and universalistic, aimed at restoring Rus sia’s 
status in the world.

One of the tendencies identified by Hunter in the American culture wars 
was a militarization of rhe toric. The moral disagreement was experienced 
by Americans as a “war” or “ battle”; an association operated a “war room” 
in its national headquarters, actors described the situation as a “civil war 
over values,” and activists on both sides sought “victory” (Hunter 1991, 64). 
Similarly in Rus sia, learning the culture wars has meant a militarization 
of language. Traditional values— and their alleged enemies— have become 
an impor tant part of Rus sian domestic and foreign security policy.

Security (besopasnost’) is not only defined in military, but also in ideo-
logical and social terms. The term “spiritual security” was introduced in 
public discourse in the late 1990s as a response to missionary activities of 
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Protestant groups, which according to the logics of spiritual security  were 
aiming not simply at converting Rus sian citizens to nontraditional religious 
confessions, but at “replacing the ‘socio- psychological code’ of Rus sia’s pop-
ulation” (according to official documents quoted in Fagan 2013, 149). 
What was  under attack, according to this securitizing logic, was Rus sian 
statehood itself, which could only be upheld by a population that identi-
fied with Rus sian culture, language, history, and Rus sian Orthodoxy. Fa-
gan quotes Viktor Zorkaltsev, chair of the parliamentary committee on 
religion in 2002, for a definition of “spiritual security”:

Spiritual security is key to our national security strategy; it is a shield 
against the “Fifth Column”; a barrier protecting our multi- ethnic culture, 
our distinctive, age- old civilization; a guarantee of steadfast identity. 
To lose the  battle for hearts and minds in the modern world is a defeat 
far more serious than one in military strategy. (Fagan 2013, 105)

The idea that Rus sian national identity is  under siege by relativism, plu-
ralism, and liberalism and has to be defended against Western values and 
“foreign agents” became dominant  after 2011. As Jardar Østbø has argued, 
the po liti cal class reacted to the public protests against the fraudulent par-
liamentary elections of 2011 with a proposal for a new “social contract” 
based on traditional values, obedience, and security (Østbø 2017). For this 
social contract to be persuasive, Rus sians had to be convinced that they 
 were  under threat by extremism and destabilizing foreign powers.

Despite such pledges, the meaning of traditional spiritual and moral val-
ues in Rus sian public discourse remains remarkably vague (Agadjanian 
2017). Few official documents try to provide a definition. In 2015, the Rus-
sian government  adopted a resolution, “On Approving the Strategy for 
the Development of Education in the Rus sian Federation for the Period 
 until 2025,” which included the following list of traditional values: human-
ity, justice, honor, conscience,  will, personal dignity, belief in goodness, 
and the desire to fulfill a moral duty to yourself, your  family, and your Fa-
therland (Strategiia razvitiia vospitaniia 2015). The National Security 
Strategy of the Rus sian Federation of 2015 refers to a slightly diff er ent set 
of ideals:  human life, rights and liberties,  family, work, patriotism, moral 
standards, humanism, charity, mutual assistance, collectivism, the histori-
cal unity of Rus sia’s  peoples, and the historical continuity of the home-
land (Strategiia natsional’noi bezopasnosti 2015, cited in Rousselet 2020, 
47). Yet another official document, the Declaration of Values of the Union 
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of the States of Rus sia and Belarus of 2018, provides the following list: faith, 
life, love, justice, solidarity, mercy, dignity, power, nation, patriotism, 
freedom, responsibility, moderation, unity, ser vice, loyalty, and  family 
(Deklaratsiia Tsennostej Soyuznogo Gosudarstva 2018). This last list is fol-
lowed by a clarification: “Many of  these values  were proposed by His Ho-
liness Patriarch Kirill of Moscow and All Rus sia as the basis of national 
consciousness.”

 These vari ous lists share, at the bottom line, a priority of collective aims 
over individual freedom, but how precisely this hierarchy is established and 
which aspects of social and po liti cal life are chosen to communicate this 
hierarchy differs between groups. Some of the concepts associated with tra-
ditional values recall former Soviet values, like solidarity and moderation; 
 others po liti cal values, like power, nation, patriotism;  others religious val-
ues, like faith and mercy; and yet  others moral values, like loyalty,  family, 
and love.

It is the last of  these moral values,  family, that appears as a central cate-
gory of traditional values in the Rus sian context, one every body seems to 
agree on. However, we find it impor tant to stress that the reason for this 
convergence on the conservative  family model is not only to be found in 
some intrinsic pro- family logic of Rus sian traditional spiritual and moral 
values; nor is it, as suggested by Valerie Sperling, a ubiquitous feature of 
gendered po liti cal legitimization strategies (Sperling 2015). The motivation for 
the prominence of the conservative  family model inside Rus sian traditional- 
values conservatism is also to be found in the global culture wars. By the 
beginning of the twenty- first  century, conservative  family values had be-
come a global, well- developed ideology with a  whole arsenal of diff er ent sub- 
themes (pro- life, anti- gender rights), strategies (networking, conventions, 
lobbying) and sites of contestation (UN, Council of Eu rope, Eu ro pean Court 
of  Human Rights). Rus sian pro- lifers, pro- family activists, and home-
schoolers had only to pick up a ready- made global agenda and adapt it to the 
Rus sian context. By  doing so, they had an advantage over Rus sian nation-
alists, patriots, monarchists, or  those nostalgic of the Soviet period: they 
could tap into a power ful transnational network, they presented a positive 
message, and they had a con temporary, forward- looking appeal that many of 
the radical groups on the right lacked. And most of all, they could generate 
a broad consensus among religious groups inside and outside Rus sia.

The main benefactor of the conservative turn of the Kremlin was the 
Rus sian Orthodox Church. For many years it had been promoting the 
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ideology of traditional values and had presented itself as the  bearer of tra-
ditional spiritual and moral values; now, fi nally, the agenda that Patriarch 
Kirill had announced in Nezavisimaya Gazeta ten years  earlier had found 
its way into politics. All the key public figures of the conservative turn  after 
2012  were in one way or the other connected to Orthodoxy: Patriarch Kirill 
himself; the priest Vsevolod Chaplin (1968–2020) during his time as chair-
man of the Synodal Department for the Cooperation of Church and So-
ciety; the priest Dmitry Smirnov (1951–2020) during his office as chairman 
of the Patriarchal Commission on  Family; Elena Mizulina, chairman of 
the Duma Committee on  Family,  Women and  Children Affairs; Vitaly 
Milonov, member of the Legislative Assembly of Saint Petersburg and Or-
thodox activist; and many  others of the actors we discuss in the second 
part of the book. By 2012, the Orthodox activists fi nally got what they had 
been lacking the years before: an open ear in the government.

The Ideological Ele ments of the  
Rus sian Culture Wars

The spiritual- moral revival came along with ideological ele ments that have 
since defined the Rus sian culture wars. We single out four such ele ments: 
the concern for symbolic figures of purity, the identification of evil influ-
encers from outside (“foreign agents”), moral anti- Westernism, and Rus-
sian messianism.

The first ideological ele ment was the concern for symbolic figures of pu-
rity. Public policies in the name of traditional values  were presented as 
ultimately about innocent and vulnerable members of society.  These vul-
nerable ele ments— children, minors, believers, “the majority of Orthodox 
believers,” “the  simple Rus sian  people” or “millions of  simple Russians”— 
had to be defended against extremism and harmful influences. Several laws 
 were  adopted that aimed precisely at defending  these symbolic figures of 
purity, such as the law against offending the religious feelings of believers 
(enacted July 1, 2013) and the law against propaganda promoting nontra-
ditional  family values and nontraditional sexual relations among  children 
and minors (enacted June 30, 2013). The under lying logic of  these laws was 
the same: certain figures in society are so innocent and sensitive that the 
authorities must protect them from harm; the turn  toward traditional val-
ues is carried out for their sake. Traditionalists often speak in the name of 
“millions of  simple Rus sians” or “the majority of Orthodox believers.”  These 
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millions and majorities are opposed to the alien minorities, who in turn 
represent impurity and a threat to tradition.

Alien minorities constitute the second ideological ele ment of the Rus-
sian culture wars— namely, the persecution of symbolic figures of moral 
decay. The concern for figures of moral purity goes hand in hand with the 
persecution of  those who are perceived as symbolic threats to this purity. 
 These figures of amorality are usually described as “loud minorities” who 
symbolize moral decay (for instance, homosexuals or the “LGBT- lobby”) 
or are perceived as being responsible for such decay (for instance, liberals 
or NGOs). On November 21, 2012, the Rus sian government enacted a law 
against foreign agents. “Foreign agent,” an expression that quickly became 
part of everyday speech, represents an individual or a group who is an agent 
of foreign (especially Western) influence and whose activities must be re-
stricted, since  these so- called agents seek to destroy Rus sian traditions by 
meddling in Rus sia’s social and po liti cal affairs.

The third ideological ele ment of the Rus sian culture wars is moral anti- 
Westernism. The West becomes the collective symbol of all pos si ble sins and 
threats. According to Rus sia’s anti- Western thinkers, such  things as “immoral” 
liberalism, SOGI rights, and blasphemous con temporary art all derive from 
the West. Yet, this anti- Westernism has a clear transnational dimension. 
Rus sian conservatives often draw on so- called “depravity stories” (Höjdestrand 
2017, 36);  these are seemingly factual stories and reports about disastrous 
effects of social liberalism in the West: how homosexual  couples adopt 
boys and allegedly raise them as girls or abuse them; how governments in 
some Eu ro pean countries cancel words like “ mother” and “ father” and 
exchange them for “parent 1” and “parent 2”; how sexual education corrupts 
 children and puts them on of the path of licentious sexual be hav ior, and 
so on.  There is nothing uniquely Rus sian to  these stories— most of  these 
have been circulating in conservative milieus in many diff er ent countries 
and languages, some for a long time already (some can be already found in 
the conservative manifesto Listen, Amer i ca! [1981] by Jerry Falwell). Rus sian 
conservatives adopt  these stories and make them part of Rus sian moral anti- 
Westernism, with an argument that goes routinely like this: Look what 
happens in the West, which totally surrendered to gender ideology and the 
agenda of LGBT+ rights. We must do our best to prevent this from happening 
in Rus sia; we must uproot the very seeds of  these monstrous ideas.

Western civilization, as it is repetitively portrayed by the president and 
the patriarch, has lost its moral and religious (Christian) foundations; it 
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legalizes sin and transforms itself into an apocalyptic image of “the king-
dom of Sodom and Gomorra.” This immoral West is portrayed as trying 
to seduce Rus sia, which, in turn, becomes the collective symbol of all that 
is righ teous and virtuous. According to Rus sian traditionalists, Rus sian 
civilization, in contrast to Western civilization, still adheres to its religious 
foundations (tradition) and is the one remaining “stronghold of Christian 
morality” in the world. Within this Rus sian civilization,  there is no place 
for antagonists, as all basic ele ments of this idealized Rus sia, the  people, 
the state, and, of course, the church fit together harmoniously. Whoever is 
not in agreement with traditional values and the social consensus around 
the Rus sian civilizational model must be a foreign agent, motivated by alien 
motives. Moreover, this Rus sia has a mission not only to save itself from 
subversive influences, but also to help the West to overcome its current 
moral- spiritual dysfunction. Rus sia’s new moral anti- Westernism, in other 
words, is no longer isolationist, but instead, expansive.

Rus sia’s expansive anti- Westernism leads to the fourth ideological ele-
ment of the Rus sian culture wars: messianism. While in domestic policy 
it is security that defines the logic of the Rus sian culture wars, in foreign 
policy this logic is dictated by the desire for status recognition and the 
search for counter- hegemonic strategies. According to Alicja Curanović, 
“the conservative turn in Rus sia’s foreign policy should be viewed as a re-
action to Rus sians’ perception that they have failed to achieve the desired 
recognition as an equal to the major powers, in other words, the West” 
(Curanović 2019, 215). The end of the USSR

reinforced Rus sia’s sense of having been boxed into a corner  after 
1989, whereas it considered itself a partner in the new system of in-
ternational politics. This in turn gave rise to the narrative of Western 
persecution, “Russophobia” and humiliation, reinforcing traditional 
narratives about the fundamental incompatibility between Rus sia and 
the West. (Sakwa 2017, 327)

This perceived nonrecognition drives Rus sia’s attempts to challenge the he-
gemony of the liberal international order and to become a force “to be 
reckoned with in the management of global affairs” (Sakwa 2017, 324). For 
the last two de cades, the foreign- policy doctrine of the Kremlin has been 
oriented  toward the search for some alternative- value foundation (Curanović 
2015). The values that Rus sia eventually settled on are the values of transna-
tional conservatism. This messianism stands in a long tradition of seeing 
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Rus sia as having a special mission in this world. What is new, however, is 
the content of this mission in the twenty- first  century. Instead of leading 
the world to the ideals of communism and classless society, instead of 
fighting reactionary forces of religion and capitalism— the essence of Rus-
sia’s mission in the twentieth  century— , Rus sia has shifted to social con-
servatism and the defense of global “moral majority” against the powers of 
“godless immoral liberalism.”

Public Opinion Surveys on Values and Religiosity

We conclude this chapter with an outlook on public- opinion survey data 
regarding shifts in religiosity and value orientation in Rus sian society.  After 
the end of communism, Rus sian Orthodoxy experienced an undisputed 
revival. Survey data showed a clear rise in religious affiliation in Rus sia. The 
most striking survey data  were produced by the International Social Survey 
Program and included in a widely cited Pew Research Center Report in 2014: 
according to this survey, in 1991, 31  percent of Rus sians identified as Orthodox, 
while 61  percent declared themselves unaffiliated. By 2008,  these numbers 
had reversed, with 18  percent declaring themselves unaffiliated and 72  percent 
identifying as Orthodox (Pew Research Center 2014, 2017). What the em-
pirical data also show is that self- identifying as Orthodox and as Rus sian by 
nationality are linked. Pew Research survey data reveal that 57  percent of 
respondents said that “being Orthodox” was impor tant for being a “true” 
Rus sian (Pew Research Center 2017, 12), and even a quarter of the religiously 
unaffiliated  people in Rus sia said it was impor tant to be Rus sian Orthodox 
to be “truly Rus sian” (Lipka and Sahgal 2017).

Survey data suggest that Rus sian Orthodoxy as a marker of identity for 
society as a  whole is attached more to value judgments than to religious 
practice, which remains at low levels of around 6  percent (Pew Research 
Center 2017). A clear conservative trend is vis i ble regarding attitudes to 
gender rights. VCIOM, one of the leading Russian- opinion research cen-
ters, published striking figures that show the change in the public attitude 
to the possibility of same- sex marriages. In 2005, only 34  percent  were to-
tally against such marriages, while in 2015 this figure had increased to 
70  percent. At the same time, the number of  those who hesitated or tended 
to support same- sex marriage decreased from 31   percent to 14   percent 
(VTsIOM 2016, 165).  These results are confirmed by other major research 
centers. Levada Center shows that ac cep tance of same- sex marriages 
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dropped from 15  percent in 2005 to 7  percent in 2015, while rejection in-
creased from 74 to 84  percent ( those who are harshly against such mar-
riages are 58  percent in 2015 as opposed to 45  percent back in 2005) (Levada 
Center 2015). The Public Opinion Foundation (FOM) gives figures for 
2019: 85  percent  were against same- sex marriage, as opposed to 7  percent 
who supported such marriages (Public Opinion Foundation 2019). FOM 
and Levada also show that  there has been an increase in the general nega-
tive attitude to sexual minorities (answer to the question, “What is your 
personal attitude to homosexuals and lesbians?”): from 47  percent in 2006 
to 55  percent in 2019 (Public Opinion Foundation 2019), from 48  percent 
in 2003 to 65  percent in 2015 (Levada Center 2015).2 Pew Research Fo-
rum data likewise show that Rus sia  today is among the countries with the 
lowest ac cep tance rate of homo sexuality across the globe (Pew Research 
Center 2020).

The attitude to sexual minorities is not the only issue where the conser-
vative turn is vis i ble on the level of public opinion. A similar trend is reg-
istered in views concerning abortions. According to the Levada Center, as 
of 2017 the percentage of  those who consider abortion inadmissible has in-
creased from 12 to 35  percent for the last twenty years (Levada Center 2018). 
Our own calculations based on the Eu ro pean Values Survey confirm the 
trends just outlined. They also show that Rus sian society is, overall, more 
polarized on the questions of homo sexuality and abortion  today than it 
was back in 1999. However, the same is not true for other “items” on the 
conservative agenda, which the Eu ro pean Values Survey regularly tested 
between 1999 and 2017: the ac cep tance/rejection rates of practices such as 
divorce, euthanasia, and prostitution have not significantly changed in the 
past de cades3 (Pew Research Center 2017; Stoeckl 2020b).

 These results show that social conservative and social progressive atti-
tudes in Rus sia are in flux. The shifting attitudes on some items on the 
social conservative agenda (homo sexuality, abortion) and the stability of 
 others (divorce, euthanasia) are indicative of the fact that  today’s conser-
vatism of traditional values is not a reflection of some intrinsic stable fea-

2. For Levada, we have combined answers of  people whose attitude to sexual 
minorities is “suspicious,” “irritated,” and “disgustful or fearful.”

3. Polarization was mea sured by comparing the mid- range answers to extreme 
answers (“never,” “always”). We are grateful to our research assistant Hannah Jordan 
for the calculations based on the Eu ro pean Values Survey data of 1999 and 2017.
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tures of Rus sian society per se, a broadly shared mentality that has always 
existed. Rather, it is a result of recent changes in Rus sian society and poli-
tics and the politicization of traditional  family and gender norms.  These 
changes are driven not just by national, but also transnational dynamics, 
and as of late they have become manifested in the Constitution of the Rus-
sian Federation.

By 2020, traditional values had transformed from a marginal worldview 
to the mainstream of Rus sian domestic politics, a trend that culminated in 
the new text of the Rus sian Constitution. In July 2020, the amendment 
to the Rus sian Constitution— first proposed by President Vladimir Putin 
in January, smoothly approved by the State Duma and Constitutional 
Court in March, and confirmed in a nationwide referendum with 
78.56  percent of the votes— took effect. The amended Rus sian Constitu-
tion contains a commitment to traditional  family values and precludes the 
possibility of  future legislative changes for the recognition of same- sex mar-
riage. The proposal to define marriage as a heterosexual  union was made 
by Konstantin Malofeev, the head of the conservative Saint Basil the  Great 
Foundation and, since 2018, vice president of the right- wing World 
Rus sian  People’s Council. Malofeev, whose role as sponsor of Rus sian 
pro- family groups  will be analyzed in Chapter 6, suggested that the con-
stitution should define marriage as being between a man and a  woman to 
create a barrier to the legalization of same- sex marriages (Interfax 2020). 
He was immediately echoed favorably by the press speaker of the Moscow 
Patriarchate, Vladimir Legoida, who added that the phrase “traditional 
 family values” should be enshrined in the constitution (Ria Novosti 2020). 
Both additions found their way into the amended constitution. Paragraph 
72 now includes the “defense of the institution of marriage as a  union of 
man and  woman,” and paragraph 114 mentions the “preservation of tradi-
tional  family values” among the goals of the Rus sian Federation. The main 
purpose of the amendment was to secure Putin the possibility of two more 
terms in office. But the constitutional amendments also had the effect of 
introducing traditional- values conservatism into the most impor tant doc-
ument of the Rus sian Federation. Rus sian Orthodox social conservatives 
and defenders of traditional values  were successful in having their priori-
ties reflected in the constitution of 2020.
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Part II

 Doing the Culture Wars

Rus sia is a bulwark of Christian values throughout the world and has a 
special role in the strug gle for traditional  family values. This is how Alexey 
Komov, the leader of the Rus sian chapter of the World Congress of Fami-
lies, explains it to his audience. Bolshevism was a Western imposition on 
the Rus sian  people aimed at destroying  family values and national unity 
by introducing feminism and the right to abortion. The Rus sian  people 
 were saved by Stalin, who repressed the progressive Trotskyists and rein-
stalled patriarchal authority and patriotic values. “Stalin,” Komov says, 
“brought down a destructive revolutionary wave. For this reason, the ide-
ologists of Marxism moved to the West” (AVA 2014). In the West, so the 
narrative continues, the Trotskyists embraced the program of Antonio 
Gramsci of a “long march through the institutions” and are now attempt-
ing to destroy the traditional  family through popu lar culture and the dis-
semination of progressive ideas—in par tic u lar, the idea of gender. “This 
happened,” Komov explains, “largely due to the activities of the so- called 
Frankfurt School of Neo- Marxism, which operated in the 1920s–1940s. 
The theorists of this school (Marcuse, Adorno, Horkheimer, Fromm) com-
bined the ideas of Marx with Freudianism and gave rise to the concept of 
the sexual revolution of the 1960s” (AVA 2014). Western democracies and 
international bodies like the United Nations and the Eu ro pean Union, as 
well as the philanthropists George Soros and Bill and Melinda Gates, are 
cited by Komov as the agents of this strategy. He cautions his audience 
against considering the West as an ideological monolith: “In the West,  there 
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are liberals and conservatives. Western liberals are socialists and atheists, 
while conservatives advocate private initiative and Christian and  family values.” 
And he ends, “Rus sia has a real historical chance to become the universally 
recognized leader of this nascent ‘pro- family’ movement and regain ideo-
logical and moral leadership in geopolitics” (AVA 2014).

This highly problematic rewriting of the ideological history of the twen-
tieth  century combines a series of Christian Right ideas— elaborated in 
the context of the American culture wars— with a positive evaluation of 
Stalin and the post- Stalinist period. Joseph Vissiaronovich Stalin (1878–
1953), just to be very clear, was the general secretary of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union from 1922  until his death. He was responsible 
for the “ great purges” of the 1930s that cost the lives of many hundreds of 
thousands of Soviet citizens, he was in charge when the Soviet Union de-
feated Nazi Germany, and he brought large parts of Central and Eastern 
Eu rope  under communist rule  after WWII. Stalin was a communist. So 
how can a Rus sian conservative of the twenty- first  century be, at one and 
the same time, anti- communist and pro- Stalin? The “trick” is the identi-
fication of communism exclusively with what Americans also refer to as 
“cultural Marxism.” In the eyes of radical Rus sian conservatives, Stalin is 
even “saved” from the assessment of atheism, against all odds,  because he 
reopened the churches during the war. In this way, a Rus sian conservative 
like Komov can describe himself as anti- communist and pro- Stalinist at 
the same time. Even inside the Rus sian Orthodox Church, a positive re-
evaluation of Stalin is— though not official— not unfrequent. Vis- à- vis 
a Rus sian audience, which is already used to a positive public image of 
Stalin from the annual “Victory cele brations” (marking the victory of the 
Soviet Union over Nazi Germany, celebrated on May 9), this highly prob-
lematic rewriting of the ideological history of the twentieth  century is a 
power ful narrative,  because it pre sents Rus sia as the true winner of Cold 
War history. The Soviet Union may have lost the Cold War, but— just like 
Rus sia won WWII—it  will win the culture wars!

“ Doing the culture wars” is the title of Part II of this monograph, where 
we analyze in four chapters how the Rus sian Orthodox Church, Rus sian 
civil society organ izations, and the Rus sian state start to act as moral 
conservative- norm entrepreneurs. Their ambitions, networks, strategies, 
and leadership shape the global culture wars.
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In Western media, commentators and journalists usually trace Rus sia’s 
conservative turn back to the Rus sian government and its instrumen-

tal use of religion. The most- told storyline is that the state is using Rus sian 
Orthodoxy to pursue socially repressive policy goals domestically and 
geopo liti cally reassertive and revisionist goals internationally: “Is Vladimir 
Putin trying to build a new Orthodox empire?” (Keating 2014), “Putin’s 
Unorthodox Orthodoxy” (Demacopoulos and Papanikolau 2014), “Putin’s 
God Squad” (Pomerantsev 2012), and “Putin’s Useful  Idiots” (Püttmann 
2014) are just some of the titles that made headlines between 2012 and 
2014. A video report by Deutsche Welle appropriately summed up the sense 
of disorientation: “Is the Rus sian Orthodox Church Serving God or Putin?” 
(DW News 2017). In this chapter, we analyze how the Rus sian Orthodox 
Church has developed its profile as moral conservative player in the inter-
national context and show that its role is actually more complicated— and 
less predictable— than the popu lar storyline of the church as a handmaiden 
of the Rus sian state suggests.

We have already shown how among the sources of Rus sian social con-
servatism, Rus sian Orthodoxy is only one, albeit impor tant, source and 
that transnational influences and the Soviet legacy also play an impor tant 
role. It was the church’s conservative aggiornamento that eventually allowed 
the Rus sian state to pre sent itself as the defender of traditional values in its 
domestic policies and external relations and that provided inspiration and 
connecting points for Christian conservatives inside and outside Rus sia. How-
ever, even though the Orthodox Church effectively may have spearheaded 

C H A P T E R

5
Ambitions

The Rus sian Orthodox Church  

and Its Transnational Conservative Alliances
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the Rus sian conservative turn, internal divisions and state policies on reli-
gious freedom have put restrictions on the transnational conservative 
agenda of the Moscow Patriarchate. If Patriarch Kirill of Moscow ever had 
the ambition to become the new spiritual leader of the global Christian 
Right, by now it is clear that in the public imaginary this role has fallen to 
Vladimir Putin— perhaps a defeat for the Rus sian Orthodox Church.

The Conservative Aggiornamento of the Rus sian  
Orthodox Church’s  Human Rights Discourse

The roots of the discourse on traditional values, so pervasive in the present- 
day Rus sian context, lie partly outside Rus sia and outside of the Rus sian 
Orthodox tradition— namely, in American evangelicals’ proselytizing ac-
tivities in Rus sia prior to 1997 and in the Soviet legacy of “The Moral Code 
of the Builder of Communism.”  These sources represent two religious and 
philosophical legacies that traditional Rus sian Orthodoxy abhors: Protestant 
Western Chris tian ity and godless Communism. The question is therefore 
how the fit between Rus sian Orthodoxy and  these other two conceptual 
legacies became pos si ble. How could  these three versions of social conserva-
tism coalesce around a single notion of traditional values?

The answer lies in the conservative aggiornamento of the Rus sian Or-
thodox Church. The church entered the post- communist period facing 
enormous internal and external challenges. For one  thing, it experienced 
an undisputed revival. Thousands of church buildings and religious arti-
facts  were restituted to the church by the state, monasteries reopened, many 
Rus sians discovered the Orthodox faith, symbols of Orthodoxy proliferated 
in the public space, and the church restored its role as the representative of 
public religion in the eyes of Rus sian citizens (Burgess 2017; Stoeckl 2020b). 
At the same time, in terms of religious teaching, the church was poorly 
prepared to address modern life challenges and needed to catch up in almost 
all areas of pastoral work.

The publication of the document Bases of the Social Concept of the Rus sian 
Orthodox Church (Social Doctrine 2000) was widely interpreted as a first 
step in this direction. In par tic u lar, Catholic observers looked for parallels 
between the Second Vatican Council— which had started the new era of 
aggiornamento for the Catholic Church— and the Bishops Council of the 
Rus sian Orthodox Church of 2000 (Uertz and Schmidt 2004). Among 
the central points of the Catholic aggiornamento fifty years  earlier,  there 
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had been freedom of conscience and religious freedom. The Second Vatican 
Council’s document Dignitatis Humanae broke with the old ideal of a state 
religion. Instead, it accepted individual freedom of conscience as God- given 
and viewed tolerance vis- à- vis other religions positively and in line with 
Christ’s message of nonviolence. On a basic level, Dignitatis Humanae cleared 
away the prob lems between the Catholic Church and demo cratic society 
(Ludwig 2004). The Social Doctrine of the Rus sian Orthodox Church 
did not go so far. It retained a negative assessment of religious freedom as 
a sign of apostasy.

Eight years  later, however, the church revised its teaching on religious 
freedom in the document The Rus sian Orthodox Church’s Teaching on 
 Human Dignity, Freedom and Rights ( Human Rights Doctrine 2008). In 
the book The Rus sian Orthodox Church and  Human Rights (Stoeckl 2014), 
one of us has analyzed in considerable detail the pro cess by which the 
church’s teaching on religious freedom shifted from the initial rejection 
and condemnation to a principled recognition. However, this recognition 
of freedom of conscience and religious freedom by the Rus sian Orthodox 
Church was couched in a discourse on morality and traditional values, 
which effectively aimed at defining limits to freedoms— only that  these 
limits  were no longer described in terms of apostasy, sin, and salvation, but 
in terms of traditional values and rights.

The conservative aggiornamento of the Rus sian Orthodox Church con-
sisted in the endorsement of the  human rights discourse within the limits 
of a rigid definition of morality and traditional values. For this rigid defi-
nition, the draf ters inside the Moscow Patriarchate tried to draw on the 
Universal Declaration of  Human Rights itself. At a seminar entitled, “The 
Evolution of Moral Princi ples and  Human Rights in Multicultural Soci-
ety” in Strasbourg on October 30–31, 2006,  today’s Patriarch Kirill—at 
the time Metropolitan and speaker of the External Relations Department 
of the Rus sian Orthodox Church— said:

I am convinced that the concern for spiritual needs, based moreover 
on traditional morality,  ought to return to the public realm. The up-
holding of moral standards must become a social cause. It is the mecha-
nism of  human rights that can actively enable this return. I am speaking 
of a return, for the norm of according  human rights with traditional 
morality can be found in the Universal Declaration of  Human 
Rights of 1948. (Metropolitan Kirill 2006)
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The norm to which Kirill is referring  here is Article 29 of the Universal 
Declaration of  Human Rights.1 Article 29 mentions “duties to the com-
munity” and “just requirements of morality” as pos si ble restrictions for the 
freedoms granted to individuals through the instrument of  human rights. 
The point was corroborated once more two years  after the publication of 
the  Human Rights Doctrine by Metropolitan Hilarion (Alfeyev):

It should be noted that the postwar  human rights instruments did 
reflect the connection between freedom and moral responsibility. The 
Universal Declaration of  Human Rights from 1948 and the Eu ro-
pean Declaration of  Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
from 1950 speak about the connection between  human rights and 
morality. It is in  later international acts such as the Charter of Fun-
damental Rights of the Eu ro pean Union from 2000 that the connection 
between  human rights and morality is not mentioned. Freedom is 
therefore completely divorced from morality. (ROC 2010c)

What  these two quotations show is that by 2010, the leadership of the Rus-
sian Orthodox Church had acquired a clear understanding of the  human 
rights universe that Rus sia (and the Rus sian Orthodox Church) had en-
tered when the Rus sian Federation joined the Council of Eu rope in 1996. 
Consequently, it settled on a new approach for dealing with  human rights 
claims: instead of rejecting them, the church responded in rights terms. 
Alexander Agadjanian has aptly spoken about “ac cep tance through rejec-
tion” (Agadjanian 2010).

If we recall for a moment Habermas’s definition of “modernization of 
religious consciousness” from chapter 1—(1) “Religious citizens must de-
velop an epistemic attitude  toward other religions and world views that they 
encounter within a universe of discourse hitherto occupied only by their 
own religion” (Habermas 2006, 14)— then it becomes clear that by 2008 
the Rus sian Orthodox Church had  really under gone an epistemic shift. 
From the rejection of the right to freedom of conscience, the church’s stance 

1. (1) Every one has duties to the community in which the  free and full development 
of his personality is pos si ble. (2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, every one 
 shall be subject only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the 
purpose of securing due recognition and re spect for the rights and freedoms of  others 
and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order, and the general 
welfare in a demo cratic society (UDHR 1948, emphasis added).
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had moved to an ac cep tance of modern freedoms but within the limits of 
a public morality dictated by the traditional values of a society.

According to Hegumen Philaret Bulekov, the Patriarchate’s representative 
in Strasbourg at the time of the publication of the  Human Rights Doctrine, 
the Rus sian Orthodox Church does not condemn  human rights but, 
rather, seeks to enrich them:

Offering her own interpretation of  human rights and freedoms based 
on religious ideas, the Church enters as a rightful participant in the 
lively discussion which is underway on national and international levels 
and thus becomes a cause for continued evolution of the  human rights 
concept. This involvement of the Church, just as other religious com-
munities, reflects the pre sent stage in this evolution.  Because  today 
any discussion on  human rights cannot take place only in the “secular 
irreligious space,” considering especially the fact that most of the  people 
on our planet are still religious  people. (Quoted in Rimestad 2015, 39)

It is impor tant to understand that this conservative aggiornamento has al-
lowed the official Rus sian Orthodox discourse to incorporate the two ri-
val sources of social conservatism: the American Christian Right and the 
Soviet legacy. Orthodox traditionalism,  family values as preached by Amer-
ican Evangelicals, and the deontology of “The Moral Code of the Builder 
of Communism” could all blend into the concept of traditional values of 
society. But maybe even more importantly, the conservative aggiornamento 
led the church to effectively identify as the “ enemy” not the international 
 human rights regime as such, not the West as such, not the Enlightenment, 
nor yet the Catholic and Protestant churches, but the progressive human- 
rights regime, cultural liberalism, liberal Christians, and secularists. Like-
wise, the church identified its potential allies, among them American 
Evangelicals and even ex- communists.

The conservative aggiornamento, in short, inserted the Rus sian Ortho-
dox Church into the discursive and po liti cal space of the global culture 
wars.  Today’s global culture wars are, to a large extent, conflicts between 
a progressive, egalitarian approach to  human rights and a restrictive, con-
servative approach that aims to keep  human rights out of certain areas of 
 human conduct, such as the  family, education, and sexuality. In the eyes 
of moral conservatives,  these areas should remain the domain of laws and 
mores of specific  human communities and not of universal  human rights. 
Universal  human rights egalitarianism looks at individuals irrespective of 
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context and status; it “unpacks,” so to say, the  family, educational stan-
dards, and sexual mores and holds them accountable to a universal standard 
of individual rights and freedoms. For conservatives, this is unacceptable— 
and what is more, they feel threatened by it. The following quote by Amer-
ican law professor Mark Movsesian summarizes the anxiety of conservatives 
in front of the expanding international  human rights regime very well:

On the global stage, Western advocates define international  human 
rights in an increasingly progressive way, especially on issues of gen-
der and sexuality. Traditionalist Christians like the Rus sian Ortho-
dox could genuinely think that their worldviews are quickly becoming 
inadmissible in human- rights fora. How long  will it be, they may 
won der, before same- sex marriage is declared an international  human 
right, and countries that refuse to endorse it are labeled human- rights 
pariahs? (Movsesian 2017)

In order to prevent the expansion of  human rights, conservatives argue that 
areas like  family, education, or sexuality, should—in the words of the 
Metropolitan— “be accorded with traditional morality.” What they mean 
by that is that  human conduct and the assessment of what counts as “good 
be hav ior” can (and should) be made to conform to views grounded in con-
crete communities, their habits, and practices, and in religious teachings 
and traditions.

Traditional morality, as used by the Rus sian Orthodox Church from 
the mid-2000s onward, comes to signify past practice rather than a pre-
cise social teaching (on this point, see also Chapnin 2020). This concep-
tual redefinition of traditional morality has allowed the church to integrate 
diff er ent genealogies of social conservatism into its advocacy for traditional 
values,  whether “The Moral Code of the Communist Builder,” the “Judaeo- 
Christian values” promoted by Focus on the  Family in the early 1990s, 
traditional Rus sian Islam and Buddhism, or Orthodox religious national-
ism. It was this redefinition of traditional morality that created the pre-
condition for Rus sia to become a player in the global culture wars. We 
provide two case studies that exemplify this dynamic: the collaborations 
of the Moscow Patriarchate with the Vatican and with the Billy Graham 
Evangelistic Church. In Chapter 8, we also show how the Rus sian Ortho-
dox Church has used its refined understanding of traditional values and 
 human rights in foreign- policy initiatives coordinated with Rus sian state 
diplomacy.
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The Short- Lived “Holy Alliance” between the Rus sian  
Orthodox Church and the Catholic Church

Interfaith collaboration between like- minded religious actors at the expense 
of denominational loyalties is a common feature of conservative norm- 
mobilization and the American culture wars (Hunter 1991, 86–88). From 
a Rus sian Orthodox perspective, however, the interfaith collaboration be-
tween conservative religious actors (Orthodox, Catholic, Protestant, Evan-
gelical, Jewish, Muslim, Buddhist) constitutes a novelty,  because it entails 
the Orthodox Church overcoming age- old prejudice against Latin Christians 
and other faith traditions.

For Rus sian Orthodox conservatives, collaboration is pos si ble as long 
as theological questions are set aside. The archpriest of the Rus sian Ortho-
dox Church, Vsevolod Chaplin (1968–2020), even said, “To be honest, I 
believe that many Catholics and certainly most Protestants do not actu-
ally worship the true God, I mean the God we know from the Bible and 
from the teachings of the church” (Interview 2018h). This is a remarkable 
statement from a man who was for a long time the vice speaker of the De-
partment of External Church Relations of the Moscow Patriarchate and 
the head of the Department for Relations between Church and Society. 
He went on, however: “But we can have a dialogue. We can cooperate. . . .  
We must speak out together about how our state works, about the place of 
faith in politics, about the place of Christian values in law and public 
decision- making. This is where we can find a lot in common” (Interview 
2018h). Chaplin was not alone with this assessment. It is the official line of 
the Moscow Patriarchate (Interreligious Council 2017) and dictates how 
the Rus sian Orthodox Church collaborates with other religious groups in-
side Rus sia, with the Catholic Church, and with Protestant churches.

The idea of “Holy Alliance” between the Rus sian Orthodox Church and 
the Roman Catholic Church against secularism was born at the end of 
2009 and the beginning of 2010. It therefore falls precisely into the period 
that we identify for the church’s conservative aggiornamento. In 2009, Pa-
triarch Kirill had just become the new Patriarch of Moscow  after the death 
of Alexey II. For years, he had been the motor  behind the new tendencies 
inside the Rus sian Orthodox Church in terms of social teaching; he had 
overseen the pro cess of working out the church’s Social Doctrine and  Human 
Rights Doctrine; he had repeated the argument on traditional morality 
against individual  human rights again and again in his speeches; he had 
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founded the repre sen ta tion of the Rus sian Orthodox Church to the Eu ro pean 
Institutions in Strasbourg, the website of which was called “orthodoxeurope 
. org . ”2 Together with Metropolitan Hilarion (Alfeyev), his successor as 
the head of the Department for External Church Relations, they had  great 
plans for the church.

Inside the Vatican editor Robert Moynihan was so much moved by read-
ing Metropolitan Hilarion’s introduction to the Russian- Italian edition of 
speeches by Joseph Ratzinger as cardinal and pope that he announced that 
“Rome- Moscow relations begin [a] new era” (Moynihan 2010). In this in-
troduction, Hilarion set forth his vision for the role of the Rus sian Ortho-
dox Church in Eu rope:

The Rus sian Orthodox Church, with its unique experience of sur-
viving the harshest persecutions, struggling against militant atheism, 
reemerging from the ghetto when the po liti cal situation changed, 
recovering its place in society and redefining its social responsibilities, 
can . . .  be of help to Eu rope. The totalitarian dictatorship of the past 
cannot be replaced with a new dictatorship of pan- European gov-
ernment mechanisms. . . .  The countries of Orthodox tradition, for 
example, do not accept laws that legalize euthanasia, homosexual 
marriage, drug trafficking, the maintenance of brothels, pornography, 
and so on. (Cited in Moynihan 2010)

Conservatives in the West who resented the success of social progressive 
 causes in their socie ties could find a kindred spirit in  these words. In fact, 
Hilarion’s invitation came just around the time when conservative Chris-
tian leaders in the United States issued the Manhattan Declaration (2009), 
“pledging renewed zeal in defending the unborn, defining marriage as a 
 union between a man and a  woman, and protecting religious freedom” 
(cited in Moynihan 2010). The announcement of a Holy Alliance— a term 
apparently coined by the Italian journalist Sandro Magister (Magister 
2010)— sounded like a call to arms against post- Christian humanism, 
against secularism, and for a new evangelization of Eu rope. It was also a 
call to arms against the achievements of the Catholic aggiornamento— the 
results of the Second Vatican Council, which some conservative Catholics 

2. This website went out of use in 2010, but it is still available online. It was replaced 
by the website of the Department for External Church Relations (mospat.ru), which 
contains content in multiple languages.
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would prefer to wind back sooner rather than  later. The Rus sian Ortho-
dox Church, in short, had now definitely joined the culture wars.

Around the same time, the Saint Gregory the Theologian Charitable 
Foundation was established in Moscow. The aim of the foundation was to 
assist the Department of External Church Relations, and especially its head 
Metropolitan, Hilarion. The executive director of the foundation, Leonid 
Sevastianov, became responsible for establishing ties with Catholic conser-
vatives in the United States. “We want your help, the help of Catholics, 
and of Western Eu ro pe ans and Americans,” he is quoted by Moynihan. 
“We want to try to attract the attention of religious believers, in Rus sia 
and abroad, who believe in traditional Christian values, and who want to 
contribute to making society more just and more moral” (Moynihan 2010). 
In the context of the analy sis in this book, Sevastianov’s call for help on 
behalf of the Moscow Patriarchate is reminiscent of the situation of the 
early 1990s, when the disoriented ex- Soviet state administration invited Fo-
cus on the  Family to teach about  family, but it also shows that the Rus sian 
Orthodox Church has moved on. By 2010, the church was no longer look-
ing for teachers, but for allies in a  battle that it had the ambition to lead.

The plan to attract the attention of religious believers abroad and Sev-
astianov’s efforts to connect with wealthy Christian conservative sponsors 
in the United States proved effective, at least on the financial level. The 
annual reports of the Lynde and Harry Bradley Foundation show that the 
Saint Gregory the Theologian Charitable Foundation was awarded a total 
of 825,000 U.S. dollars between 2009 and 2013 “to support a series of edu-
cational and cultural initiatives.”3 The initiatives of the foundation—in 
order of appearance on its website4— include its support for the activities of 
the Department of External Church Relations of the Rus sian Orthodox 

3. This sum is the result of research on publicly available sources: the Annual 
Report of the Bradley Foundation 2013 ($75,000 U.S.) is available on the foundation’s 
website, the Annual Reports of the Bradley Foundation for the years 2009 ($150,000 
U.S.) and 2010 ($300,000 U.S.) can be downloaded from issuelab (https:// www 
. issuelab . org / resources / 10147 / 10147 . pdf; https:// www . issuelab . org / resources / 13081 / 13081 
. pdf), the data for 2011 ($200,000 U.S.) and 2012 ($100,000 U.S.) are reported at https:// 
www . sourcewatch . org / index . php ? title=Contributions _ of _ the _ Bradley _ Foundation (all 
accessed February 25, 2020).

4. The website exists only in Rus sian: http:// www . fondgb . ru/ (accessed February 25, 
2020).
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Church, its support for the Saints Cyril and Methodius Theological Insti-
tute for Post- Graduate Studies of the Rus sian Orthodox Church, the 
restoration of the Patriarchal Residence in the center of Moscow, the pro- 
life organ ization “Let’s Save Life Together” (Sokhranim zhizn’ vmeste), the 
publication of  free New Testaments and psalm books in the Rus sian lan-
guage, the choir of the Moscow Patriarchate, a research award in the hu-
manities, and other cultural programs. From 2010  until 2018, the foundation 
published the journal Orthodox Conversation (Pravoslavnaya Beceda), and 
it produced feature films with the spiritual director of the foundation, Met-
ropolitan Hilarion. The Lynde and Harry Bradley Foundation is listed among 
its partners, being the only non- Russian partner in the list, and Moyni-
han also documents a visit to Moscow with a collaborator of the Bradley 
Foundation (Moynihan 2009).

Moynihan even tried to follow up on the successes of the Saint Greg-
ory the Theologian Foundation, and in 2013, together with the Bradley 
Foundation and Aid to the Church of the U.S. Bishops’ Conference, he 
announced the creation of a new foundation, the Urbi et Orbi Foundation. 
Its aim was to help create a strategic alliance among Christians in “defense 
of the Christian West” (Moynihan 2013). Moynihan mentioned that the 
Saint Gregory the Theologian Foundation had collected “some $50 million 
from leading Orthodox Rus sians . . .  used to rebuild Rus sian Orthodox 
theological academies, but a certain amount  will be available for specific 
common proj ect with our new Foundation” (Moynihan 2013). How-
ever, at time of writing, the Urbi and Orbi Foundation was still collecting 
its first one hundred founding sponsors.5

The John Templeton Foundation also started to collaborate with the 
Rus sian Orthodox Church in educational and research programs in this 
period. Between 2016 and 2018, Templeton’s “New Generation of Leaders 
for the Rus sian Orthodox Church program” granted 1.5 million U.S. dol-
lars to the Saints Cyril and Methodius Theological Institute for Post- 
Graduate Studies of the Rus sian Orthodox Church through the Saint 
Gregory the Theologian Charitable Foundation (Templeton 2020a). And 
in the years prior to that, the “Expanding Scientific Training for Religious 
Leaders” program financed the Saint Gregory the Theologian Charitable 
Foundation to carry out “a three- year plan to train  future theology professors 

5. The call for sponsors is posted on the website Inside the Vatican: https:// inside 
thevatican . com / product / urbi - et - orbi - foundation / .
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and bishops in how to engage their theology with con temporary science and 
philosophy” (Templeton 2020b).6 In all  these activities, the Saint Gregory 
the Theologian Charitable Foundation functions as financial administra-
tor of the incoming grants, since in 2012 Rus sia passed a law that obliges 
organ izations receiving funding from abroad to register as “foreign agents.” 
Technically, this would also apply to the Rus sian Orthodox Church, which 
therefore cannot figure as a direct grant recipient.

Despite  these impressive numbers, the Moscow Patriarchate undertook 
only a few concrete initiatives to follow up on the announcements of a stra-
tegic alliance between the Rus sian Orthodox Church and the Catholic 
Church made by Metropolitan Hilarion in 2009 and reiterated on the pages 
of Inside the Vatican in 2013. For the Catholic Church, the situation changed 
dramatically with the abdication of Pope Benedict XVI in 2013 and the 
election of Pope Francis I. The relationship between the Rus sian Orthodox 
Church and the Vatican  under Pope Francis is not as close as it was  under 
the pope’s pre de ces sor, and  there is no more sign of a strategic, let alone a 
“holy,” alliance. Pope Francis has made it very clear that he is not inter-
ested in supporting strategic alliances in the global culture wars. On the 
contrary, the editor of the impor tant Roman Catholic journal Civiltà Cat-
tolica, the Jesuit Antonio Spadaro called such alliances “an ecumenism of 
hate” (Spadaro and Figueroa 2017). For the Rus sian Orthodox Church, 
too, the situation has changed dramatically: The annexation of Crimea by 
Rus sia in 2014, the ongoing war in Eastern Ukraine, and the creation of an 
autocephalous Orthodox Church in Ukraine against the  will of the Moscow 
Patriarchate in 2019 have put a strain on interfaith East- West relations 
and weakened the current leadership of the church.

The precariousness of the Rus sian Orthodox– Catholic relationship be-
came evident in 2016, when the meeting between Patriarch Kirill and Pope 
Francis in Havana caused unpre ce dented protests against the patriarch by 
Rus sian anti- ecumenists. The meeting between the two church leaders on 
February 12, 2016, at the Havana airport in Cuba was the first meeting of 
a Rus sian patriarch and the Catholic pontifex in history. Their dialogue 
was mainly devoted to global prob lems in modern society—in par tic u lar, 

6. For reasons of transparency, we want to state that we cooperated with the Saints 
Cyril and Methodius Theological Institute for Post- Graduate Studies of the Rus sian 
Orthodox Church in the context of the “Expanding Scientific Training” program in 
2013–14.
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to the persecution of Christians in the  Middle East, the crisis of the  family 
in modern society, military- political conflict, and the religious situation 
in Ukraine. The Joint Statement between Pope Francis and Patriarch Kirill 
at this meeting was completely in line with the Moscow Patriarchate’s am-
bition to be an agenda setter on social conservatism. The patriarch con-
cluded the meeting with the statement that “currently the two Churches 
can cooperate, by defending Christians throughout the world, and they can 
work together . . .  that the foundation of personal, familial and social moral-
ity be reinforced” (Vatican 2016). Havana was, to a certain extent, a success 
for the Rus sian Orthodox Church— but only in its external relations.

Inside the church, the event caused a storm of protests from anti- 
ecumenical fundamentalists. The patriarch was criticized by a group of 
religious nationalists called the “ People’s Council,” a movement with close 
links to military and paramilitary forces and with branches in almost all 
Rus sian regions. According to Boris Knorre (Knorre 2018), the backbone 
of this movement in the spring of 2016 was made up of military volunteers 
from the two separatist regions in Eastern Ukraine, the  People’s Republic 
of Donetsk, and the  People’s Republic of Lugansk. The  People’s Council 
or ga nized several events dedicated to the implications of the Havana meet-
ing, where some participants debated  whether to still commemorate Patri-
arch Kirill during the liturgy or  whether to stop commemorating him 
 because he was a “heretic,” while  others raised the issue of convening of a 
local council that should reform the church. Another organ ization analyzed 
by Knorre, the “Council of Orthodox Citizens,” actually de cided to no lon-
ger commemorate Patriarch Kirill at Divine Ser vices and to consider the 
Rus sian Orthodox Church of the Moscow Patriarchate a “heretic commu-
nity.” The leader of the Council of Orthodox Citizens  stopped calling 
Patriarch Kirill by his clerical title and name and referred to him merely 
by his civil surname (Gundyaev). Knorre identified at least three more fun-
damentalist groups who temporarily broke with the patriarch over his 
meeting with the pope in Havanna. All  these fundamentalist movements 
shared a distinctly nationalistic ideology. One critic of the patriarch, for 
example, called the meeting of the patriarch with the Vatican “a threat to 
the sovereignty of the country.” He saw the “national security” of Rus sia at 
risk and called for the FSB (the Rus sian intelligence ser vice) to intervene 
and “defend Orthodoxy” (Knorre 2018; see also Shishkov 2017). By 2016, 
therefore, the strategic Orthodox- Catholic alliance against secularism and 
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for the defense of the Christian West had, from the Rus sian side, started to 
disintegrate into confusion.

Also on the Western side, however, Catholic support for the Rus sian 
Orthodox Church waned. In the United States, the question of Ukraine 
divided the conservative Catholic supporters of the Moscow Patriarch-
ate. George Weigel, one of the signatories of the Manhattan Declaration, 
cautioned against cooperation with Rus sia: “Rome must refuse to bend to 
the Putin storyline,” he wrote in 2017 (Weigel 2017).  After the annexation 
of Crimea and the war in Eastern Ukraine, the conservative magazine 
First  Things initially disavowed the Rus sian Orthodox Church by publishing 
two highly critical articles by former insiders of the Moscow Patriarchate: 
“The Church in the Bloodlands,” by Cyril Hovorun (2014) and “A Church 
of Empire,” by Sergej Chapnin (2015). First  Things eventually returned, how-
ever, to an editorial line supportive of Rus sian Orthodoxy, if not of the 
Rus sian Orthodox Church. The publication of an article by the Rus sian 
novelist Evgeniy Vodolazkin (2017) and the discussion of Alexander Dugin 
as “potential First  Things author” (Reno 2017) by the editor R. R. Reno sig-
naled that not all conservative Catholics in the United States  were willing 
to give up on Rus sia as an ally in the culture wars (Reno 2020).

The Moscow Patriarchate and the Billy Graham  
Evangelistic Association

Catholics aside,  there  were other Christians in the West with whom the 
Moscow Patriarchate could weave a network for the support of traditional 
values. One of  these actors was the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association. 
Relationships between Rus sians and American evangelicals extend back 
more than three de cades to Billy Graham’s well- publicized visit to Rus sia 
in the mid-1980s (Jenkins 2018). In October 2015, the current president of 
the association, Franklin Graham, visited Moscow and met Patriarch Kirill. 
Half a year  later, they announced—in a joint press release— that the Rus-
sian Orthodox Church and the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association 
would hold a World Summit in Defense of Persecuted Christians in 
October 2016 in Moscow. The summit, they explained, was meant as a 
response to “the mass persecution of Christians of the  Middle East, Africa 
and other regions in the world, unpre ce dented in modern history,” but also as 
support for Western Christians who opposed the legalization of same- sex 
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marriage and stood for “Christian moral values” as “confessors of the faith 
living  under vari ous kinds of pressure” (quoted in Shishkov 2017, 76).

However, the World Summit did not take place in Moscow as planned 
but in the United States. Shishkov gives two explanations for why the event 
was moved. One is that the Moscow Patriarchate did not want to create 
another pre ce dent for an anti- ecumenical outcry  after the Havana meet-
ing. He quotes Yuri Sipko, the former president of the Rus sian Union of 
Evangelical Christians- Baptists, who suggested that the Moscow Patriarch-
ate had canceled the summit  under pressure from anti- ecumenical critics 
(Shishkov 2017, 77). The other explanation is the one given by Franklin 
Graham himself— namely, that the American partners refused to hold the 
summit in Rus sia  after the Rus sian Federation’s July 2016 passage of the 
Yarovaya Laws, which included “anti- evangelism” and “anti- missionary” 
provisions (Shishkov 2017, 78). Graham wrote, “We  were looking forward 
to this significant event being held in Rus sia  because no one knows mod-
ern Christian persecution better than the church that suffered  under com-
munist rule. However, just a few weeks ago Rus sia passed a law that 
severely limits Christians’ freedoms” (Graham 2016). The relocated sum-
mit took place in Washington, D.C., in May 2017 and drew more than 
800 participants from 136 countries. The patriarch did not attend, but Met-
ropolitan Hilarion headed the Rus sian Orthodox Church’s del e ga tion.

Conservative Ecumenism

In the context of our analy sis, the two case studies of contacts between 
the Moscow Patriarchate and the Catholic Church and American Evan-
gelicals are only one part of the larger picture, which also includes the civil 
society networks and diplomatic relations that we discuss in the next chap-
ters. However, the church relations are somewhat special,  because they 
take place in the highly regulated world of religious diplomacy. In this 
world, the ambitions of the Patriarch of Moscow to become a leader in the 
global culture wars met obstacles of an internal, as well as external, nature.

Shishkov (2017) has described the collaboration between the Rus sian 
Orthodox Church and conservative Christians from the West as “conserva-
tive ecumenism”  because, in contrast to classical ecumenism, this interfaith 
collaboration does not address issues of doctrine— questions of theology 
are set aside in such contacts— but issues of ideological affinity. Conservative 
ecumenism assumes that inside all Christian churches we find progressive 
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and conservative groups that compete in terms of their social and po liti cal 
teaching and influence (see also Cohen 2019). In the event of competition 
between diff er ent ideological wings inside a church, actors can look for 
cooperation with like- minded actors outside of their faith community to 
increase their influence— both on society and on decisionmakers inside 
their own churches. The example of the World Congress of Families, 
which we discuss in Chapter 6, shows that the strategy of seeking interna-
tional exposure for greater influence inside one’s own church can work: 
 after years of a relative marginal existence as a religious NGO, the Rus sian 
section of the World Congress of Families eventually managed to get its 
position on domestic vio lence  adopted as the official position of the Moscow 
Patriarchate.

For the Moscow Patriarchate itself, however, the strategy of conservative 
ecumenism had a more mixed outcome. First, it provoked loud criticism 
on the part of Orthodox anti- ecumenists and fundamentalists, weakening 
the position of the patriarch inside the church. Second, the church had 
difficulties delivering on the expectations of its foreign partners  because 
state policies—as in the case of the Yarovaya laws— counteracted its ini-
tiatives. The conflict in Ukraine created a crisis of trust in Rus sia among 
conservative Christians in the West, which weakened the influence of the 
Moscow Patriarchate. But  there was arguably a third reason that the strat-
egy of conservative ecumenism had an undesired outcome for the Moscow 
Patriarchate. In the context of the global culture wars  today, it is not Patri-
arch Kirill nor the Rus sian Orthodox Church that is seen as the new de-
fender of traditional Christian values, but Vladimir Putin. How did this 
happen?

We have shown in Chapter 4 how Putin endorsed the conservative 
agenda of traditional values at the beginning of his third term as Rus sian 
president in 2012. He effectively took over the discourse on traditional mo-
rality against individual  human rights that the Rus sian Orthodox Church 
had created in the de cade before and started to implement it. During the 
first six months of this presidency, he signed two landmark laws that caught 
the attention of conservatives in the West: penalties for the offense of 
religious feelings and penalties for the public display of symbols of gay 
lifestyle. This robust defense of traditional values amounted to a slap in the 
face for Western  human rights NGOs and institutions like the Eu ro pean 
Court of  Human Rights and the Council of Eu rope, which issued warning 
statements. Conservative Christians in the West—in par tic u lar, in the 
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United States— were impressed. Putin came to stand for something con-
servatives in the West very much desired: national self- determination 
(Caldwell 2017).

It is impor tant to remember that during  those years, the years of the 
presidency of Barack Obama (2009  until 2017), American conservatives 
had become increasingly convinced that they had “lost the culture wars” 
(Dreher 2020a, 24, 2017a). By 2016, with the U.S. Supreme Court cases 
like Obergefell7 and Masterpiece Cakeshop,8 conservatives felt  under siege 
and looked for reinforcements (Movsesian 2017; Dreher 2017b, 2017a). In 
2017, however, with the election of Donald Trump as president of the 
United States, the situation for conservative Christians in the United States 
changed again. They now had their own president, who was defiant of the 
international  human rights regime and willing to pursue a social conser-
vative agenda on issues of abortion, transgender rights, and education. That 
the election of Donald Trump came with well- founded suspicion that Rus-
sia had meddled with the election did not  really create a dilemma for the 
Christian Right  because it left their priorities untouched (cf. Silk 2019). 
Rus sia was still seen as a stronghold of traditional values— not  because the 
American Christian Right saw Rus sians as particularly pious, nor  because 
the Rus sian Orthodox Church was seen as a reliable ally, but  because the 
Rus sian government had passed one law  after the other that was in clear 
breach of the progressive egalitarian international  human rights regime. 
The Rus sian Orthodox Church’s strategy to reinvent traditional morality, 
carefully crafted on the discovery of Article 29, had paid off: Rus sia was 
now a player in the global culture wars. Only for the Patriarch of Moscow 
the strategy somewhat backfired: from now on, it was all about “How Pu-
tin  Matters” (Dreher 2017b).

7. Obergefell v. Hodges (2015) was a landmark civil rights case in which the Supreme 
Court of the United States ruled that the fundamental right to marry is guaranteed 
to same- sex  couples by the Constitution.

8. Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission (2018) was a case in the 
Supreme Court of the United States that dealt with  whether shop own ers can refuse 
certain ser vices, like baking a wedding cake for a gay wedding, on the basis of 
the own er’s religious beliefs.
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C H A P T E R

6
Networks

Civil Society and the Rise of the Rus sian  

Christian Right

The American participant in the Homeschooling Congress in Mos-
cow had no doubt: “You know, when we  were coming  here,  people 

[back home]  were like, ‘Are you crazy  going to Rus sia?’ ” She laughs. “And 
I’m like: But God wants us  there. I mean, go!  Because that’s where  you’re 
supposed to go” (Interview 2018g). Other participants from the United 
States who attended the world’s largest homeschooling event, elaborately 
or ga nized in St. Petersburg and Moscow in May 2018, also felt that they 
 were  there to help Rus sians. “You know, I have to say, when I sat in that 
first room  here in Moscow that was filled with Rus sian  people . . .  I wept!” 
Our interlocutor remembered how hard it had been for her and her  family 
to legally homeschool in the United States only few de cades ago. And see 
what they had achieved! “I would hope that the thirty- five years of research 
and experience and freedom fighting, yes, that freedom fighting could be 
our gift to the Rus sian  people” (Interview 2018e). But she was not only 
 there to share homeschooling expertise; she was also out to learn: “Their 
[the Rus sians’] gift to us is this deeper, sometimes richer, understanding 
of love and the  family and the role that that plays in society.  Because  you’ve 
got centuries of tradition in that regard. Hearing  Father Dmitry [Smirnov] 
speak of the child and the  family unit, you know, it’s this, it’s this deep 
long message that somehow,  we’ve, we have forgotten in the American cul-
ture” (Interview 2018e).

In this chapter we continue our analy sis of Rus sia’s role in the global cul-
ture wars, but we shift the level of analy sis from public discourse, the Rus sian 
state, and the Rus sian Orthodox Church to  people and civil society. The 
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actors and organ izations we look at in this chapter define Rus sia’s role in 
the global culture wars, side by side with the ceremonial declarations by 
the Patriarch of Moscow that we analyzed in Chapter 5. The groups we ana-
lyze are the direct heirs of the transnational moral conservative networks 
of the early 1990s that we discussed in chapters 2 and 3. They develop and 
act relatively in de pen dently from both religious and state institutions. 
 These actors and organ izations fill the empty container of traditional val-
ues with concrete content: the  family, pro- life, homeschooling. They 
thrive in the moral conservative normative climate that has been created in 
Rus sia in the last de cade, and they reinforce this climate by projecting the 
image of Rus sia as the defender of traditionalism to the outside and by 
importing topics and practices of social conservatism from the West into 
Rus sia.

The chapter pre sents two cases: the World Congress of Families and the 
global homeschooling movement.1 We include  these two organ izations in 
this book  because they are exemplary of the American Christian Right 
 going global (the WCF has been described as such in Bob 2012, Buss and 
Herman 2003, and Stroop 2016) and a showpiece for Rus sia’s role in the 
global culture wars. The analy sis of the WCF and Rus sia’s role in the global 
homeschooling movement reveals particularly clearly the embeddedness of 
Rus sian conservatism in the dynamic of the global cultural wars and un-
derscore the paradox that, despite the national hysteria about “foreign 
agents” and despite claims about Rus sia’s  great Orthodox conservative tra-
dition, we can hardly find a single issue of con temporary Rus sian social 
conservatism that does not bear the marks of transnational influences. The 

1. The Rus sian involvement in the WCF has become the subject of investigative 
journalism (cf. Levintova 2014; Kane Winter/Spring 2009–10; War Is Boring 2014; 
Dornblüth 2019) and has also been analyzed in academic research. Christopher 
Stroop’s research article (2016) mentions the American- Russian founding moment of 
the WCF, and the present- day Rus sian involvement in the WCF  after 2012 is explored 
by Kevin Moss (2017), Katharina Bluhm and Martin Brandt (2018), and Anton 
Shekhovtsov (2017). Other accounts of the WCF include Masha Gessen’s reportage 
from the conference of the WCF in Tbilisi in 2016 (Gessen 2017) and several other articles 
that deal with par tic u lar aspects of the organ ization (Shekhovtsov 2014; Parke 2015). 
The WCF has also been treated in the policy papers and reports of NGOs and think 
tanks— for example, by Right Wing Watch, Southern Poverty Law Center, and Foreign 
Policy Center (Blue 2013; Southern Poverty Law Center 2015, 2018; Stoeckl 2018b; 
Chitanava and Sartania 2018).
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actors and institutions analyzed in this chapter act in the name of Rus sian 
Orthodoxy, but largely in de pen dently from the church leadership. This 
adds weight to the ironic conclusion of Chapter 5— namely, that the Mos-
cow Patriarchate, which effectively spearheaded the Rus sian conservative 
turn, is now no longer fully in control of it. The success of the groups dis-
cussed in this chapter is indicative of a highly contingent po liti cal dy-
namic inside Rus sia, where the notion of Rus sia as the  great defender of 
traditional values becomes an asset, a trademark, which for now is in the 
hands of Vladimir Putin, but in princi ple is ready to be picked up by who-
ever competes for his succession.

Before we turn to the case studies, it is impor tant to recall the connec-
tion between the agenda promoted by the WCF and the overall argument 
we have been making about  human rights in the global culture wars. The 
WCF advocates conservative  family values from a conceptual vantage point 
that matches the strategy of the Rus sian Orthodox Church for the promo-
tion of “traditional values”: it uses  human rights language and  human 
rights instruments, in par tic u lar article 16(3) of the Universal Declaration 
of  Human Rights, which defines the  family as “the natu ral group unit of 
society.”2 The mission statement of the WCF’s parent organ ization, the 
International Organ ization for the  Family,3 includes the “Article 16 Ini-
tiative,” which “empowers leaders in worldwide institutions to protect free-
dom, faith, and  family as the natu ral and fundamental group unit of 
society consistent with Article 16 of the United Nations’ Universal Decla-
ration of  Human Rights” (IOF Mission 2020). In The Natu ral  Family: A 
Manifesto, Allan Carlson and Paul Mero turn the Universal Declaration 
of  Human Rights, more particularly Article 16(3), into a manifesto for the 
traditional  family: “We object to current attacks on the Universal Decla-
ration of  Human Rights, a document which proclaims fundamental rights 
to  family autonomy, to a  family wage for  fathers, and to the special pro-
tection of  mothers” (Carlson and Mero 2005, 26).

2. “The  family is the natu ral and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled 
to protection by society and the state.”

3. The WCF was founded in 1997  under the umbrella of the Howard Center for 
 Family, Religion and Society in Rockford, Illinois. The WCF works as a series of 
conferences and as a network of partners in diff er ent countries. In 2016, the organ ization 
merged with the International Organ ization for the  Family  under a new president, 
Brian Brown. The website of the IOF is profam . org.
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Article 16(3) is also the reason pro- family activists fervently oppose pol-
icies against domestic vio lence, the example with which we started our 
book. As Natalie Davidson has shown, domestic vio lence moved into the 
orbit of  human rights law only  after a long feminist  battle to include it 
 under the prohibition of torture (Davidson 2018).  Human rights, it should 
be remembered,  were explic itly about individual rights vis- à- vis the state. 
Domestic vio lence is something that happens below state level; it happens 
inside families, and only the redefinition of repeated infliction of gratu-
itous vio lence inside the  family as “torture” could eventually make the state 
liable for taking mea sures against domestic vio lence, lest it  violated its com-
mitment to  human rights  under the UN Convention against Torture. 
Pro- family activists, out of princi ple, are against the move to make the state 
responsible for something that happens inside families. They see the  family 
as a sealed- off group unit, as a closed box that should not be penetrable to 
individual  human rights or state policies. For this reason— and not  because 
they necessarily support vio lence in families— they reject policies on domestic 
vio lence.

The use of  human rights language to oppose the liberal and egalitarian 
evolution of the international  human rights system is a strategy widely 
 adopted by the American Christian Right and originates in what Andrew 
Lewis has called “the rights turn in conservative Christian politics.” He 
locates the rights turn around 1980, when American anti- abortionists 
started to use individual rights arguments instead of morality arguments 
(Lewis 2017). They  were only mirroring the strategies that had also been 
applied by progressivist groups, like the feminist groups cited in the previ-
ous paragraph, which used  legal instruments rather than moral arguments 
to force states into action. It was the rights turn that set the scene for the 
culture wars, in par tic u lar the global culture wars as we know them  today, 
waged in front of courts and international institutions (Bob 2019). To our 
knowledge, the Moscow Patriarchate was the first social conservative actor 
to stake a claim on Article 29 of the Universal Declaration, while the WCF 
seems to have the prerogative on Article 16(3).

The World Congress of Families

We have already discussed the founding moment of the WCF in the mid-
1990s in Chapter 2. When Allan Carlson came to Moscow in 1995, he 
was—as he himself very well realized— one American among many  others 
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trying to spread new ideas to Rus sians: “Every body on the right flooded 
into Rus sia. The economic Right, and the Rus sian experiment of cowboy 
capitalism, it came with American encouragement, from American sup-
port, quite broadly. . . .   There  were groups like Focus [on the  Family] moving 
in and so on” (Carlson 2020, 42). The official Rus sian Orthodox Church 
did not want to have anything to do with the suspected missionaries, and 
in fact, Carlson’s contact with Antonov, professor of demography at 
Moscow State University, was of a scholarly, academic nature. When the law 
on religious freedom of 1997 barred the activities of Western Christian groups 
inside Rus sia, the WCF was therefore not among the suspects; the collabo-
ration between Antonov and Carlson continued unhindered.

The Rus sian Orthodox Church and its leadership entered the orbit of the 
WCF only much  later.  After 2009, a younger generation of pro- family activ-
ists took over from Antonov.  These  were Igor Beloborodov, Alexey Komov 
and his wife, Irina Shamolina, and Pavel Parfent’ev. Bluhm and Brand 
have traced this generation shift back to 2006, when Antonov started a col-
laboration with Beloborodov, a young sociologist at the Rus sian Institute for 
Strategic Studies, and they together founded the Institute for Demographic 
Research (Bluhm and Brand 2018).4 It may well have been through this 
institute and through Beloborodov, by his own account a devout believer, 
that Antonov— and with him the WCF— came into contact with the Pa-
triarchal Commission for the  Family, Protection of Motherhood and 
Childhood, headed by Archpriest Dmitry Smirnov (1951–2020). Smirnov, 
formerly responsible for the relationship between the Moscow Patriarchate 
and the Rus sian military (Richters 2013, 57–58), was a conservative cleric, 
but rather progressive in his communication. He ran a multimedia blog 
and a TV format.5 It seems safe to say that without him taking an interest in 
the World Congress of Families, the organ ization would not have become 
a part of the Rus sian Orthodox Church’s strategy on  family.

Smirnov was instrumental for the intensification of the Rus sian activity 
inside the WCF by involving Alexey Komov, who was not a sociologist 

4. A website of this name (www . demographia . ru) still exists  today and runs news 
and information about the World Congress of Families.

5. Antonov and other members of this institute occasionally figured as interview 
partners in Smirnov’s television- program “Pod Chasy” ( Under the Block), as did American 
conservative speakers who visited Moscow in the context of the World Congress of 
Families or Homeschooling events.
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and initially not even a pro- family activist, but a business con sul tant. By 
his own account, Komov dates his first contact with the WCF back to 2008, 
when the financial crisis put him out of business as a con sul tant and he 
was advised by Smirnov, whom he called his spiritual advisor, to contact 
“this organ ization, this World Congress of Families, to see  whether we 
could not work together” (Dornblüth 2019). In our interview, Komov pre-
sented his personal path to the WCF as an autonomous endeavor and the 
fruit of a religious awakening, in a lengthy narrative that is worth quoting 
at length:

I converted to Orthodox Chris tian ity in a deep way maybe eight or 
nine years ago . . .  and de cided to do something good in my life. . . .  
We  were hearing a lot of alarming news from the West, that  there 
are gay parades all over, you know . . .  and I was wondering that  there 
must be some remaining Christians still in the West . . .  and so I 
bought a ticket and went to Colorado Springs, where they had this 
World Congress of Families Leadership Meeting and I said “Hello, 
I’m Alexey Komov from Rus sia. I’m a business con sul tant and let us 
become friends and do a big World Congress of Families in the  future 
in the Kremlin.” That was a big dream. I had nothing and that was 
just a dream and they looked at me and said, “Who is this guy?” (In-
terview 2017e)

In 2011, Komov set up his own pro- family foundation, Saints Petr and 
Fevrona Foundation for the Support of the  Family and Demography, and 
he created the Analytical Center FamilyPolicy.ru. Komov and Smirnov ini-
tiated an American- style fund rais ing when he posted a plea to support 
Komov’s foundation on Smirnov’s blog.6

Through the Patriarchal Commission for the  Family, the WCF has acted 
as agenda- setter on  family issues inside the Rus sian Orthodox Church. The 
pro- family agenda resonates with Rus sian Orthodox ideas about the  family 
as a “home church,” a notion made prominent by the late archpriest Gleb 
Kaleda (1921–94) (Kaleda 1998). Smirnov was a student of this “ family as 
home church” theological school, and as the head of the Patriarchal Com-
mission for the  Family, he was in charge of formulating the patriarch’s policy 
line on the  family. Since around the year 2012, the WCF has made slow 

6. Website: http:// www . dimitrysmirnov . ru / blog / donation/ (accessed December  4, 
2018).
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but steady pro gress onto the agenda of the Moscow Patriarchate. The Rus-
sian Orthodox Church acted as a co- convener of the  Family Congress of 
2014 in Moscow and hosted the event in the conference rooms of Christ 
Saviour Cathedral. Members of the WCF have become involved in church 
activities like the annual Christmas readings (Pravoslavie 2018b), and WCF 
activities started to feature regularly as news items on the church’s press 
ser vice (Patriarchia 2018). A particularly evident example of the WCF’s in-
creasing influence on policies of the Moscow Patriarchate is the official 
statement of the Patriarchal Commission for  Family against legislative 
changes in domestic vio lence issues, with which we started our introduction. 
On this occasion, the Patriarchal Commission cited an expert report prepared 
by the WCF (Patriarchal Commission for  Family Affairs 2019b; Family-
Policy.ru 2019). Inside the church administration, this slow ascendancy of 
ideas originating in the context of the WCF into the official policy of the pa-
triarchate has met with criticism. Referring to the group around Smirnov 
and Komov, our interlocutor, who works in the church administration, said:

What strikes me is that in their writing, they are calling to the author-
ity of each other. They say  things like “this is internationally recognized 
and well- known, and that’s absolute truth, and the NGO so and so, 
and they are very valuable, and very authoritative researchers con-
firms.” But then you go and look and that NGO is the NGO of his 
wife! You see, they refer to each other. But the rhe toric that they are 
using is very convincing. And that is, well, a bit misleading,  because 
 there is no real authority  behind what they pre sent as the absolute 
truth. (Interview 2017j)

The Rus sian chapter of the WCF, which has been created around the 
Commission for the  Family, stands for a new development inside the Rus-
sian Orthodox Church. It is an organ ization with equal ties to business, 
politics, and the Rus sian Orthodox Church. Its leaders advocate conser-
vative religious positions, but quite in de pen dently from the church and 
Orthodox theology. Their strategies, from fund rais ing and lobbying to the 
organ ization of international congresses, differ considerably from the more 
traditional workings of the Rus sian Orthodox Church and the regular 
church diplomacy that we studied in Chapter 5. They thus represent a new 
type of religious actor in the Rus sian context, a Rus sian Christian Right 
that is modeled on the strategies and manners of the American Christian 
Right (Stoeckl 2020a).
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The main sponsors  behind the new generation of Rus sian participation 
in the WCF  were (for certain back in 2014) two wealthy and well- connected 
businessmen, Vladimir Yakunin and Konstantin Malofeev. Yakunin is the 
former head of the Rus sian railways and the president of several organ-
izations and initiatives, among them the Russki Mir Foundation, the Dia-
logue of Civilizations Foundation, and the Saint Andrew the First- Called 
Foundation. This last foundation includes a pro- life organ ization called 
“Sanctity of Motherhood,” directed by Yakunin’s wife, Natalya Yakunina. 
Sanctity of Motherhood was founded in 2006 as a pro- life organ ization 
with the goal of counseling  women against having an abortion. When the 
WCF or ga nized a congress in Moscow in 2014, Sanctity of Motherhood 
was among the sponsors, and representatives of the organ ization have also 
been pre sent at subsequent congresses.

The second sponsor  behind the Rus sian chapter of the WCF is Kon-
stantin Malofeev. Again, by his own account, Komov used his connec-
tions from his time as a business con sul tant to bring Malofeev on board 
for the organ ization of a large WCF event in Moscow in 2014 (Dorn-
blüth 2019). Malofeev is a businessman who owns the Saint Basil the 
 Great Charitable Foundation; his activities include the founding of an 
Orthodox private school and the TV- station tsargrad.tv, which promotes 
Rus sian Orthodox nationalism.7 The Saint Basil the  Great Charitable 
Foundation was registered as an organ ization in 2007 and then, accord-
ing to the documentation on the foundation’s website, was founded as an 
NGO in April 2014, just a few months before the WCF conference in 
Moscow.

Thanks to  these wealthy sponsors and the clerical support of Smirnov, 
the WCF fi nally came to Rus sia in 2014, with full backing of the Rus sian 
government:

We managed fi nally to or ga nize it in the Kremlin and in the Christ 
the Savior Cathedral’s congress hall, which is the official congress 
hall of [the] Rus sian Orthodox Church. And we had a meeting at the 
State Duma, so our  people went to State Duma, and we had the 
Kremlin given to us for basically a private party with a  laser show in 
the ancient cathedral; that was amazing. (Interview 2017e)

7. Website: http:// fondsvv . ru / about/ (accessed May 14, 2018).
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Komov beamed with pride when he said, “Our American friends 
 couldn’t believe that  there was, you know, a welcome on such a huge scale 
in Rus sia” (Interview 2017e).

As a  matter of fact, the Moscow congress took place in August 2014, no 
longer  under the official tutelage of the WCF, and despite numerous with-
drawals of participants from the West. Rus sia had annexed Crimea just 
months  earlier and was  under international sanctions. The congress’s main 
sponsor, Malofeev, was on the U.S. sanctions list for financing Rus sian 
fighters in Eastern Ukraine (Southern Poverty Law Center 2018).  Under 
 these circumstances, many of the American participants withdrew their 
participation. However, this was only a temporary and superficial setback 
to the cooperation, which intensified again in 2016 and 2017, when the Rus-
sian chapter of the WCF was involved in hosting international congresses 
in two countries of the former Soviet Union, Georgia, and the Republic of 
Moldova.

For the two wealthy sponsors Yakunin and Malofeev, the WCF is by 
far not the only initiative geared at creating networks with Russia- friendly 
actors abroad. Yakunin is also on the board of trustees of the German- 
Russian Forum, a platform for the elite Petersburg Dialogue with close 
links to the Kremlin and the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and he 
is the cofounder of the Dialogue of Civilizations Foundation with head-
quarters in Berlin (Polyakova et al. 2016, 13–14). Malofeev, likewise, has 
close personal ties with the Kremlin and vari ous networks in Western Eu-
rope. Marlene Laruelle has pointed particularly to Malofeev’s connections 
to Eu ro pean aristocracy through French business partners who are descen-
dants of the White Rus sian emigration of the 1920s (Laruelle 2018). On 
the ground of such connections, Laruelle has described the agenda of 
Yakunin and Malofeev as a part of the Kremlin’s “white agenda,” an ideo-
logical agenda with references to Tsarist Rus sia, Orthodox Chris tian ity, and 
the anti- communist Rus sian emigration (Laruelle 2017).

The integration of the Rus sian chapter of the WCF into the transna-
tional networks of the Christian Right has been facilitated by the personal 
background of its Rus sian director, Alexey Komov. Komov studied in the 
United States, speaks several Western languages, knows Western culture 
and politics, and has  adopted the habitus of American Christian conser-
vatives. Komov also has contacts with politicians on the Eu ro pean populist 
right and conservative interest groups in Eu rope. In 2013, he spoke at the party 
congress of the Italian rightwing party Lega, erroneously introduced as 
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“Rus sian Ambassador to the United Nations” (Lega Salvini Premier 2013). 
He returned to Italy in 2018 for the organ ization of the WCF in Verona, 
and he has regular contacts with the Italian organ ization Pro Vita (Pro 
Vita 2015). He has also freely admitted to having contacts with members 
of the Austrian right- wing party FPO (Interview 2017e) and the German 
right- wing party AfD (Janik 2019).

It is not only the WCF that has managed to move closer to the center of 
ecclesiastical power inside the Rus sian Orthodox Church since 2014; Malofeev 
has also come to play a more central role inside the Moscow Patriarchate. 
In spring 2019 the World Rus sian  People’s Council (Vsemirniyj Russkij 
Narodnyj Sobor, VRNS) elected Konstantin Malofeev to the position of vice 
speaker. The VRNS was founded in 1993 as a nongovernmental organ ization 
and “civil- society branch” of the Moscow Patriarchate. Its presidency is held 
by the acting Patriarch of Moscow, and it has its seat in the Danilov Monas-
tery on the premises of the Patriarchate. According to its statutes, the VRNS 
seeks to “promote the spiritual, cultural, social, and economic revival of Rus sia 
and the Rus sian  people,” to “contribute to the strengthening of Rus sian 
statehood, strengthening the role of the Orthodox Church in the life of 
society,” to “facilitate the moral improvement of Rus sian society” with the help 
of Rus sia’s traditional religions, and to “promote the peaceful and nonvio-
lent unification of the Rus sian  people” (VRNS 1993). The VNRS has an 
openly nationalistic agenda. Its expressed aim is “to promote the peaceful 
unification of the Rus sian  people,” a clear reference to the idea that  there 
exists a sphere of the Kremlin’s po liti cal influence and interest beyond na-
tional borders, extending, in par tic u lar, to territories inhabited by ethnic 
Rus sians in Georgia, the Baltics, Ukraine, and Belorus sia (Richters 2013). 
Greater Rus sia, understood in this way, coincides with  those areas to which 
the Moscow Patriarchate lays claim as its historical canonical territory. 
The fact that Malofeev— reportedly a sponsor of Rus sian militia groups in the 
conflict in Eastern Ukraine— became the vice president of the VRNS and 
occupies a position close to the Patriarch of Moscow is indicative of the recent 
shift to the right of the Rus sian Orthodox Church.8

8. Malofeev has frequently been presented in Western media as the main sponsor 
and mastermind  behind the WCF and Rus sia’s role in the global culture wars (Michel 
2017; Hatewatch Staff 2018; Michel 2019a). Our research did not produce hard evidence 
for continuous financial support of the WCF by Malofeev, and all the actors obviously 
deny that  there is any link.
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The WCF is an example for what Shiskhov (see Chapter 5) calls “con-
servative ecumenism,” a type of interfaith cooperation that sees conser-
vative Christians uniting against common foes (liberalism, secularism, 
feminism,  etc.) while ignoring or taking a distance from doctrinal and 
theological topics and questions. The Orthodox partners inside the WCF 
team up with conservative Christians from the West. In the context of the 
WCF, the Rus sian Orthodox pro- family activists collaborate not only 
with American Protestants, but also with champions of the Eu ro pean 
Catholic right. At the margins of their own church, exponents of conser-
vative Catholicism visibly rejoice about the warm reception they receive. 
One example is the German Catholic publicist Gabriele Kuby, whose pam-
phlets against “gender- theory” (Kuby 2012) are presented as serious science 
in the context of the WCF.

The interdenominational composition of the WCF and its appeal to 
conservative and nationalist Orthodox groups stand in stark contrast to 
the widespread anti- ecumenism inside the Orthodox churches of Rus sia 
and Georgia, the two churches who have so far most openly expressed of-
ficial support for the WCF. At the WCF in Georgia in May 2016, Tbilisi’s 
Philharmonic Concert Hall was full— with a third of the seats occupied 
by Patriarch Iliya and his entourage, who had honored the WCF with 
his presence— when Elder Robert Gay from the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter- day Saints walked up onto the stage for his speech. Gay began 
his talk with a personal dedication to his wife (who promptly joined him 
on stage) and then elaborated the WCF’s mission. Adorned with headsets 
to follow the simultaneous translation from En glish, the Georgian clerics 
politely took in this cheerful gospel of the  family from a man whom they, 
in all likelihood, considered a heretic. None of the events by the WCF 
that we attended during fieldwork included a religious ceremony. Instead, 
 every congress featured a festive moment (a concert or ballet per for mance), 
several events also included a street march, and in general the setting was 
academic and business- like, with keynote speeches, panels, and Power-
Point pre sen ta tions (for a report about the WCF in Tbilisi, see Gessen 
2017).

Komov depicts his organ ization as a conservative think tank that seeks 
to influence policymakers, and he describes his transnational connections 
as “networking for po liti cal values.” This is the example he gave in our 
interview about the organ ization of protests against same- sex marriage 
legislation in Mexico held in Moscow:
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When our Mexican friends . . .  I think it was this fall [2016] . . .  when 
their president tried to introduce same sex marriage on the federal 
level in Mexico . . .  our Mexican friends they asked to make a big 
lobbying rally near the Mexican embassy in Moscow and we did it. 
With some posters. And we arranged it in Washington, in Madrid, 
in many countries around the world. (Interview 2017e)

This, he said, was their activity on “street level,” and “then we have the 
intellectual level, the think tanks and then the decision makers, some 
friendly members of parliaments,  etc.” (Interview 2017e). The picture of in-
volvement in global Christian Right activism is evident, and it becomes 
even clearer in the next case: the Rus sian homeschooling movement.

The Rus sian Homeschooling Movement

Through the WCF and the emerging Rus sian Christian Right, ideas and 
practices more commonly associated with their American counter parts 
have been imported into the Rus sian Orthodox milieu. Homeschooling 
for religious reasons is one of  these. Just like the Moscow Patriarchate with 
Article 29 and the WCF with Article 16(3), the global homeschooling move-
ment champions an article of the Universal Declaration of  Human Rights. 
This is Article 26(3), which speaks of the “right of parents to choose the 
kind of education that  shall be given to their  children.”9 The global home-
schooling movement confirms the rights- turn in the global culture wars 
discussed previously. One way in which rights are “used” by transnational 
conservative networks is through declarations. Both the WCF and the 
global homeschooling movement have passed “Declarations” and “Princi-
ples,” in which they stake a claim on a certain topic ( family, homeschool-
ing) and a certain argumentative  human rights strategy (WCF 1997; GHEX 
2016, 2012a). Through  these declarations, the activists map the discursive 
space of international  human rights law, locate their claims in relation to 
specific articles in the  human rights documents and treaties, and develop 
a consistent strategy and terminology in which to pre sent  these claims. The 
fact that the Moscow Patriarchate has also followed this strategy, basing a 
claim on Article 29 of the Universal Declaration of  Human Rights for the 

9. Universal Declaration of  Human Rights Article 26(3): “Parents have a prior 
right to choose the kind of education that  shall be given to their  children.”
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defense of traditional values, and even managed to implement this strat-
egy through Rus sian state diplomacy at the United Nations  Human Rights 
Council, suggests that Rus sian actors have fully arrived as players in the 
global culture wars.

When the homeschooling movement originated in the United States in 
the 1960s and 1970s, it was mostly driven by anti- establishment thinkers 
who advocated homeschooling (or  later: unschooling or de- schooling) from 
a  children rights’ perspective, criticizing the school system for being too 
coercive, constraining creativity, putting  children  under pressure, and not 
taking  children’s individuality into account (Holt and Farenga 2003; 
Gaither 2008a, 117–21). Even  today, one part of the homeschooling move-
ment is still driven by countercultural, ecological, humanist, and liber-
tarian ideals. However, starting in the 1980s in the U.S., conservative 
evangelicals started to avail themselves of the homeschooling agenda 
(Gaither 2008b). Since the late 1960s, conservative Evangelicals in the 
United States had been fighting (and losing) a po liti cal  battle to instill a 
Christian worldview into school curricula and ensure the legality of prayer 
and devotional Bible readings in public schools. From the mid-1980s on-
ward, the Christian Right shifted its tactics and started advocating home-
schooling as the best model for conservative Christians to educate their 
 children and fight the evils of secularism, moral relativism, defiance of au-
thority, and libertinism that, in their view, plagued the public school sys-
tem (Dowland 2015, 78–108). By the early 1990s, through a mixture of 
lobbying and strategic litigation, homeschooling advocates managed to 
achieve the liberalization of homeschooling in all U.S. states.

For Carlson, the founder of the WCF, homeschooling is a central part 
of a conservative Christian pro- family agenda. Citing the book by Eric 
Kaufmann,  Shall the Religious Inherit the Earth? (2011), he advanced the 
following argument:

What communities are having more babies, what are having less? 
Salafi Islam, Mormons,  there’s certain ultraconservative groups of 
Lutherans, even in places like Finland, who have big families. The 
Old Order Amish in the United States, Hasidic Jews have huge families. 
And his [Kaufmann’s] argument is that, you know, if  these current 
trends continue, in about a  century and a half the religious vision is the 
world’s  future. Secular liberals are just not having  children. (Interview 
2018d)
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Conservative families would therefore be bound to take over the world, 
if it  weren’t for the prob lem of secular schools: “Secular liberals have found 
ways to indirectly or directly take other  peoples’  children by putting them 
in state schools and teaching them new values” (Interview 2018d). Home-
schooling is a way to fight this “indoctrination”; for this reason, Carlson 
finds the defense of the right to homeschool essential for conservatives and 
a logical step in the context of the WCF’s pro- family agenda. It is there-
fore not surprising that it was taken up in the context of the WCF. It was 
again the Rus sian activists around Komov who intensified connections be-
tween the WCF and the American organ ization Home School League 
Defense Association (HSLDA)10 and its international branch, the Global 
Home Education Exchange (GHEX).11

The person most instrumental in promoting homeschooling in Rus sia 
from around 2010 onward was Pavel Parfent’ev,  lawyer and member of the 
Patriarchal Commission for  Family Affairs, cofounder of the Rus sian chapter 
of the WCF, and founder of the Rus sian “interregional public organ ization”12 
Za prava sem’i (For  Family Rights) with offices in St. Petersburg and Moscow.13 

10. The HSLDA is the single most impor tant U.S. organ ization promoting 
homeschooling for reasons of moral and religious conservatism, with over 80,000 
members. It is based in Purceville,  Virginia (U.S.), and was founded in 1983 with the 
aim of promoting the legalization of homeschooling in the U.S. and offering  legal 
support to homeschooling families facing prosecution. The international activities of 
HSLDA include accepting international memberships and publishing reports on the 
homeschooling situation in other countries, helping to or ga nize global conferences, 
offering  legal advice and support for international homeschoolers facing prosecution, 
providing support to lobbying initiatives abroad, and helping in the establishment of 
national homeschooling associations outside the U.S.

11. Based in Canada and founded by the chair of the Canadian Home School 
League Defense Association, Gerald Huebner, the primary aim of the Global Home 
Education Exchange (GHEX), is the organ ization of international homeschooling 
events. GHEX describes its goals as “advocacy, outreach, and research.” Its events 
have taken place in Berlin (2012), Rio de Janeiro (2016), and St.  Petersburg and 
Moscow (2018), with a  future conference scheduled for 2020 in the Philippines.

12. The term “interregional public organ ization” (mezhregional’naya obshchestvennaya 
organizatsiya) denotes a juridical status for noncommercial organ izations with 
registered offices in more than one Rus sian region.

13. This organ ization has an old website, blog.profamilia.ru, and a new website, 
profamilia.ru.
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Parfent’ev, who is a declared Catholic, is also director of the Rus sian sec-
tion of CitizenGo, the pro- family organ ization with headquarters in Ma-
drid, which regularly participates in WCF events and was instrumental in 
lobbying against the reform bill on domestic vio lence in November 2019. 
According to its website, For  Family Rights provides support for home-
schooling in Rus sia through lobbying and advocacy and  legal advice to 
homeschoolers. The organ ization accepts donations and runs a mostly up- 
to- date news section. Parfent’ev appears to have maintained connections 
with HSLDA since 2010, when the first reports about Rus sia appeared on 
the HSLDA website (HSLDA 2020). He was part of the organ izing com-
mittees of the first GHEX conference in Berlin 2012 (GHEX 2012b) and 
of the conference in 2018 in St. Petersburg and Moscow.

It was not Parfent’ev, however, who brought HSLDA and GHEX to 
Rus sia, but the much more entrepreneurial Komov and his wife. Through 
their collaboration with Parfent’ev in the context of the WCF, as they them-
selves report, they traveled to the GHEX conference in Berlin in 2012. By 
2018, they  were already on the advisory board of GHEX. The director of 
HSLDA Global Relations, Mike Donnelly, was invited to Moscow by Ko-
mov in 2017 (Donnelly 2017) and met with Archpriest Smirnov for a con-
versation, available on YouTube (HSLDA 2017), in which they discussed 
the advantages of homeschooling. At a small homeschooling event in Rome 
in spring 2017, the plans for the GHEX conference in Rus sia in 2018, the 
third global conference  after Berlin in 2012 and Rio de Janeiro in 2016  were 
taking on concrete shape. This is also where we learned about the plans of 
Komov and his wife to start a Rus sian version of the American homeschool-
ing curriculum Classical Conversations, which went online a year  later and 
about which we write more  later.

GHEX is more than a  simple grassroots or advocacy organ ization. Like 
its partner organ ization WCF, it is a co ali tion of actors sharing the same 
agenda and a transnational advocacy network that uses global conferences 
as platforms to promote their worldview and gather new members in dif-
fer ent parts of the globe. The choice of locations for GHEX events is usually 
strategic: “We went to Berlin,” Gerald Huebner, chairman of the GHEX 
explained, “ because Berlin is a . . .  very oppressive place, [homeschooling] is 
prohibited and we wanted to influence that” (Interview 2017g). Rio de Janeiro 
was chosen  because of the “very large growing interest in the country and very 
large population to reach out to” (Interview 2017g). Rus sia became a host 
 because of “the interest in the  family by both the Rus sian government and 
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the Rus sian Orthodox Church” and as “a way to reach not just Rus sia but 
also the former Soviet Union countries” (Interview 2017g).

For GHEX, coming to Rus sia was a logical continuation of their global 
activities. The 2018 conference in Rus sia was the biggest ever international 
homeschooling event. It brought hundreds of international homeschool-
ing parents, organ izations, academic experts, and researchers from over 
thirty countries to St. Petersburg and Moscow. The Americans even went 
as far as to “predict Rus sia  will become the second- largest homeschooling 
population  after the United States” (HSLDA 2018, GHEX 2018). The ex-
traordinary scale of the St. Petersburg– Moscow event can be seen from the 
list of participants, around two hundred in the previous conferences and 
over one thousand in Rus sia (see the network graph that is included in 
Mourão Permoser and Stoeckl 2020). The conference also had global stra-
tegic significance, with the creation of an African subcommittee of GHEX 
with the aim “to advance, connect, and equip the African home education 
community in exercising the right to home educate” (GHEX 2019). The 
“biggest ever” event in Moscow thus became a springboard for the expan-
sion of GHEX activities to new countries.

From the perspective of the Rus sian partners, the prospect of turning 
Rus sia into one of the nodes of the transnational homeschooling network, 
from which new connections  were established in diff er ent directions, was 
certainly an impor tant motivation. But  there may also have been a second 
motive  behind the decision to or ga nize the Global Homeschooling Con-
ference in 2018. It was a welcome opportunity to or ga nize a successful 
global conservative gathering  after the (relative) failure of the World Con-
gress of Families in 2014 caused by the Crimea crisis. At GHEX Moscow 
all the key figures of the Rus sian pro- family movement already involved 
in the WCF, as well as their main Western contacts,  were pre sent. Among 
the sponsors for GHEX Moscow in 2018 we find again the St. Basil the 
 Great Foundation of Konstantin Malofeev; speakers included Levan Va-
sadze, the Georgian sponsor of the Tbilisi WCF in 2016, Dmitry Smirnov, 
the head of the Patriarchal Commission for  Family, Ignacio Asuaga, the 
head of CitizenGo, and of course Allan Carlson, who had traveled to 
Rus sia with his wife to talk about their experience as homeschooling par-
ents. Anatoly Antonov, the now retired professor of sociology from Mos-
cow State University, also played an active role. He managed to move the 
audience with his speech, according to the official report on the GHEX 
website when he
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talked about the state of education in the Soviet era. Having survived 
persecution  under the Soviet regime, he explained how the govern-
ment conditioned Rus sian families to be distrustful of their commu-
nity, friends, and anyone other than government officials. Home 
was just a place to sleep, families  were mere cogs in the machine, and 
 children  were like “suitcases” dropped off at state schools and then 
returned. Education was solely the province of the communist state. 
With evident emotion, Dr. Antonov told GHEC attendees from all 
over the world he knew  there was work to be done, but the emer-
gence of homeschooling was evidence that Rus sian society was re-
covering from the deep scars of communism. (GHEX 2018)

The Americans lapped it up. “I am very impressed with this conference 
in Rus sia,” one participant said, “ because many Rus sian speakers— which 
we had the interpretation, the translation for— have spoken about traditional 
moral values” (Interview 2018a).  After seventy years of atheism imposed 
through a Marxist regime, this was remarkable, he thought. And he was 
even ready to reconsider the role of Stalin,  because,  after all, he had just 
learned that “his  father was Orthodox” (Interview 2018a).

Many of the participants from the United States and Western Eu rope, 
who had traveled to Rus sia for the first time in their lives to attend the 
GHEX conference, expressed the sentiment that they could find some-
thing in Rus sia that their own countries  were losing. “They removed any 
reference to the religious heritage of Eu rope  because they  didn’t want to 
offend one party or another. They removed the Judeo- Christian history of 
Eu rope and that has left a vacuum of spiritual identity,” one participant 
said (Interview 2018a). “Their [the Rus sians’] gift to us is this deeper, 
sometimes richer, understanding of love and the  family and the role that 
that plays in society.  Because  you’ve got centuries of tradition in that re-
gard” (Interview 2018e). This statement, which we already quoted at the 
beginning of this chapter, sums up the positive impression many visitors 
apparently took away with them from the GHEX conference. For the 
Rus sian organizers, it could not have worked out better. If 2014 had been 
a failure, with Rus sia as the rogue state of the moment, having just annexed 
Crimea, 2018 was a roaring success: “Rus sia the  great defender of traditional 
values” had been created as a kind of trademark and had been success-
fully presented to potential partners and clients on the global culture wars 
market.
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HSLDA, GHEX, and the WCF are welcome fora for the exponents of 
the newly emerging Rus sian Christian Right to tighten and extend their 
transnational networks. Through  these platforms, Rus sia acts as a player 
in the global culture wars. At the same time, the Rus sian pro- family and 
homeschooling activists also have an agenda that is internal to Rus sia and to 
their own professional— and even personal— affairs. Our fieldwork and 
interviews show that Rus sian homeschoolers and pro- family activists use 
strategies, topics, and practices of the global Christian Right to carve out 
their own niche in the Rus sian religious, educational, and potentially even 
po liti cal system. It is  these activities we examine in more detail in the remain-
der of this chapter: the creation of a Rus sian homeschooling curriculum.

Homeschooling is very rarely practiced in Rus sia, and it is even more 
rarely chosen for religious reasons.14 According to a recent report, Rus sian 
parents choose  family education for their  children for a variety of reasons. 
The most popu lar are: low quality of school education (66.4  percent); the 
desire to preserve the health of the child and to avoid excessive workloads 
(55.6  percent); and the ability to bring up the child in the tradition of  family 
continuity (39.8  percent). Religious views of the  family as a reason are also 
pre sent but are in one of the lowest places (only 4.1  percent) (Zhuikova, 
Lialikova, and Karpova 2018, 20). Even Komov had to admit that home-
schooling in Rus sia was more a phenomenon of necessity and not religious 
convictions.

In our country, of the 100,000 Rus sian  children who are educated at 
home, about 70,000 are disabled  children who simply cannot go to 
school.  There are also a large number of athletes and musicians, i.e., 
 children who must devote almost all their time to developing their 
talent.  There  aren’t that many “pure homeschoolers.” (Pravoslavie 
2018a)

Constructing homeschooling for religious needs as a practice in Rus-
sian society therefore means, basically, starting from scratch. Both Komov 

14. According to the report, homeschooling has been  legal in Rus sia since 1992. 
By 2007  there  were 3,940 registered homeschoolers in Rus sia, and by 2015/16 their 
number had doubled (8,452  people), amounting to 0.058  percent of the total number 
of  people receiving general education at that time (Zhuikova, Lialikova, and Karpova 
2018, 6–7). Rus sian homeschoolers pre sent a much higher number, speaking of 
100,000  children being educated at home (Agranovich 2012).
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and Shamolina worked in business before turning to activism, and they 
have now turned homeschooling into their enterprise.  Every product needs 
a market, and in the case of homeschooling, this market still must be cre-
ated. The second Russian- language homeschooling conference in May 2019, 
one year  after the GHEX conference, provided the opportunity to do so.

“ We’re a  dying country,” Archpriest Smirnov gloomily declared to the 
audience gathered in Moscow’s Holiday Inn Sokolniki. “The Rus sian 
 people are  dying out. Overcoming this trend is the main task.” Despite 
this clarion call, the audience seemed somewhat reluctant to accept home-
schooling only for the sake of the preservation of the Rus sian nation. At 
the conference at the Holiday Inn, which we  here reconstruct from our 
field notes, many questions focused on the quality and level of home edu-
cation, its advantages in terms of school achievement, and everyday chal-
lenges for families and affordability. The excessive enthusiasm of the 
American guest speaker Philip Mamalakis, author of the book Parenting 
 toward the Kingdom: Orthodox Christian Princi ples of Child- Rearing, 
appeared quite exotic to some potential homeschooling parents who  were 
pre sent. The speakers on the podium  were clearly trying to make a point 
for homeschooling for religious reasons. And for  those who  were not al-
ready convinced, the book  tables outside the conference hall sold advanced 
science courses for  children— that is, books for parents for whom  family 
education is not a  matter of faith and religious education, but of providing 
their  children with unique competencies that are superior to  those in the 
average school curriculum.

In the United States, one reason for religious parents to choose home-
schooling is science classes— homeschooling is a way to avoid  children be-
ing taught Darwinian evolutionary theory. In the Rus sian Orthodox 
context, the debate on creationism and intelligent design theory, its corel-
ative, is quite new. In what is to our knowledge the only article that exists 
about this topic so far, Anderson identifies the roots of creationism in Rus-
sia in the early 1990s (Anderson 2012). He writes that promotion of cre-
ationism was largely the work of individuals and Protestant church groups 
influenced by American debates, using books by American creationists 
translated into Rus sian. Books by Henry Morris, a leading U.S. advocate 
of young- earth creationism, already  were circulating in the Soviet Union 
during the 1980s, and a group registered as the Moscow Creation Society 
in the early 1990s began to hold meetings and or ga nized a symposium that 
was attended by leading international creationists in 1992 (Anderson 2012, 
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314). Creationism, in short, was part of the moral education that Western 
Christian activists bestowed on Rus sians in this period, which  we’ve dis-
cussed in Chapter 2.

Creationism became the subject of public debate only in 2006, when a 
Rus sian Protestant  family went to court to argue that the Ministry of Ed-
ucation should allow alternatives to evolution be taught in high schools. 
Anderson reconstructs the public debate and writes that some of the argu-
ments in court resonated with the Rus sian Orthodox Church’s own con-
cerns about teaching religion in public schools.  After 2007, more and more 
Rus sian hierarchs spoke out in defense of creationism, and in 2010, Met-
ropolitan Hilarion (Alfeyev)— head of the Department of External Church 
Relations and rector of the Saints Cyril and Methodius Theological Insti-
tute for Post- Graduate Studies of the Rus sian Orthodox Church— said that 
it was time to “end the mono poly of Darwinism,”  because “Darwin’s the-
ory remains a theory” (cited in Anderson 2012, 317). Anderson notes that 
in Rus sia, in contrast to the U.S. heartland,  there do not exist  whole re-
gions of the country where the support for creationism is high. In addi-
tion, in his opinion the Rus sian school system and Rus sian elites  were still 
supportive of a strong materialist scientific tradition (Anderson 2012, 218). 
The Rus sian homeschoolers discussed in this chapter carry forward the 
challenge of Darwinian evolutionary theory in public school curricula. Ko-
mov called for the creation of a scientific committee that should introduce 
“Intelligent Design” as an alternative to evolution. Scientific creationism, a 
formerly Protestant idea, has found its way into Orthodox thinking.

Among the specific educational programs presented both at GHEX in 
2018 and at the Moscow Holiday Inn in 2019 was Classical Conversations, 
or rather the Rus sian version of it, Klassicheskie Besedy. Classical Conversa-
tions is a curriculum, created in 1997 by Leigh Bortins, for parents who 
homeschool their  children. It is a fee- paying program with a kind of fran-
chise model that aims at the creation of homeschool communities with li-
censed directors, mostly in the United States, but also abroad. Klassicheskie 
Besedy is not the first non- American program;  there also exists a Brasilian 
Classical Conversations. The Rus sian creators and directors of Klassicheskie 
Besedy are Komov and Shamolina.

It is worth looking in some detail at Shamolina’s account of her path to 
homeschooling and her discovery of Classical Conversations. Her experience, 
described in her article My Way to Homeschooling, echoes the conversion- 
and- awakening narrative of her husband, Komov, before joining the WCF. 
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Every thing starts with a moment of crisis—in her case, the idea that some-
thing is wrong with the Rus sian school system. This moment of crisis is 
resolved by new knowledge about a foreign experience:

For the first time I heard about  family education from our  family 
friend Pavel Parfentyev. To my  great joy, in 2012 Berlin hosted the 
International Conference on Homeschooling (ghec2012 . org), which 
I attended together with Pavel, who represented Rus sia in the con-
ference organ izing committee. (Klassicheskie Besedy 2020a)

Next, Shamolina recounts, she de cided to do something in this direc-
tion. However, in the absence of a Rus sian homeschooling tradition itself, 
the most reasonable  thing to do, it seemed to her, was to look at what is 
already available: “I went over the Berlin conference once again . . .  on the 
cover of one of the cata logues, I saw the name of the community Classical 
Conversations” (Klassicheskie Besedy 2020a). At this point, Shamolina also 
had a dream: a Rus sian Classical Conversations curriculum:

My husband and I started dreaming that something similar would 
be created in Rus sia: a society that would provide guidance and sup-
port on the path of homeschooling. Adhering to it, the  family would 
no longer feel like “lone sailors” in the raging sea of education, but 
would have a reliable light house and tugboat. (Klassicheskie Besedy 
2020a)

The Komovs got in touch with the rights holder, the Bortins Com pany, 
and  were given the go- ahead for the development of a Rus sian adaptation 
of the material. This adaptation would, according to Komov, “be better 
than the original American website and then they  will kind of copy it prob-
ably afterwards” (Interview 2017e). He was convinced: “ We’ll set the new 
standard in this area.”

The philosophy of Klassicheskie Besedy is based on the idea of reiterating 
educational programs from late antiquity that  will fit with the Christian 
worldview (Shamolina and Geda 2018). Even though Klassicheskie Besedy 
is explic itly not positioned as exclusively Orthodox, the visual design of 
the program website includes icons and quotes from Orthodox saints. The 
developers of the program pre sent their curriculum as “Christian” (Klas-
sicheskie Besedy 2020b).

A fundamental point in the program is the rejection of the theory of 
evolution and of Darwinism. On the proj ect’s website,  there is a reference 
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to a separate website of a “Scientific Community of Supporters of the The-
ory of Intelligent Design” (Biolar 2020).15 In his 2018 interview, Komov 
tries to explain the program’s stand on evolutionary theory:

Klassicheskie Besedy is not a catechism program, but an academic pro-
gram. Nonetheless, in our materials, for example,  there is no postu-
late that man came from an ape and that this is supposedly proved 
by science. This is a cliché, which is pseudo- religious in nature and 
in fact has been refuted by science many times.  There is much scien-
tific evidence that contradicts this theory. We also have a chronol-
ogy of world history that begins with the Creation of the World. 
(Pravoslavie 2018a)

The rejection of evolutionary theory and the support of intelligent de-
sign theory is, as we pointed out, a novelty in the Rus sian Orthodox con-
text. Rus sian creationism is one more example of how purportedly 
traditionalist Christian topics and strategies inside Rus sia are taken over 
from the American culture wars. The debate on what can be legitimately 
taught in schools resonates with the church’s own  bitter experience during 
communism, when religious topics  were banned from schools in  favor of 
scientific atheism. In this sense Anderson’s conclusion that the Rus sian cul-
tural conflicts are indigenous rather than imported is correct; what is 
impor tant for our argument, however, is that this conflict is constructed 
in a way that clearly derives from a culture- wars dynamic. By presenting 
creationism and homeschooling as solutions, an emerging Rus sian Chris-
tian Right is carving out an argumentative space for itself inside society 
and inside the church.

In fact, both Komov and Shamolina, as well as Smirnov, their mentor, 
 were at pains to explain that Klassicheskie Besedy was in no way officially 
connected with the Rus sian Orthodox Church. In 2019, the Patriarchal 
Commission on  Family Affairs published a special document on the cur-
riculum, where, on the one hand, the program was praised, while on the 
other it was very clearly emphasized that it was an in de pen dent enterprise:

15. Navigating the maze of websites created in Rus sian around the WCF and 
homeschooling, we have noticed that the web design of many of  these pages is very 
similar. The font, location of the drop- down menus, use of pictures, and flash 
functions are identical.
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The fact that Irina Shamolina and Alexei Komov work pro bono at 
the Patriarchal Commission has nothing to do with the Klassicheskie 
Besedy program. As specialists in protection of  family values, inter-
national cooperation and  family education, who maintain contacts 
with colleagues in Rus sia and abroad, they provide  great assistance 
to the Commission’s work. (Patriarchal Commission for  Family Af-
fairs 2019a)

That the Patriarchal Commission had to publish a separate document 
disavowing any connection to this curriculum is not surprising: despite all 
its Orthodox fanfare and references to antiquity and the church  fathers, 
the program is completely new, and it is taken over from an American 
model. This fact was and is of concern to anti- Western and anti- ecumenical 
conservative Orthodox believers, as we already saw in the harsh criticism 
of contacts between the Patriarchate and the Vatican in Chapter 5.

In concluding this chapter on the WCF and the Rus sian homeschool-
ing movement, it is worth stressing once again how  these two examples 
clearly reveal the embeddedness of Rus sian conservatism in the dynamic 
of the global cultural wars. Present- day Rus sian moral conservatism is con-
structed around topics that owe more to the global strug gle over the defi-
nition of  human rights than to Rus sians’ lived experience. The two examples 
also show that even though Rus sian pro- family conservatives act in the 
name of Rus sian Orthodoxy, especially vis- à- vis their foreign interlocutors, 
they are in fact largely in de pen dent from the church leadership. The ac-
tors that we have encountered in this chapter have hitched their profes-
sional and indeed personal fate to the trademark “Rus sia the  great defender 
of traditional values.”
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C H A P T E R

7
Strategies

The Rus sian Orthodox Anti- Abortion  

Discourse in a Transnational Context

Even though Rus sia’s history of abortion can hardly be compared with 
that of Western countries, the anti- abortion discourse of the Rus sian 

Orthodox Church closely follows that of the Western Christian Right. 
During the twentieth  century, the very nature of the  legal and po liti cal 
system of the Soviet Union prevented the emergence of any constitutional 
strug gle over abortion or any conceptualization of abortion as a right (Luehr-
mann 2017b). Whereas abortion was the central topic for culture- war 
strug gles in the West, in communist Rus sia it was treated as an issue of 
public health, and its space was determined chiefly by material consider-
ations and demographic preoccupations: abortion as a form of birth con-
trol made  women available to take part in the workforce, and the temporary 
ban on abortions  under Stalin was aimed at population growth. The ab-
sence of religion in the Soviet public sphere and the collectivistic socialist 
philosophy prevented any public discourse concerning the morality of abor-
tion.  After the end of the USSR, however, it quickly became a central 
topic for both the Rus sian Orthodox Church and for lay religious actors. 
In Chapter 2 we have already pointed out that abortion was among the 
topics that Christian educators from the West introduced to the Rus sian 
public in the early 1990s.  Today, the Rus sian Orthodox pro- life stance is— 
thanks to the internet— even more closely connected with organ izations 
in the West, many of them from the Catholic Church, but also with Amer-
ican Protestants and Anglicans. In this chapter, we provide an overview of 
the theological considerations and diff er ent actors and discursive strategies 
 behind the Rus sian Orthodox anti- abortion discourse.  These strategies, we 
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argue, are in part contradictory,  because they start from diff er ent assump-
tions about the relationship between the state and religion. The Rus sian 
Orthodox Church is not unified in its position on abortion. Whereas the 
church leadership acts as a partner of the state and tries to influence state 
policies through cooperation, individual clerics and lay Christian activ-
ists see their actions as an anti- state activity and position themselves 
against the strategy of collaboration of the Moscow Patriarchate (Stoeckl 
2020c).

The anti- abortion activities described in this chapter take place against 
the background of changing trends regarding reproduction inside Rus sia. 
In terms of a general trend, the abortion rate in Rus sia has sharply decreased 
since the end of the Soviet Union. According to researchers, during the 
period between 1992 and 2015, the abortion rate has gone down more than 
eight times and now resembles that of other industrialized countries such 
as Sweden and France (Lipman and Sakevich 2019). This decrease is ex-
plained by researchers as the result of changed habits in the use of contra-
ceptives and better knowledge about  family planning and not primarily 
related to more conservative or religious attitudes (Lipman and Sakevich 
2019; Sakevich and Denisov 2014).

The Moscow Patriarchate’s Pro- Life Strategies

The teaching of the Rus sian Orthodox Church on abortion has been elab-
orated in detail in the document The Basis of the Social Teaching of the Rus sian 
Orthodox Church (2000). The cardinal point of the church’s position is the 
rejection of abortion as murder: “From the moment of conception any encroach-
ment on the life of a  future  human being is criminal” (Social Doctrine 
2000). In a situation where abortion continues to be  legal in Rus sia and 
accessible through the public healthcare system, the Rus sian Orthodox 
Church has elaborated two strategic attitudes vis- à- vis abortion,

 These attitudes appear contradictory at first  because one consists of ac-
tive engagement of the Christian with public and po liti cal life to “improve” 
society and change existing laws, whereas the other includes strategies of 
retreat and conscientious objection of the Christian living in a society 
judged as apostatic. From the church’s perspective, however, the two atti-
tudes are complementary and mutually reinforcing through a division of 
tasks: the clerical hierarchy commits to an active dialogue with state au-
thorities with a view to guiding public morality, also in legislative terms; 
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the lay Christian believer is called to bear witness to his or her faith through 
conscientious objection.

The Social Doctrine dedicates Chapter 11 to “Personal and National 
Health.” The very fact that national health is correlated with personal health 
in the heading of the section suggests that the Rus sian Orthodox Church 
sees individual health as instrumental to the health of the  people. This be-
comes especially clear in the section dealing with abortion, which is intro-
duced by an assessment of Rus sia’s demographic crisis:

The Rus sian Orthodox Church has to state with deep concern that 
the  peoples she has traditionally nourished are in the state of demo-
graphical crisis  today. . . .  The Church has been continually occupied 
with demographic prob lems. She is called to follow closely the legis-
lative and administrative pro cesses in order to prevent decisions aggra-
vating the situation. It is necessary to conduct continuous dialogue with 
the government and the mass media to interpret the Church’s stand 
on the demographic and healthcare policy. (Social Doctrine 2000)

By making explicit that the church “is called to follow closely the legislative 
and administrative pro cesses,” the passage elaborates a strategy of dialogue 
between the church and state. This strategy presupposes cooperation.

The second, alternative strategy is the opposite of cooperation— namely, 
that of refusal to cooperate. This is the strategy of conscientious objection, 
which is brought into play only as a last resort: “The Christian, following 
the  will of his conscience, can refuse to fulfill the commands of state forc-
ing him into a grave sin” (Social Doctrine 2000). Conscientious objec-
tion, therefore, is contemplated as a last resort rather than a preferred 
strategy. It is evaluated by the church in the first place as a negative princi-
ple  because it “testifies that in the con temporary world, religion is turn-
ing from a ‘social’ into a ‘private’ affair of a person. This pro cess in itself 
indicates that the spiritual value system has disintegrated” (Social Doc-
trine 2000). Conscientious objection is recognized as a positive princi ple 
only in that it “has proved to be one of the means of the church’s existence 
in the non- religious world, enabling her to enjoy a  legal status in secular state 
and in de pen dence from  those in society who believe differently or do not 
believe at all” (Social Doctrine 2000). This is especially relevant for medi-
cal personnel, as the document explains: “The Church calls upon the state to 
recognize the right of medics to refuse to procure abortion for the reasons 
of conscience.”
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With  these two strategies, the Moscow Patriarchate successfully influ-
enced Rus sian state policy on abortion. According to Denisov and his co-
authors, the church managed to reverse the federal target program on 
 family planning implemented in the 1990s by shifting the focus of gov-
ernment policies from reproductive rights and sexual education to the 
teaching of traditional values (Denisov, Sakevich, and Jasilioniene 2012, 
8). The researchers quote from the address by the minister of Health and 
Social Development to participants of the second All- Russian Congress of 
Rus sian Orthodox doctors:

One of the impor tant moments, where the role of the church is es-
pecially significant, is the protection of  family traditions and values 
and the prevention of and the reduction of abortions. We need to 
further pursue the campaign notifying about the harm caused to 
health by abortion, to inform  people, particularly the youth, about 
potential complications, to talk about the psychological impact of 
abortion on  women, and to create a proper  mental attitude to moth-
erhood. (Cited in Denisov, Sakevich, and Jasilioniene 2012, 8)

In fact,  legal initiatives geared  toward restricting access to abortions in Rus-
sia started around the same time the Social Doctrine was published. The 
Rus sian law “Fundamentals of the Healthcare of Rus sian Citizens” from 
1993 had legislated that abortion can be performed upon a  woman’s re-
quest up to twelve weeks of gestation or up to twenty- two weeks in the 
presence of certain “social reasons.” The definition of what constituted valid 
social reasons changed several times during the 1990s and 2000s. In 2003, 
the list of valid reasons for  legal abortions  after week twelve (except for 
medical reasons) was reduced drastically (Myers 2003) before fi nally being 
reduced, in 2012, to only one point— namely, rape (Denisov, Sakevich, 
and Jasilioniene 2012, 4).

In the lit er a ture, the gradual tightening of reproductive rights in Rus sia 
over the last two de cades has been associated with the official rhe toric of 
traditional  family values and demographic crisis (Denisov, Sakevich, and 
Jasilioniene 2012; Erofeeva 2013). In 2006, President Putin made Rus sia’s 
demographic decline a major point of his annual address to the nation. One 
year  later, the Rus sian government launched a program entitled, “Demo-
graphic Policy for the Rus sian Federation— Pre sent to 2025.” The program 
included monetary incentives for  women to have more  children and was 
almost exclusively built around a one- time monetary mea sure called 
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“maternal capital” (Rivkin- Fish 2010). During the same years, several leg-
islative proposals  were discussed— for example, a complete ban on abortions 
and the requirement to get a husband’s approval for abortions, none of 
which made it beyond the proposal stage (Erofeeva 2013, 1,931–32). However, 
 things began to change, according to Erofeeva, when in 2010 the Rus sian 
State Duma installed a  Women,  Family and  Children Issue Committee 
with the participation of the Rus sian Orthodox Church. Participation as 
a religious actor in this committee was the exclusive privilege of the Rus sian 
Orthodox Church; no other religious groups  were invited (Ponomariov 2017, 
174). The committee had a decisive impact on the new Rus sian health law, 
changing access to abortion significantly in 2012.

The new law “On the Fundamental Healthcare Princi ples in the Rus-
sian Federation” of 2012 included mea sures such as establishing a manda-
tory “week of silence” from seven days to forty- eight hours between the 
visit to a medical fa cil i ty and the termination of pregnancy, depending on 
gestational age (Article 36), and the right of the doctor to refuse to per-
form medical “termination of pregnancy if it does not directly threaten the 
patient’s life and health of  others” (Article 70) (Stella and Nartova 2016, 
8–9). The draft bill submitted to the Duma had gone even further and had 
stipulated, among other  things, that before signing a consent form for abor-
tion, a  woman was required to visualize the fetus by means of ultrasound, 
to listen to the fetal heartbeat, and to consult with a psychologist, who “has 
to explain the right to refuse abortion” (Stella and Nartova 2016, 8). This 
rhe toric and language previously had no place in the Rus sian  legal system, 
whereas it is widespread in the American pro- life discourse, and analogous 
provisions have been  adopted in several U.S. states’ law. It is also in ter est-
ing that,  after the first Demographic Summit in Moscow in 2011, or ga-
nized by the Rus sian chapter of the World Congress of Families (see 
Chapter 6), promotional materials of the WCF claimed that the summit 
“helped pass the first Rus sian laws restricting abortion in modern history” 
(Federman 2014).

Despite the deep divergences in the history of abortion in Rus sia and 
the West, and despite the diff er ent significances of con temporary anti- 
abortion strug gles, current strategies against abortion in Rus sia and the 
West show surprising similarities. In both cases anti- abortion activism tar-
gets si mul ta neously the  legal frame that allows for abortion and de facto 
access to abortion ser vices. Moreover, in all cases, anti- abortion movements 
exhibit an incremental strategy: they pursue a par tic u lar  legal change, but, 
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once they obtain it, the conflict is not settled. On the contrary, each vic-
tory galvanizes pro- life activists to raise the threshold and engage in new 
 battles. In the case of the Rus sian Orthodox pro- life,  there is a major rift 
between clerics and activists who advocate an incremental strategy of small 
steps, making abortion rare and difficult, and  those clerics and lay activ-
ists that call for a full- out ban on abortions.

For now, the incremental strategy has been more successful: Several  legal 
initiatives have followed the 2012 health law reform in Rus sia, all of which 
sought to further restrict access to abortion. In 2014, legislation on adver-
tising made advertisement for abortions illegal, and in 2015,  there was an 
initiative to exclude abortions from the public health ser vice. This last re-
sulted from a joint effort by the social conservative members of Parliament 
Elena Mizulina and Vitaly Milonov and the Rus sian Orthodox Church, 
with Patriarch Kirill arguing that believers must be “liberated” from their 
obligatory compliance with the murdering of  children through the state- 
imposed social security tax (ROC 2015). This last initiative failed to gain 
support from the government.

Another  legal initiative in 2017, which required all medical facilities in 
Rus sia that offer abortions to obtain a special license, was successful. In-
terestingly, while the U.S. and Rus sian health systems can hardly be com-
pared, the strategy aimed at drastically reducing the number of abortion 
providers through clinic licensing has been in play in the United States for 
many years. Such restrictions have been traditionally defended by conser-
vative politicians and pro- life activists on the grounds that they aim at pro-
tecting  women’s health (Green house and Siegel 2016). In Rus sia, the new 
government decree on clinic licensing was interpreted in the media as a 
bargain of the government with the pro- life movement: the government 
did not take abortions off the list of  free social healthcare ser vices, but it 
did tighten control over abortion facilities. However, the licensing policy 
creates the preconditions for taking abortions away from public health care 
in the  future, since it  will allow, for the first time, the obtaining of precise 
statistics and information on abortions performed in Rus sia. It may also 
lead to banning private clinics from offering abortions. Consequently, 
the law could, in the long run, pave the way for even more restrictions 
(Ivanov 2017).

The church has also used  human rights arguments— the right to life of 
the unborn—in a recent document dedicated to abortion. This document, 
published on the website of the Moscow Patriarchate as a discussion paper 
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by the Theological Commission, is entitled, “On the Inviolability of  Human 
Life from the Moment of Conception” (Patriarchia 2019). It establishes “the 
right to identity, life, and development” of the  human embryo and calls 
for  legal instruments to be created for the recognition of  these rights. The 
rights- argument in the document echoes an expert position paper published 
years  earlier on the website run by the Repre sen ta tion of the Moscow Pa-
triarchate in Strasbourg entitled, “On the  Legal Bases for  Legal Recogni-
tion of the Value of Life,  Human Dignity, and the Right to Life of a Child 
at the Stage of Prenatal Development” (Ponkin et al. 2014).

The anti- abortion discourse is one area where the Rus sian Orthodox 
Church has under gone a conservative aggiornamento, bringing its discur-
sive strategies against abortion up to date with modern circumstances: the 
right to life, conscientious objection, public health, taxes, abortifacient con-
traceptives, ultra- sound checks, and psychological consultations— all of 
this has become a part of the church’s pro- life repertoire. The Social Doc-
trine of 2000 still argued against abortion with the church  fathers and on 
the grounds of demographic concerns, but the strategies subsequently pur-
sued by the Moscow Patriarchate tackled concrete  legal and social chal-
lenges in a language that owed more to the modern  human rights system 
and the organ ization of the secular state and public healthcare institutions 
than to theology and soteriology.

Twenty years  after the publication of the Social Doctrine, the Moscow 
Patriarchate has been quite successful with its strategies to influence state 
policy on abortion by consultation with the government. At the same time, 
however, one could also argue that the Rus sian Orthodox Church has 
achieved  little compared with other items on the traditionalist agenda. The 
Rus sian state has written the concept of marriage as being between a man 
and a  woman into the Constitution of 2020, it has banned the public dis-
play of “nontraditional relationships,” and it has criminalized the offense 
of religious feelings and the excessive use of swear words. The Kremlin has 
not hesitated to rule in an autocratic fashion on many occasions; it could 
ban abortions tomorrow. The fact that it has not taken this step, which 
would with all likelihood be widely unpop u lar among Rus sians, can be 
interpreted as a sign that the government uses the traditional- values dis-
course only when it is po liti cally con ve nient. The lay Christian pro- life 
activists, to whom we turn now, seem more aware of this fact than the 
Moscow Patriarchate and consider the government not a partner, but an 
antagonist.
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Rus sian Orthodox Lay Associations’ Pro- Life Strategies

 There are, by now, hundreds of Rus sian pro- life organ izations and groups, 
and it was not within the scope of our research to survey them all. Only 
 those organ izations that had connections to transnational pro- life networks 
 were included in our analy sis. Among  these was the organ ization Zhizn’, 
led by the priest Maxim Obukhov, who is a member of the Patriarchal 
Commission for  Family, Protection of Maternity, and Childhood. It is 
widely recognized to be the first Rus sian Orthodox pro- life organ ization 
and was started with Western help (see Chapter 2). The large charitable 
foundations discussed in chapters 5 and 6, each well- connected to the 
Christian Right in the West, the Kremlin, and the Moscow Patriarchate, 
also have their own pro- life organ izations. The Saint Gregory the Theolo-
gian Charitable Foundation, which supports the workings of the Depart-
ment for External Church Relations of the Moscow Patriarchate, runs an 
organ ization called Zokhranim zhizn’ vmeste (Let’s Save Life Together); the 
Saint Andrew the First- Called Foundation, directed by Vladimir Yakunin, 
includes the pro- life organ ization Sanctity of Motherhood (Svyatost’ Ma-
terinstvo), which is run by the director’s wife, Natalya Yakunina; and the 
Saint Basil the  Great Foundation of Konstantin Malofeev gives high pri-
ority to pro- life activities.

The Rus sian pro- life movement is divided in strategic terms, with large 
charity foundations like the one just mentioned, and the Moscow Patri-
archate focused on pastoral care,  women’s support and education, and leg-
islative lobbying in small steps and a civil society branch aiming at 
maximalist solutions. Some of the Rus sian Orthodox lay organ izations pur-
sue a much more radical anti- abortion strategy than the Moscow Patri-
archate itself. In 2015, the association For Life (Za zhizn’, not to be confused 
with the already mentioned organ ization Zhizn’) launched a popu lar ref-
erendum to ban abortions completely in Rus sia. The referendum gained 
 little support among politicians, but it gathered around half a million sig-
natures, according to the organizers. The Patriarch of Moscow, Kirill, was 
among the signatories. Obukhov, the founder of Rus sia’s first pro- life 
organ ization, on the contrary expressed doubt about the usefulness of such 
a referendum. He did not think that a ban on abortion was realistic in Rus-
sia at this time. “Talking about the prohibition of abortion . . .  is a waste 
of material and  human resources,” he said. And even though he frequently 
attended events by radical anti- abortionists, he said that he sometimes felt 
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“sorry for fifty rubles on the metro  there and fifty back,  because for  these 
hundred rubles you can buy a bun or something useful” (Interview 2017i).

In the pro- life strategy of Za zhizn’, a cult of the Rus sian nation is ap-
parent. Vladimir Potikha, at the time the vice president of the organ ization, 
argued that the prohibition of abortion in Rus sia should contribute to making 
Rus sia a  great power again, much like the Soviet Union had been in the past. 
For this purpose, he even created an emblem based on the state emblem of 
the Soviet Union, replacing the hammer and sickle in the center with a baby 
inside a uterus, his organ ization’s symbol. He explained that the slogan “Pro-
letarians of the World Unite” had a hidden meaning,  because the Latin 
term proles originally meant “offspring.” Potikha glossed over the paradox 
that abortion in the Soviet Union had been  legal; as a  matter of fact, he 
blamed the legalization of abortion in the Soviet Union on Jewish doctors 
and hailed the Stalinist period of criminalization of abortion as a successful 
proj ect and as a response to eugenics in Nazi Germany (Potikha 2017).

All the pro- life activists we interviewed showed awareness of anti- 
abortion strug gles in the West, in par tic u lar in the United States, and ap-
peared well- informed about social conservative po liti cal strategies. One 
interviewee hailed the former American president George W. Bush, who 
endorsed an abstinence- based approach to HIV prevention, the so- called 
ABC- strategy (“Abstinence, Be Faithful, Use a Condom”) and gave exam-
ples from abortion- preventive policies in U.S. states he thought Rus sia 
should emulate (Interview 2018b). The same interviewee also explained his 
understanding of the global culture war against abortion:  there was, on 
the one side, “a worldwide pro- life movement, which is prob ably largely 
 shaped by what is happening in the United States” and, on the other side, 
“the culture of death,” or ga nized by— according to this interviewee— 
Planned Parenthood International and the United Nations Population 
Fund. “They advocate the legalization and imposition, literally the intro-
duction of abortion, euthanasia, the sexualization of consciousness, con-
traception with and without an abortive effect, the legalization of same- sex 
relationships and their promotion” (Interview 2018b). It is impor tant to re-
alize that many of  these activists did not feel that they had the Rus sian 
government on their side; rather, they saw themselves as lobbying and mo-
bilizing the public for their ideas to force the government into action (a 
point also confirmed in Luehrmann 2017b). However, they also felt in a 
minority position inside their own society. One activist interviewed by us 
lamented the fact that an anti- abortion rally in Moscow collects no more 
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than two to three thousand  people, whereas the March for Life in Wash-
ington regularly gathers large support (Interview 2017c).

The election of Donald Trump as president of the United States was in-
terpreted by Rus sian pro- life activists as an opportunity for anti- abortionists 
in Rus sia and worldwide. Our fieldwork happened to take place only a 
few days  after President Trump signed an executive order on January 23, 
2017, barring federal funds from organ izations that promote abortion 
around the world, including the International Planned Parenthood Fed-
eration (the policy, known as the Mexico City Policy or the Global Gag Rule, 
was first ushered in  under Ronald Reagan and bars federal funds from 
 going to foreign organ izations that perform abortions overseas or lobby 
for the practice’s legalization in other countries). During a recorded meet-
ing, which is also available online, one Rus sian activist expressed the hope 
that Trump’s action  will have beneficial effects on Rus sia, preventing “such 
organ izations from destroying  family values  here in Rus sia.” The Global 
Gag Rule, according to this activist, was an opportunity for Rus sian pro- 
life organ izations, which should fill the void left by the no- longer- funded 
international pro- choice organ izations (Chesnokov 2017). For Rus sian pro- 
life activists, the global culture war over the abortion question was a real ity, 
and they felt that Rus sia had a special role to play. “You see,” one activist 
we interviewed explained, “pro- life for Rus sia is an ele ment of its national 
idea, of its impor tant universal mission. Rus sian has always succeeded in 
universal missions.  Whether it’s the salvation of the world from fascism or 
the idea of pro- life and protection of traditional  family values” (Interview 
2018b).

In the interaction between Western and Rus sian moral conservatives, 
the topic of abortion appears almost pedagogical—it is easy, intuitive, and 
well suited for the identification of who is on the progressive and who is 
on the conservative side. For a lay believer in the Rus sian Orthodox Church, 
it is not common knowledge that Christian churches in the West are split 
between a progressive and a conservative wing. Many Rus sian activists 
learned about the existence of such divisions and about the culture wars in 
the West for the first time from Western pro- lifers and through the topic 
of abortion. Through the global pro- life movement, they are presented with 
a normative map, which guides them on this and other morally controver-
sial topics. This normative map largely reflects a Western experience, and 
taking it over precludes other ways of approaching and formulating solu-
tions to moral conflicts.
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C H A P T E R

8
Leadership

Rus sian Traditional- Values Conservatism  

and State Diplomacy

In the previous chapters we have analyzed the role of the Rus sian Or-
thodox Church in the global culture wars on the level of church diplomacy 

and of transnational NGOs and civil society networks. In this chapter, 
we add to this picture the level of Rus sian state diplomacy. Religion is a 
 factor that shapes Rus sian foreign policy (Curanović 2012). The Rus sian 
state acts as a moral conservative actor not only domestically through 
laws in support of traditional values, but also internationally through its 
state diplomacy in international institutions. In this chapter, we look at two 
international fora, the United Nations  Human Rights Council (UNHRC) 
and the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Eu rope (PACE), to show 
how Rus sian diplomats carry the Rus sian traditionalist agenda into the 
arena of international  human rights politics and thereby influence the 
dynamics of the global culture wars.

The chapter examines two cases: Russian- led debates on traditional val-
ues and on  family in the UNHRC between 2009 and 2016 and Rus sian 
diplomatic efforts on the topics of internet safety in PACE in 2013.  These 
cases are not only a showpiece for Rus sia’s emerging leadership role in the 
global culture wars; they also demonstrate that Rus sia, still a  great power 
in international relations, effectively changes the dynamic of global norm 
debates and increases the leverage of conservative positions in the interna-
tional  human rights arena. The two cases also show that the Rus sian ad-
ministration’s conservative position in international  human rights debates is 
the fruit of the conservative aggiornamento of the Rus sian Orthodox Church, 
whose ideological priorities are handed on to the Rus sian government 
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through a formal coordination between the Moscow Patriarchate and Rus-
sian state diplomacy.

Promoting Traditional Values and  Family in the UNHRC

Ever since its foundation, the workings of the UNHRC have been charac-
terized by a strug gle between universalists, actors who have promoted the 
implementation of universal  human rights standards on the one hand, 
and contextualists, actors who have argued that  human rights have to be 
realized— and thus relativized— according to specific religious, cultural, 
and po liti cal contexts on the other (Alston and Goodman 2012, Chapter 7; 
Lenzerini 2014).  These two groups  battle over the appropriate interpreta-
tion and global implementation of  human rights. Universalists promote the 
active inclusion of all individuals and  causes subject to potential  human 
rights violations that have hitherto not been addressed in a specific  human 
rights language:  women,  children, LGBTQ, disabled persons, and other 
marginalized and stigmatized groups. Contextualists argue against such a 
universal application of ever more detailed definitions of  human rights and 
their potential violations. They refer to religious, cultural, and historical 
traditions as legitimate sources of norms governing a society and advocate 
a restrictive application of  human rights law. Both universalists and con-
textualists make active use of the UN’s  human rights discourse and its pro-
cedures and institutions, but contextualists do so with a restrictive purpose 
that is diametrically opposed to the cause of universalist advocates of  human 
rights and, arguably, the UN bureaucracy itself. The contextualists’ cause 
is therefore frequently interpreted by universalist critics as an attack on and 
backlash against  human rights (Marshall 2017, 129). Though contextualist 
arguments are rooted in an intra- Western debate,1 the  human rights skep-
tical view is mostly associated with African, Asian, and  Middle Eastern 
countries (the Global South). Universalist positions are prima facie associated 
with Western liberal demo cratic countries, even though some countries—in 

1. The contexualist, cultural- relativist, and rights- skeptical positions on  human 
rights was first formulated in a 1947 statement by the Executive Board of the American 
Anthropological Association, which set the tone, stating that rights must be integrated 
in diff er ent cultures by “the only right and proper way of life that can be known to 
them, the institutions, sanctions and goals that make up the culture of their par tic u lar 
society” (cited in McCrudden 2014, 4).
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par tic u lar, the United States— have advocated both contextualist and uni-
versalist positions depending on the po liti cal orientation of the government. 
In the period  under scrutiny in this chapter—2009  until 2016— the Demo-
cratic administration  under President Barack Obama took a universalist 
stance, whereas the administration  under President Donald Trump ef-
fectively advocated positions similar to the Rus sian position. The Rus sian 
intervention analyzed in this chapter challenges the universalist- contextualist 
debate by presenting the conservative position as “truly” universal and the 
progressive universalist position as partisan.

The Traditional Values resolution promoted by the Rus sian Federation 
in the UNHRC between 2009 and 2013 had its origin in the Rus sian 
Orthodox Church’s discourse on  human rights described in Chapter 6— 
that is, in the church’s interpretation of Article 29 of the Universal Dec-
laration of  Human Rights, with its emphasis on duties and just requirements 
of morality. The Patriarch of Moscow and other members of the church 
had reiterated time and again the argument that Article 29 legitimizes 
contextual par ameters as guiding norms for the interpretation of  human 
rights. They thereby interpreted  human rights not in an individual, but in 
a social and public light. The focus was not on how  human rights protect 
individuals, but on how they enable them to do certain  things. The Rus sian 
Orthodox Church wanted to set a limit to the enabling side of  human rights, 
and it defined this limit in terms of “traditional morality.” However, Ar-
ticle 29 of the Universal Declaration, which was usually cited as the source 
for this idea by church officials, does not contain the term “traditional 
morality”; it speaks instead of “just requirement of morality . . .  in a demo-
cratic society.” In other words, the Universal Declaration indeed envisions 
limits for  human rights, but  these limits are understood as the fruit of a 
demo cratic pro cess. The speakers of the Moscow Patriarchate interpreted 
the meaning of Article 29 differently when, by using the term “traditional 
morality,” they sealed public morality off from change through demo cratic 
deliberation, preferring instead past practice and traditional mores as 
sources of legitimacy. Nonetheless, the argument has gained traction inside 
the UN  human rights system in ways we now analyze in more detail.

The Russian- led traditionalist agenda before the UNHRC in the period 
 under scrutiny mobilized a stable co ali tion of supporters from among non- 
Western UN member states—in par tic u lar, the countries of the Islamic 
Organ ization and from the Global South. It has also acquired considerable 
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support from conservative, mostly Christian, civil society actors in the West. 
 These groups formed a conservative co ali tion that pre sents itself as more 
in line with the original intention of the Universal Declaration than con-
temporary progressive promoters of  human rights. The traditionalist co ali tion 
has prevailed in all the UNHRC resolutions discussed in this chapter, and as 
a result, the liberal egalitarian  human rights position of Western states 
has become a minority opinion.

The seminars, reports, and submissions connected to the resolution “pro-
moting  human rights and fundamental freedoms through a better under-
standing of traditional values of humankind” span a period from 2009 
 until 2013 (see also Horvath 2016). The first resolution, 12/21, was presented 
by Valery Loshchinin, the representative of the Rus sian Federation to the 
 Human Rights Council at the time. It requested

to convene, in 2010, a workshop for an exchange of views on how a 
better understanding of traditional values of humankind underpin-
ning international  human rights norms and standards can contrib-
ute to the promotion and protection of  human rights and fundamental 
freedoms. (UNHRC 2009)

This resolution was  adopted against the votes of the Western countries and, 
one year  later, on October 4, 2010, the requested workshop entitled “Tra-
ditional Values and  Human Rights” took place at the United Nations Com-
mission on  Human Rights in Geneva. The press ser vice of the Moscow 
Patriarchate reported extensively on the workshop and the preceding reso-
lution, presenting it as the outcome of Kirill’s address to the General As-
sembly of the United Nations in March 2008. Among the participants at 
this workshop was Igumen Filip Ryabykh, representative of the Moscow 
Patriarchate in Strasbourg. In his speech at the seminar, he expressed the 
view that religious views on  matters of  human rights should be considered 
in the development and establishment of international  human rights stan-
dards to counteract efforts to promote a new generation of  human rights, 
such as “the right to sexual orientation, euthanasia, abortion, experimen-
tation with  human nature” (Ryabykh 2010). He specified the intention of 
the resolution as follows:

It is about time that the ideological mono poly in the sphere of  human 
rights is over . . .  from the point of view of democracy, it is impor tant 
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to provide an opportunity for representatives from diff er ent philosophi-
cal and moral views to participate in the development of the institution 
of  human rights.” (Ryabykh 2010)

At the seminar, the Permanent Mission of the Rus sian Federation in Ge-
neva or ga nized a reception that was attended by representatives of the dip-
lomatic corps and the seminar participants. At the ceremony, Ryabykh 
thanked Loshchinin “for his help for the Rus sian Orthodox Church” and 
praised the many years of cooperation between the diplomat and the Rus-
sian Orthodox Church (ROC 2010a).

In fact, Loshchinin had acted as cochair of the Working Group on Co-
operation between the Moscow Patriarchate and the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs since 2003, the year in which he helped to create this group with 
Patriarch Kirill, at the time head of the External Relations Department of 
the Rus sian Orthodox Church (MID 2003). The Working Group on Co-
operation between the Moscow Patriarchate and the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs does not have a website, but the press ser vice of the Moscow Patri-
archate regularly reports on the annual meetings. The minutes of  these 
meetings are not public, and the annual press releases do not give away 
information on the topics discussed. The only exception is the year 2010— 
that is, the year of the aforementioned seminar in Geneva— where we 
read that Metropolitan Hilarion (Alfeyev) and the deputy minister dis-
cussed the interaction of the church and the ministry on  human rights 
issues (ROC 2010b). The distribution of ceremonial awards by Patriarch 
Kirill to high- level diplomats inside the ministry appears as a permanent 
feature of this interaction (cf. ROC 2016).

From this interaction it is already evident that the Rus sian diplomatic 
effort on promoting  human rights through traditional values was the fruit 
of cooperation between the Foreign Office and the church. The coordination 
became even more evident in the next steps: In March 2011, the  Human Rights 
Council again  adopted a resolution entitled, “Promoting  Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms through a Better Understanding of Traditional 
Values of Humankind” (UNHRC 2011). Resolution 16/3 affirmed that 
“dignity, freedom and responsibility are traditional values.” It also noted “the 
impor tant role of  family, community, society and educational institutions in 
upholding and transmitting  these values.” Resolution 16/3 contained the re-
quest to the  Human Rights Council Advisory Committee to prepare a study 
on how a better understanding and appreciation of traditional values could 
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contribute to the promotion and protection of  human rights and to pre sent 
that study to the council before its twenty- first session.

By the time the twenty- first session started in September 2012, the study 
had not been finished, but the Rus sian rapporteur for the report, the dip-
lomat Vladimir Kartashkin, presented a preliminary study (UNHRC 
2012a). This study repeated the argument advanced by the Rus sian Ortho-
dox Church based on Article 29 of the Universal Declaration of  Human 
Rights, stating:

Any society or State has a system of “law— obligation— responsibility,” 
without which the fundamental rights and freedoms of the individ-
ual cannot be guaranteed. This close link is underlined in Article 29 
of the Universal Declaration of  Human Rights. (UNHRC 2012a)

The link between Article 29 and traditional values was not well received 
by the Advisory Committee of the UNHRC. In response, it presented its 
own “Study of the  Human Rights Council Advisory Committee on Pro-
moting  Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms through a Better Un-
derstanding of Traditional Values of Humankind,” substantially rewriting 
Kartashkin’s study and interpreting the traditionalist agenda strictly in con-
textualist terms, associating traditional values with debates on rights of 
indigenous  people, and not even mentioning Article 29. Already with its 
first sentence, the study sank the ship of the traditional- values agenda:

 There is no agreed definition of the term “traditional values of hu-
mankind.” The study invents a new term, “positive traditional val-
ues,” in order to emphasize that only some forms of traditional values 
consistent with the Universal Declaration of  Human Rights can be 
instrumental in the promotion, protection and implementation of in-
ternational  human rights in diverse social and cultural contexts, 
whereas  others can be harmful. (UNHRC 2012b)

The Eu ro pean Union also submitted a statement in response to the Tradi-
tional Values resolution, rejecting the  whole concept:

Traditional values are inherently subjective and specific to a certain 
time and place.  Human Rights are universal and inalienable. To in-
troduce the concept of “traditional values” into this discourse can 
result in a misleading interpretation of existing  human rights norms 
and undermine their universality. (Eu ro pean Union 2013)
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Judging from  these reactions, which basically dismantled the argument of 
promoting  human rights through traditional values, the carefully crafted 
strategy of the Moscow Patriarchate and the Rus sian Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs between 2009 and 2012 appeared wholly unsuccessful.

Nevertheless, the resolutions had sent out a power ful signal to conser-
vative actors across the globe (McCrudden 2014). Horsfjord concludes that, 
from the point of view of the traditionalists, the advisory board’s dismis-
sive study was “the hegemonic international  human rights discourse reas-
serting its power. It is the voice of ‘ these fellows’ who reflect ‘the opinion 
of a narrow circle of experts, functionaries, or noisy but well- organized 
minorities’ ” (Horsfjord 2017). This view— that the international  human 
rights regime is in the hands of a progressive elite—is shared by moral conser-
vatives in many Western countries and by many actors in countries of the 
Global South, where it becomes intermingled with the postcolonial critique 
of Western hegemony. Through the Traditional Values resolutions (and even 
through its failure), Rus sia sent a message to all of them that it was now 
on their side and ready to lead their cause.

And indeed, conservatives did not need to wait long for a new cause 
 under Rus sian leadership: Protection of the  Family— a standard topic on 
the conservative agenda, this time with no risk of misunderstanding. At 
the 26th Session of the UNHRC on June 25, 2014, the council was asked 
to vote on Resolution 26/11, entitled “Protection of the  Family” (UNHRC 
2014a). The resolution, which was presented by a group of countries in-
cluding Egypt and Rus sia, set forth a general aim to “strengthen family- 
centered policies and programs as part of an integrated, comprehensive 
approach to  human rights.” A group of countries that included the U.S. 
and Western Eu ro pean states tabled an amendment emphasizing that “in 
diff er ent cultural, po liti cal, and social systems, vari ous forms of the  family 
exist.” This amendment was not discussed  after Rus sia brought into play a 
no/action motion that was  adopted by a 22–20 majority. Resolution 26/11 
was eventually  adopted by a recorded vote of 26 to 14, with 6 abstentions. 
In the resolution, it was stated that “the  family has the primary responsi-
bility for the nurturing and protection of  children,” that  family is “the fun-
damental group unit of society and entitled to protection by society and 
the State,” and that the UNHRC should convene a panel discussion and 
prepare a report.

The Moscow Patriarchate does not seem to have been instrumental for 
this topic at the UNHRC—at least our research did not reveal the same 
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type of involvement as with the previous one. What we did find, however, 
is an active involvement of individuals and groups associated with the 
World Congress of Families, which we discussed in Chapter 7. The How-
ard Center for  Family, Religion and Society (at the time the American 
headquarters of the World Congress of Families) took part in a requested 
panel discussion, held on September 15, 2014, during the 27th session of 
the UNHRC (a report on this discussion was published on December 22, 
2014) (UNHRC 2014b), and the Rus sian CitizenGo website published a 
call on its website to support the Group of Friends of the  Family coordi-
nated by Rus sia (CitizenGo 2015).

The Rus sian involvement in the Protection of the  Family resolution in 
the UNHRC can be read as evidence for the fact that Rus sia is successful 
in taking over strategies and topics that are deeply rooted in the global cul-
ture wars— and maybe less successful in proposing topics of its own, like 
traditional values for the promotion of  human rights. Rus sian actors have 
become part of a continuous pro cess of sharing ideas, texts, and background 
information through which expertise on argumentation before the UN is 
being actively built up by conservative actors2 (United Families Interna-
tional & World Congress of Families 2017).

What is remarkable about the resolutions on Traditional Values and Pro-
tection of the  Family is that they mobilized a stable co ali tion among the 
UNHRC member states made up of Rus sia and the post- Soviet states, the 
countries of the Organ ization of Islamic Cooperation, and countries from 
the Global South. They  were met with consistent opposition from West-
ern Eu ro pean countries, the United States, and a few  others.3 Coalition- 
making over universalist- contextualist topics is, as we have already pointed 
out, not a novelty in the UN context (Stensvold 2017c; Hug and Lukács 
2014). In the past, the debates on defamation of religion (cf. Baumgart- 
Ochse 2015; Belnap 2010; Blitt 2011; Marshall 2011; Angeletti 2012; and 
Kayaoglu 2014) or dialogue of civilizations (Bettiza and Dionigi 2015) pur-
sued similar  causes. Additionally, the campaign and co ali tion for  family 
values are not novelties. Conservative mobilization against topics of sexual 

2. For a similar observation on the professionalization of religious NGOs, see 
Lehmann 2013.

3. A map of the cumulative voting results is included in Stoeckl and Medvedeva 
2018.
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orientation and gender identity in the  human rights context goes back to 
1994, when the Vatican, together with religious and nondenominational 
conservative NGOs and Islamic States, raised arguments about the natu-
ral and traditional  family at the Cairo Conference on Population and De-
velopment (Bob 2012). Together with the 1995 UN Conference in Beijing, 
 these two large UN conferences are considered by scholars as the starting 
point for global activism by the Christian Right network (Buss and Her-
man 2003; Haynes 2013).

What is new about the resolutions studied in this chapter is that the 
leader of this debate was Rus sia, supported by Muslim states and coun-
tries from the Global South. Heiner Bielefeldt, former UN Special Rap-
porteur on Freedom of Religion, confirmed to us that Rus sia has taken over 
the leader’s position in a discussion that, ten years ago, was associated with 
Muslim states (Interview 2017h). Indeed, Muslim states are still actively 
involved in the traditionalist agenda, and it was Egypt, not Rus sia, that 
tabled the resolution on the  family. However, Rus sia appears to have been 
acting  behind the scenes. One interviewee from the diplomatic corps of a 
post- Soviet country explained to us that it was Rus sia that initiated the 
Group of Friends of the  Family in 20144 (Interview 2017a).

Rus sia’s leadership role was corroborated by two interviewees from the 
NGO sector, one of whom said, “Rus sia is taking over. This is quite clear” 
(Interview 2018f). Rus sia is taking over the conservative agenda not only 
from the American Christian Right and the Muslim states, but, as this 
other interviewee made clear, also from the Holy See:

You have had the last four years a constant, a constant research by 
the Rus sians to create bridges and to gain a Holy See voice . . .  to sup-
port some of the agenda of Rus sia. And with some success. (Inter-
view 2017b)

Rus sia’s leadership role in the promotion of a traditionalist agenda in 
the UNHRC has opened a new phase in moral- conservative- norm protag-
onism at the UN. This new phase is characterized not by new topics, but 
by a new argumentative strategy of the conservative camp, directly related 
to the  human rights debate of the Rus sian Orthodox Church. The Rus-

4. This group included Bangladesh, Belarus, China, Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt, El 
Salvador, Mauritania, Morocco, Qatar, Rus sian Federation, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, 
and Uganda.
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sian Traditional Values initiative between 2009 and 2013 tried to pre sent 
itself as having a universalist agenda; it sought to blur and redraw the con-
ceptual bound aries between the universalist and contextualist positions in 
the  human rights discourse by calling into question the habitual distinc-
tion between the universalist position as liberal, egalitarian, and progres-
sive and the contextualist position as illiberal, restrictive, and relativist. 
Instead, the traditionalist agenda presented itself as conservative, but as 
equally universal as the liberal position promoted by Western states or, in-
deed, the UN bureaucracy itself. This reversal is most poignantly ex-
pressed in the following statement by the American Center for  Family & 
 Human Rights (C- Fam):

Only a few developed countries have changed their laws to recognize 
a special status for homosexual relationships, yet they argue this re-
quires a change to the universal, longstanding understanding of 
 family for all UN member states and UN policy. (C- Fam 2015)

The individualist egalitarian approach to  human rights, which has ha-
bitually been associated with the Western liberal position on  human rights, 
is depicted  here as elitist and sectarian (“few developed countries”) and the 
traditionalist position, which stands in the lineage of contextualist argu-
ments, is presented as truly universal (“all UN member states”). In this way, 
the traditionalist agenda turns around the liberal egalitarianism of its op-
ponents into a restrictive, elitist, and anti- pluralistic position.

The case study of the UNHRC demonstrates that from learning the cul-
ture wars, Rus sia and the Rus sian Orthodox Church have moved on to 
 doing the culture wars, aspiring to lead the conservative camp with their 
own ideas and initiatives. Yet our research has revealed that  there are also 
conservative actors who disagree with the Rus sian strategy. Not only have 
the resolutions on Traditional Values and Protection of the Families put 
Western states on the defensive; they have also put many traditionalist civil- 
society organ izations from Western countries in the awkward position of 
siding with a co ali tion of illiberal actors from Rus sia, the Islamic States, 
and the Global South. The traditionalist agenda polarizes and effectively 
blocks a broader debate about the sources and evolution of  human rights, 
reducing it to a “zero- sum clash of cultures and values” (McCrudden 2014, 
43). This is a prob lem for some actors who find the traditionalist agenda 
impor tant and in part persuasive, but do not agree with its strategy or want 
to side unconditionally with the states that promote it.
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One American interviewee from the NGO sector explained to us that 
his conservative Christian organ ization supported the traditionalist agenda 
promoted by Rus sia since 2012 but preferred not to appear too closely as-
sociated. Was it  really a good idea to have the country that locked out their 
missionaries book a room in the New York UN headquarters for a pro- 
family gathering? It was preferable, he explained, to ask Samoa or Viet-
nam for cosponsorship (Interview 2018f). Another NGO stakeholder 
remarked that in his view, Vatican diplomacy was cautious not to be as-
sociated too closely with the Rus sian agenda:

The Holy See has wanted to play always in the sense that it  won’t be 
only Rus sia, but a  couple of other countries too, especially to sup-
port [a] resolution, so that it  doesn’t appear that the Holy See is [un-
intelligible] to the interest of Rus sia. (Interview 2017b)

The view was corroborated by one further interviewee from a UN diplomatic 
del e ga tion who said that, while he actually supported the goals of the 
resolutions on Protection of the  Family, he did not support the “unhelpful 
and intense, prescriptive language” in which the debate had been couched 
(Interview 2018c). This interviewee admitted to finding the work of a lot 
of conservative NGOs who intervened in support of the Protection of the 
 Family resolution “unhelpful,” and specified, “I want every thing they want, 
but I disagree a hundred  percent about their strategy” (Interview 2018c).

 These actors, as we have argued in detail elsewhere (Stoeckl and Med-
vedeva 2018), find themselves in a communicative deadlock, or better put, 
a communicative double bind. A communicative double bind is a situa-
tion in which an individual is confronted with two conflicting demands, 
neither of which can be ignored or escaped. A subject in a double- bind situ-
ation is torn both ways, so that whichever demand he or she tries to meet, 
the other demand cannot be met. Developed in the context of clinical psy-
chol ogy (Bateson 1972), the communicative double bind describes well 
the situation of a par tic u lar group of actors in the context of debates inside 
the UNHRC over items on the traditionalist agenda— namely, the position 
of moderate conservative stakeholders.  These are, as expressed in the state-
ments presented  earlier, often religious NGOs supportive of the goals of 
the traditionalist agenda but unwilling to be associated with the illiberal 
and anti- democratic credentials of the leaders of the discussion. The exis-
tence of a communicative double bind was confirmed by Bielefeldt during 
our interview, when he said:
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The opposition created by the launching of the traditional values 
agenda is destructive.  These resolutions create a situation in which 
you are told “ either you buy traditionless freedom and a completely 
contextless, abstract freedom, or you buy tradition” and then you are 
per se in an anti- liberal context. This is appalling. Neither does it do 
justice to the real question, nor is it good for the discourse constella-
tion. But they [the traditionalists] have launched this divisive strat-
egy very cleverly and I believe  there is a lot of confusion. (Interview 
2017h)

From the perspective of sociology of religion,  these statements reveal the 
multivocality of religion and the need to make differentiations inside the 
religious camp, instead of identifying religions exclusively with the con-
servative position. The global culture wars have an effect on religions them-
selves, dividing them into a conservative and a liberal wing, and forcing 
moderates to take a side. In this way, a  middle ground for compromise dis-
appears. The traditionalist agenda inside the UN, spearheaded by Rus sia 
since 2009, has created a communicative situation in which moderate con-
servative actors stand to lose. It has pulled nonliberal views on  human 
rights out of the contextualist and culturalist corner into a universalism of 
its own making, directly in contrast with the individualistic egalitarian uni-
versalism of the liberal view on  human rights.

Rus sia’s Conservative Agenda in the Parliamentary  
Assembly of the Council of Eu rope

In the second part of this chapter, we add the case of the Council of Eu-
rope to this analy sis about the role of Rus sia and the Rus sian Orthodox 
Church in the international  human rights regime.5 The Rus sian interac-
tion with the Council of Eu rope was put on hold in 2014  after the unlaw-

5. The Council of Eu rope (founded in 1949 and not to be confused with the Eu-
ro pean Union) is an international organ ization whose stated aim is to uphold  human 
rights, democracy, and the rule of law in Eu rope. It has its seat in Strasbourg and 47 
member states (27 of which are also EU members). The Eu ro pean Court of  Human 
Rights is a body of the council, as is the Parliamentary Assembly (PACE), which is 
made up of 324 members of Parliament, delegated from the national parliaments of 
the member states. Rus sia, which joined the Council of Eu rope in 1996, has a del e-
ga tion of eigh teen members of parliament.
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ful annexation of Crimea from Ukraine. Relations resumed in 2019. The 
material analyzed in this section dates from the time before 2014. Rus sia’s 
relationship with the Council of Eu rope and the Eu ro pean Court of 
 Human Rights has already been analyzed in the lit er a ture (see Mälksoo 
and Benedek 2017; Henderson 2018; Holzhacker 2013; Jordan 2003); what 
we want to add in this short subchapter is a closer appraisal of the connec-
tions among Rus sian diplomatic initiatives in the Parliamentary Assembly 
of the Council of Eu rope, the Rus sian Orthodox Church’s discourse on 
traditional values, and the transnational moral conservative networks stud-
ied in this book.

The interaction of Rus sia and the Council of Eu rope repeats the pat-
tern already revealed by the previous case of the UNHRC. The Rus sian 
government uses the Council of Eu rope as a forum to advance its tradi-
tionalist agenda. One instance was the debate on social ser vices and child 
welfare, which essentially saw Rus sia as an opinion leader inside PACE for 
a restrictive approach to the legislation and practice of the removal of 
 children from families by public authorities. Inside Rus sia, this debate was 
discussed  under the heading of “juvenile justice.” Since we have already 
discussed this case in other publications (Stoeckl 2016; Uzlaner 2019) and 
it has also been analyzed by  others (see, for example, Höjdestrand 2016), 
we  will not reiterate our analy sis  here. What is impor tant to stress, in es-
sence, is that in the juvenile justice debate  there was a clear link between 
conservative groups inside the Rus sian Orthodox Church (at the time led 
by Archpriest Vsevolod Chaplin) and members of the United Rus sia 
Party delegated to the Council of Eu rope. The Rus sian diplomats pro-
moted the position that state authorities should interfere as  little as pos si-
ble with families. The idea that families should be treated as units and 
the rejection of specific individual  human rights instruments for the pro-
tection of  children and  women echoes the social conservative position on 
 family that we have already encountered in previous chapters.  Whether it 
is child welfare or domestic vio lence, the social- conservative position is 
always the same: the  family should not be “split up” by individual  human 
rights instruments.

However, Rus sian delegates to PACE not only pushed topics on the 
traditionalist agenda; they also used the strategy of reversing topics that, at 
first sight, appear neutral and bipartisan. Our new case concerns such an 
initiative. In July 2013, the Rus sian delegate to PACE, Robert Shlegel, sub-
mitted a Motion for a Recommendation entitled, “Coordinated Strategies 
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for Effective Internet Governance.” The motion stated a goal that appeared 
to invite broad consensus:

. . .  growth of cyber- crime, theft of money and personal data, fraud, 
unpunished defamation, threats, dissemination of extremist information, 
child pornography and malicious software have led to a slowdown 
in the use of the Internet compared with the rate of its expansion. . . .  
The task of creating legislation in this area should be systematic and 
international, and should be accomplished by concerted action of 
all member States of the Council of Eu rope. (PACE 2012)

Shlegel was subsequently nominated a rapporteur on “coordinated strate-
gies for effective Internet governance” and in this function participated in 
the UN Internet Governance Forum (IGF) held in Ba li, Indonesia, in Oc-
tober 2013 (PACE 2014). He did not end up writing a report on the sub-
ject, however,  because in 2014 the work of the Rus sian del e ga tion at the 
Council of Eu rope was suspended. In 2016, the topic was handed over to 
an Estonian member of Parliament, Andres Herkel, who completed the re-
port by 2019 (PACE 2019a). Herkel announced that in his report “the 
emphasis of the report, laid by Shlegel, would have to be changed,” and he 
raised the accusation that “this topic has been seen as a hidden attempt to 
probe the possibilities for restoring Rus sia’s rights [inside the Council of 
Eu rope]” (Press Release 2016). The news was reposted on Rus sian websites, 
where Herkel was promptly accused of being an Estonian nationalist hos-
tile to Rus sia (Regnum 2016).

Around 2012 and 2013, Shlegel, the Rus sian rapporteur, was an impor tant 
figure in the Kremlin’s ideological turn to traditional values.6 As a member 
of the youth organ ization “Nashi” [Ours], he supported this turn. His path 
also crossed with actors from the Rus sian Christian Right. In February 2013, 
he took part in a conference or ga nized by the League for Safe Internet (Liga 
Besopasnogo Interneta). This organ ization, founded in 2011, is part of the 
conservative enterprise set up by Konstantin Malofeev around his Saint 
Basil Foundation. Since 2018 it has been directed by Ekaterina Mizulina, 
the  daughter of the conservative Duma member Elena Mizulina.

For the Rus sian government, controlling the internet is a priority, and 
in the last years the Kremlin has developed laws and tools for  doing so 

6. In 2019, Shlegel reportedly left Rus sia and took German citizenship (Meduza 
2019a).
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(Sherwin 2019). For the Rus sian Orthodox Church, the topic of “internet 
safety” is relevant in the context of control of public speech and freedom 
of expression. In 2016, for example, the YouTube blogger Ruslan Sokolov-
skiy was prosecuted for uploading a video in which he plays Pokémon Go 
in the “Church on Blood in Honor of All Saints Resplendent in the Rus sian 
Land in Yekaterinburg” and was convicted of charges that included incit-
ing hatred and insulting the feelings of believers (see also Uzlaner and 
Stoeckl 2019). In short, in the context of Rus sia’s traditional- values discourse, 
internet governance to prevent the dissemination of extremist informa-
tion can amount to limitations of the freedom of expression more gener-
ally. PACE’s final recommendation based on the Herkel report expressed 
awareness of this hidden agenda  behind the topic of internet governance 
when it demanded that Council of Eu rope regulations should “prevent user 
protection and security requirements from becoming pretexts for silencing 
dissenting views and undermining media freedom” (PACE 2019b).

This spotlight on internet safety at the Council of Eu rope highlights two 
 things: first, the Rus sian social- conservative agenda does not stop at the clas-
sical culture war topics of  family, pro- life, and education. It actively creates 
new topics and politicizes them in a way that strategically fosters polariza-
tion between a liberal progressive and an illiberal restrictive understand-
ing of  human rights. The aim of Rus sian actions in international po liti cal 
fora is to put a brake on progressive  human rights universalism, and almost 
any area of  human rights activism is suitable for this strategic goal.

Second, the case also highlights that at the level of Rus sian state admin-
istrators, mid- level politicians and diplomats, and civil- society actors, the 
domestic and transnational dynamics of the Rus sian traditional- values 
agenda becomes increasingly complicated. Several scholars have tried to 
analyze  these groups to find out who controls whom and what their goals are. 
Schlegel, for example, has been called one of “the Kremlin’s Trojan Horses” 
in Western Eu rope (Polyakova et al. 2016). The evident connections between 
 these actors and the populist right in Western Eu rope have also attracted 
the attention of scholars and investigative journalists (see, for example, 
Shekhovtsov 2017; Pomerantsev 2012, 2013). Like puzzle pieces,  these 
studies add to the complex picture of Rus sian transnational conservative- 
norm mobilization.

From our analy sis in this book, the map of Rus sian transnational conservative- 
norm mobilization is characterized by one generalizable trajectory: from 
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“learning the culture wars” to “ doing the culture wars.” This way of looking 
at  things places the Rus sian conservative turn firmly in a global dynamic 
of social progressive– social conservative polarization rather than looking 
for the roots of the traditional- values discourse exclusively in the Ortho-
dox tradition or in Rus sian civilization. The motor  behind this pro cess of 
inscribing Rus sia and Rus sian Orthodoxy into the global culture wars 
was, as we have shown in this book, the conservative aggiornamento of the 
Rus sian Orthodox Church. It was the church that defined the climate of 
debate, the topics and the habitus of the Rus sian social conservatives. How-
ever, it was not the Moscow Patriarchate that turned this program into a 
pervasive domestic and foreign po liti cal agenda, but the Kremlin. Once 
the Rus sian government picked up the traditional- values agenda in 2012, 
this became a call to arms for all sorts of actors, politicians, bureaucrats, 
and diplomats to become culture warriors. The result is the vast array of 
NGOs, foundations, networks, events, policy initiatives, and declarations 
we have described in the last four chapters, all ready to claim Rus sian 
leadership of The Moralist International.
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We conclude this book in a time of war. Rus sia has waged a mili-
tary invasion on Ukraine, and Western countries have imposed 

sanctions on Rus sia. The current events  will change the fortunes of the 
Moralist International in ways that are difficult to predict, but just like a 
car in full speed covers a certain breaking distance before it stops, Rus sia’s 
weight inside the global culture wars produces a momentum of continu-
ity. When the Patriarch of the Rus sian Orthodox Church motivated the 
Rus sian aggression in the language of global moral conservatism, saying 
that a military intervention was justified  because Rus sia needed to fight off 
a power ful liberal West that wanted to impose gay parades on the Orthodox, 
commentators on the Christian Right in the West thought he actually had 
a point (Dreher 2022).

The story of the Moralist International, which we have told in this book, 
qualifies the myth of Rus sia as a stronghold of Christian values rooted in 
a thousand- year history. It sheds light on Rus sia’s recent past, when it was 
not the power ful defender of conservative values as it now pre sents itself, 
but a disoriented, demoralized society imagining itself as a man falling into 
a waterfall and happy to receive any pos si ble help from foreign partners. 
The story of The Moralist International is at odds with the view current 
among many  people on the Christian Right in the West who see Rus sia as 
a dreamland of au then tic Christian tradition, unspoiled by left- liberal in-
fluences. In fact, what they—in par tic u lar, American Evangelicals— see in 
Rus sia  today is to a certain extent the harvest of a seed they planted thirty years 
ago. Pro- life and pro- family activism, homeschooling, and the rejection of 

Epilogue
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gender rights are four concrete policy areas in which Rus sians have taken 
lessons from Western actors. Around  these topics, the Rus sian Orthodox 
Church, Rus sian lay activists, and state actors developed a consistent do-
mestic and international moral conservative agenda that turned Rus sia 
into a key player on the conservative side of the global culture wars.

The close entanglement of moral conservatives from Rus sia, Eu rope, and 
the U.S. has been built over years, during which Rus sian actors operated 
transnationally through diff er ent institutions and organ izations: the Rus-
sian Orthodox Church, civil society organ izations, and Rus sian state di-
plomacy.  These three institutional levels  were related to each other, but this 
relation was not one of a  simple command chain with the Kremlin on the 
top. The conservative aggiornamento of the Rus sian Orthodox Church is 
the key to understanding this development. Yet not all the developments 
described in this book took place  under the umbrella of the Rus sian Or-
thodox Church, and we are thus confronted with a maze of actors, initia-
tives, policies, organ izations, and networks that worked both with and 
against each other in the name of moral conservatism. The “Moralist In-
ternational” in the title of our book is precisely this field of actors, initia-
tives, policies, organ izations, and networks that, on the one hand, represent 
Rus sia in the global culture wars and, on the other hand, represent the global 
culture wars to Rus sia.

For many years, moral conservatives across Rus sia, Eu rope, the U.S., 
and the Global South have seen themselves as struggling with the same 
“enemies”: secularism, liberalism, and sexual and reproductive rights. In 
the period that we describe in this book, the greater international visi-
bility and outreach that they achieved, thanks to joint efforts, played to 
every body’s advantage. Before February 2022, we would therefore have 
concluded that the motivation to continue to follow this path was likely 
to remain strong and that Rus sian actors would continue to play a special 
role in the World Congress of Families, the global homeschooling move-
ment, the Catholic- Orthodox alliances, or inside the UN’s Friends of the 
 Family group. In which ways does Rus sia’s war against Ukraine change this 
picture?

The Moralist International has always been a complex and paradoxical 
phenomenon, consisting of unexpected partners with their own goals and 
diff er ent domestic agendas. As a  matter of fact, the Moralist International 
has already changed  faces many times. The Vatican, which was the first 
international leader of the conservative camp, has by now become a  great 
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disappointment for the American Christian Right: against the backdrop 
of sexual scandals, Pope Francis replaced the socially conservative stance 
with a more moderate rhe toric vis- à- vis progressive social and cultural trends. 
Another conservative alliance, that between the American Christian Right 
and Muslims (which Clifford Bob called the “baptist- burqa” network), 
turned out to be no less fragile. Just like 9/11 put an end to the collabora-
tion between the Christian Right and Muslims, the war against Ukraine 
is likely to halt the vertiginous rise of Rus sia inside the Moralist Interna-
tional. As a consequence of this war, Rus sia  will have lost moral credibility 
to act as a leader and reference point inside the Moralist International in the 
 future. The warmongering of the Patriarch of Moscow disqualifies the 
Rus sian Orthodox Church for dialogue with Western churches and inside 
the Orthodox world; the trademark “Rus sia as a stronghold of conservative 
values,” which was so carefully constructed by the Rus sian partners of the 
World Congress of Families and pro- life activists, loses persuasiveness in 
the light of indiscriminate vio lence, and Rus sia’s weight in international 
institutions diminishes. However, in ultraconservative Christian Right cir-
cles (Riccardi- Swartz 2019), Rus sia’s aggression— and the Western sanctions 
in response— may also have a galvanizing effect. Actors on the Christian 
Right both in Rus sia and in the West  will be receptive to the justification 
of Rus sia’s war against Ukraine in moral conservative terms (“fighting off 
gay parades”). With the decision to attack Ukraine, Rus sia has turned the 
culture wars into a real war, adding a new, terrifying dimension to the Moral-
ist International.

From a culture- wars perspective, a society is the battleground for two 
social forces, one progressive and one conservative, that are in a  bitter con-
test over the  future and destiny of the  people. The perspective that we 
have taken in this book, on the contrary, is that the culture- wars perspec-
tive itself creates this polarization. Most observers of the (global) culture 
wars have assumed that in transnational value conflicts  there  will always 
be a progressive and a conservative camp in competition with each other 
and that  these two camps are kind of co- constitutive. Inevitably some read-
ers of our book  will point out that we have omitted the LGBT and other 
progressive NGOs that poured into post- Soviet Rus sia during the 1990s; 
that we have ignored the power of foundations like the Open Society In-
stitute, which funded liberal educational programs and civil society activism 
in Rus sia just like the Bradley Foundation or Templeton funded conserva-
tive ones— that we have, in short, not told both sides of the story.
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As a  matter of fact, it was not our intention to tell both sides of the story; 
further, the empirical evidence that we found did not support the pres-
ence of a robust progressive movement. With regard to Rus sia, the view 
that we are confronted with a situation of “progressive action– conservative 
reaction” does not correspond to the real ity on the ground. Rus sian con-
servatism developed and flourished without strong socially progressive 
forces on the national horizon. Instead, the progressive groups and liberal 
NGOs that existed inside Rus sia since the 1990s  were sidelined, if not shut 
down, and conservatism has become the dominant social imaginary. The 
public hysteria inside Rus sia about “foreign agents” has created a situation 
in which liberal and pro- democratic groups  were marginalized and alter-
native visions of the po liti cal identity and destiny of Rus sian society  were 
silenced.

In conclusion, we want to stress that the division of the public into two 
camps that is characteristic of the culture wars is just one pos si ble response 
to the deep pluralism of con temporary socie ties. Polarization as a response 
to pluralism is highly problematic and “learning the culture wars” has 
meant that other aspects of civil and Christian life in Rus sia have not been 
learned or that they run the danger of being unlearned, forgotten. The 
 human rights activism of Orthodox dissidents during the Soviet period, 
the religious philosophical writings of the under ground, or the demands to 
open church archives in a search for truth on Soviet- time collaboration are 
 today no longer pre sent in the public discourse of the Orthodox Church. 
Instead, the church leadership has fully backed up an autocratic Rus sian 
state that uses the protection of traditional values as a pretext for war, for 
censorship and repression of freedoms. In this book, we have analyzed how 
Rus sia and how the Rus sian Orthodox Church arrived at this point. At the 
end of our reconstruction of Rus sia’s culture war story—we find a Rus sia 
at war.
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Homeschooling Activists,” published in Global Networks 21(4) (2020): 681–
702, by Julia Mourão Permoser and Kristina Stoeckl. The first section of 
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1. A complete list of publications from the POSEC proj ect and open access to all 
published articles can be found  here: https:// zenodo . org / communities / postsecularconflicts 
/  ? page=1&size=20.
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Interviews
Interview. 2017a. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 

a member of the diplomatic corps to the UN of a post- Soviet country. Place: 
The interview was conducted via Skype. Original language: Rus sian (all quotes 
have been translated by April French). Date: February 23, 2017.

— — —. 2017b. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
a Eu ro pean stakeholder from the NGO sector. Place: The interview was 
conducted via Skype. Original language: En glish. Date: June 16, 2017.

— — —. 2017c. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
a pro- life activist. Place: Moscow. Original language: Rus sian (translation by 
the authors). Date: January 28, 2017.

— — —. 2017d. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
a Rus sian Evangelical leader. Place: Moscow. Original language: En glish. 
Date: 03.02.2017.

— — —. 2017e. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
Alexey Komov. The interviewee agreed to waive confidentiality. Place: Moscow. 
Original language: Rus sian (translation by the authors). Date: January 31, 2017.

— — —. 2017f. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
Anatolij Antonov, Rus sian cofounder of the World Congress of Families. The 
interviewee agreed to waive confidentiality. Place: Moscow. Original language: 
Rus sian (translation by the authors). Date: February 3, 2017.

— — —. 2017g. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
Gerald Huebner at Homeschooling Congress in Italy. The interviewee agreed 
to waive confidentiality. Place: Rome. Original language: En glish. Date: 
May 19, 2017.
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— — —. 2017h. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
Heiner Bielefeldt, former UN Ambassador for Religious Freedom. The 
interviewee agreed to waive confidentiality. Place: The interview was 
conducted via Skype. Original language: German (translation by the 
authors). Date: January 16, 2017.

— — —. 2017i. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
Maxim Obukhov. The interviewee agreed to waive confidentiality. Place: 
Moscow. Original language: Rus sian (translation by the authors). Date: 
January 14, 2017.

— — —. 2017j. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
church administrator. Place: Moscow. Original language: Rus sian (translation 
by the authors). Date: January 14, 2017.

— — —. 2018a. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
a participant at the Homeschooling Congress in Rus sia. Place: Moscow. 
Original language: En glish. Date: May 5, 2018.

— — —. 2018b. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
a pro- life activist. Place: Moscow. Original language: Rus sian (translation by 
the authors). Date: February 9, 2018.

— — —. 2018c. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
a UN diplomat. Place: New York. Original language: En glish. Date: 
February 23, 2018.

— — —. 2018d. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
Allan Carlson. The interviewee agreed to waive confidentality. Place: 
Moscow. Original language: En glish. Date: May 19, 2018.

— — —. 2018e. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
an American Participant at the Homeschooling Congress in Rus sia. Place: 
Moscow. Original language: En glish. Date: May 19, 2018.

— — —. 2018f. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
an American stakeholder from the NGO sector. Place: The interview was 
conducted via Skype. Original language: En glish. Date: February 23,  
2018.

— — —. 2018g. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
two anonymous American participants in the Homeschooling Congress in 
Rus sia. Place: Moscow. Original language: En glish. Date: May 18, 2018.

— — —. 2018h. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
Vsevolod Chaplin. The interviewee agreed to waive confidentiality. Place: 
Moscow. Original language: Rus sian (translation by the authors). Date: 
February 7, 2018.

— — —. 2018i. Interview conducted in the context of the POSEC proj ect with 
former American NGO leader. Place: The interview was conducted via 
Skype. Original language: En glish. Date: November 21, 2018.
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depravity stories, 80
Dignitatis Humanae (Second Vatican 

Council), 89
diplomacy, 92, 100, 115, 136–51, 154
Dobrenkov, Vladimir, 56
Dobson, James, 39–42
domestic violence, 1–2, 1n2, 3, 101, 106, 109, 

117, 148
Donnelly, Mike, 117
Dreher, Rod, 24, 61, 65
Dugin, Alexander G., 56–57

education. See homeschooling movement
Equal Rights Amendment, 23
Evangelicalism, 74, 99–100
Experience of Moral Orthodox Theology in 

Apologetic Lighting, The (Stelletsky), 20

Falwell, Jerry, 38, 80
Families before and after Perestroika: Russian 

and U.S. Perspectives, 47–48
family, 20–21, 61–64, 106
Figes, Orlando, 15

1 Corinthians, 21
1 John, 69
Focus on the Family, 39–43, 49, 92
Francis, Pope, 97–98
Fukuyama, Francis, 26
fundamentalism, 8, 12, 17, 22, 68, 75, 98, 101

Gallaher, Brandon, 21
Gates, Bill, 85
Gates, Melinda, 85
Gay, Robert, 113
gender-theory, 113
Gessen, Masha, 104n1
GHEX. See Global Home Education Exchange 

(GHEX)
Glanzer, Perry, 38–39
Global Gag Rule, 135
Global Home Education Exchange (GHEX), 

116, 116n11, 117–18
Gorbachev, Mikhail, 15n1, 32, 42n5
Graham, Billy, 52, 74. See also Billy Graham 

Evangelistic Association
Graham, Franklin, 100
Gramsci, Antonio, 85

Habermas, Jürgen, 3, 17–18, 90
Herman, Didi, 54
homeschooling movement, 114–25
Home School League Defense Association 

(HSLDA), 116, 116n10, 117
Horowitz, Irving Louis, 54
HSLDA. See Home School League Defense 

Association (HSLDA)
Huebner, Gerald, 116n11, 117
human rights, 10, 88–94, 106, 137, 137n1, 

140–41, 144–45. See also Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights

Hunter, James Davison, 2, 4–5, 22–23, 25, 76

individualism, 16, 31, 145, 147
Inglehart, Ronald, 3
internet, 149–50
Inter-Religious Council of Russia, 73
Islam, 27–28, 74, 92, 144
Ivanov, Anatolii, 31

Jacobs, Larry, 55–56
Jenkins, Philip, 28
John, Gospel of, 69
John Templeton Foundation, 96–97
John XXIII, Pope, 8

Kaleda, Gleb, 21, 108–9
Kartashkin, Vladimir, 141
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Kaufmann, Eric, 115
Keck, Margaret E., 9
Khomyakov, Vladimir, 1
Kirill, 68–73, 79, 88–90, 98, 101, 131
Klassicheskie Besedy, 122–25
Knorre, Boris, 98
Komov, Alexey, 85, 107–8, 111, 113, 120–25
Kon, Igor, 34
Kuby, Gabriele, 113
Kuznetsov, Feliks, 30

Law on Freedom of Conscience and Religious 
Associations, 39n4

laws: on abortion, 130; on immoralism, 10; on 
purity, 79–80; Yarovaya, 100

League for Safe Internet (Liga Besopasnogo 
Interneta), 149–50

Lega, 111–12
Legoida, Vladimir, 84
Lehman, Karsten, 26
Lewis, Andrew, 19
LGBT ideology, 7–8
LGBT lobby, 80
liberalism, 10, 16, 32, 69–70, 81
Loshchinin, Valery, 139–40
Love, Marriage and Family in Eastern Orthodox 

Perspective (Dedon and Tostyanskiy, eds.), 
21

Luehrmann, Sonja, 44–45

Mace, David R., 61
Magister, Sandro, 94
Makrides, Vasilios, 19–20
Malakis, Philip, 121
Malofeev, Konstantin, 110, 112–13, 112n8,  

149
Manhattan Declaration, 94
Mannheim, Karl, 50–51
Mark, Gospel of, 69
marriage, 21, 54, 62, 84, 92, 102, 102n8
Marsden, Lee, 27
Marxism, 31, 48, 85–86, 119
masculinity, 66–67
Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado Civil Rights 

Commission, 102, 102n8
Matskovsky, Mikhail, 40–41
Matthew, Gospel of, 69
McGuckin, John, 21
Medvedev, Dmitry, 75
Mexico City Policy, 135
Milonov, Vitaly, 79, 131
minorities, 28, 70, 80, 83, 142
Mizulina, Elena, 79, 131
modernity, 3–6, 8, 18

Mohler, Albert, 52
monasticism, 19–21
Moral Code of the Builder of Communism, 

35–36, 35n3
Moral Majority, 38
Morris, Henry, 121
Moscow Creation Society, 121–22
Moss, Kevin, 104n1
Mouráo Permoser, Julia, 5–6
Movsesian, Mark, 92
Moynihan, Robert, 94–95

New Left, 7n5
Next Christendom, The (Jenkins), 28
Nichols, Lawrence T., 51, 62
Nisbet, Robert, 53–54
norm entrepreneurship, 3, 3n3, 9
Norms of Faith as a Norm of Life (Kirill), 68

Obama, Barack, 102, 138
Obergefell v. Hodges, 102, 102n7
Obukhov, Maxim, 44, 133
“On Approving the Strategy for the Develop-

ment of Education in the Russian 
Federation for the Period until 2025,” 77

Østbø, Jardar, 34

PACE. See Parliamentary Assembly of the 
Council of Europe (PACE)

Parenting toward the Kingdom: Orthodox 
Christian Principles of Child-Rearing 
(Malakis), 121

Parfent’ev, Pavel, 107, 116–17
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of 

Europe (PACE), 136, 147–51, 147n5
Patriarchal Commission for the Family,  

Protection of Motherhood and Childhood, 
107–9

patriarchy, 16, 66–67
Pence, Mike, 54
People’s Council, 1, 98
perestroika, 15, 15n1, 31–32
Perversion for Profit (film), 52
Pickel, Susanne, 52
Potikha, Vladimir, 134
progressivism, 3, 5, 7, 11, 19, 22, 28
pro-life movement, 43–45, 110, 126–35
Protestantism, 18–19, 21, 23, 28, 53, 74, 88, 93, 

121–22
Pro Vita, 112
purity, 79–80
Pussy Riot, 75
Putin, Vladimir, 10, 35–36, 75–76, 84, 87, 101, 

105, 129
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Ratzinger, Joseph, 94. See also Benedict XVI, 
Pope

Reagan, Ronald, 135
Reno, R. R., 99
Ridiger, Aleksii, 32
Right’s Turn in Conservative Christian Politics, 

The (Lewis), 19
Rimashevskaya, Natalia, 63
Roe v. Wade, 23
Russian Center for Family Policy, 2
Russian Orthodox Church: as agent of change, 

68; Catholic Church and, 93–99; 
conservatism and, 29–30, 78–79; conserva-
tive aggiornamento and, 68–69, 88–92, 132; 
and “fundamental confrontation of our 
age,” 67–72; human rights and, 91, 140–45; 
perestroika and, 31–32; pro-life movement 
and, 127–32; public opinion on, 82–84; 
Putin and, 87; social ethics and, 19–21; 
spiritual-moral values and, 34–35; World 
Congress of Families and, 107

Russian Orthodox Church’s Teaching on Human 
Dignity, Freedom and Rights, 89

Ryabykh, Igumen Filip, 139–40

Sacred Space Is Never Empty, A: A History of 
Soviet Atheism (Smolkin), 30

Saint Andrew the First-Called Foundation, 
110, 133

Saint Basil the Great Charitable Foundation, 
110

Saint Gregory the Theologian Charitable 
Foundation, 95

Saints Petr and Fevrona Foundation for the 
Support of the Family and Demography, 108

Schleiermacher, Friedrich, 18
Schmidt, Thomas M., 18
Secondhand Time (Alexievich), 15
Second Vatican Council, 4n4, 8, 17–18, 88–89, 

94–95
secularism, 10, 16, 18–19, 52, 54, 68–69, 73, 91, 

93–94, 98–99, 113, 115–16, 154
sensate culture, 50–53, 57, 59–61, 64
sexual revolution, 33–34, 57, 60–61, 63, 85
Shall the Religious Inherit the Earth? 

(Kaufmann), 115
Shamolina, Irina, 107, 121–25
Shevchenko, Ivan, 47
Shishkov, Andrey, 99–100, 113
Shlegel, Robert, 148–49
Sikkink, Kathryn, 9
Silent Scream (film), 44
Sipko, Yuri, 100
Slavophilism, 32, 60

Smirnov, Dmitry, 79, 107–8, 107n5, 108–10, 
118, 121

Smolkin, Victoria, 30–31
SMV. See spiritual-moral values (SMV)
Social and Cultural Dynamics (Sorokin), 58
Social Doctrine of the Russian Orthodox 

Church, 89
Sokolovskiy, Ruslan, 150
Solzhenitsyn, Alexander, 47, 53–55
Sorokin, Pitirim A., 50–65
Soros, George, 85
Soviet Union: abortion in, 43–44; August 

Putsch in, 42n5; birthrate in, 49; Dobson 
and, 42; fall of, 15–16, 57, 63; Moscow 
Patriarchate in, 20; in roots of social 
conservatism, 30–36

Spadaro, Antonio, 97
Sperling, Valerie, 78
Stalin, Joseph, 86
Stelletsky, Nicholas, 20
Stensvold, Anne, 26
Stroop, Christopher, 104n1

totalitarianism, 23–24, 40, 94
Trump, Donald, 54, 102, 135, 138

Ukraine, 97, 99, 111–12, 148. See also  
Crimea

United Nations Human Rights Council 
(UNHRC), 136–48

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
89–90, 105, 114–15, 138, 141

Vatican II, 4n4, 8, 17–18, 88–89, 94–95
Vodolazkin, Evgeniy, 99
VRNS. See World Russian People’s Council 

(Vsemirniyj Russkij Narodnyj Sobor, 
VRNS)

Wagner, Peter, 4–5
Weigel, George, 99
Whisperers, The (Figes), 15
Why Can’t We Love Them Both (Willke), 44
Williams, Daniel K., 39
Willke, Barbara, 44
Willke, John, 44
Women, Family and Children Issue Commit-

tee, 130
World Aflame (Graham), 52
World Congress of Families, 2, 8, 45–49, 53, 

55, 65, 101, 104–5, 104n1, 105n3, 106–14, 
107n5, 116

World Russian People’s Council (Vsemirniyj 
Russkij Narodnyj Sobor, VRNS), 84, 112
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Yakovets, Yuri, 63–64
Yakunin, Vladimir, 110–11
Yakunina, Natalya, 110, 133
Yampolskaya, Svetlana, 42
Yarovaya laws, 100
Yeltsin, Boris, 42n5

Za prava sem’ i (For Family Rights), 116
Za zhizn’, 134
Zimmerman, Carle, 52–53
Zimmerman, Shirley, 48
Zorkaltsev, Viktor, 77
Zyuganov, Gennadii, 34
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Kristina Stoeckl is Professor of Sociology at the University of Innsbruck, 
Austria. The most recent of her books are The Rus sian Orthodox Church 
and  Human Rights (Routledge, 2014) and Rus sian Orthodoxy and Secular-
ism (Brill, 2020).

Dmitry Uzlaner is research fellow at the Moscow School of Social and 
Economic Sciences, Rus sia. The most recent of his books are The Postsecu-
lar Turn: How to Think about Religion in the Twenty- First  Century (in Rus-
sian, Izdatel’stvo instituta gaiidara, 2020), The End of Religion? A History 
of the Theory of Secularization (in Rus sian, Higher School of Economics 
Press, 2019), and Con temporary Rus sian Conservatism: Prob lems, Paradoxes, 
and Perspectives (Brill, 2019, co- edited with Mikhail Suslov).
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orthodox chris tian ity and  
con temporary thought

SERIES EDITORS
Aristotle Papanikolaou and Ashley M. Purpura

Christina M. Gschwandtner, Welcoming Finitude:  Toward a  
Phenomenology of Orthodox Liturgy

Pia Sophia Chaudhari, Dynamis of Healing: Patristic Theology and the Psyche

Brian A. Butcher, Liturgical Theology  after Schmemann: An Orthodox 
Reading of Paul Ricoeur. Foreword by Andrew Louth.

Ashley M. Purpura, God, Hierarchy, and Power: Orthodox Theologies  
of Authority from Byzantium.

George E. Demacopoulos, Colonizing Chris tian ity: Greek and Latin 
Religious Identity in the Era of the Fourth Crusade.

George E. Demacopoulos and Aristotle Papanikolaou (eds.), Orthodox 
Constructions of the West.

John Chryssavgis and Bruce V. Foltz (eds.),  Toward an Ecol ogy of  
Transfiguration: Orthodox Christian Perspectives on Environment, Nature, 
and Creation. Foreword by Bill McKibben. Prefatory Letter by Ecumenical 
Patriarch Bartholomew.

Aristotle Papanikolaou and George E. Demacopoulos (eds.), Orthodox 
Readings of Augustine [available 2020]
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Lucian N. Leustean (ed.), Orthodox Chris tian ity and Nationalism in 
Nineteenth- Century Southeastern Eu rope.

John Chryssavgis (ed.), Dialogue of Love: Breaking the Silence of Centuries. 
Contributions by Brian E. Daley, S.J., and Georges Florovsky.

George E. Demacopoulos and Aristotle Papanikolaou (eds.), Chris tian ity, 
Democracy, and the Shadow of Constantine.

Aristotle Papanikolaou and George E. Demacopoulos (eds.),  
Fundamentalism or Tradition: Chris tian ity  after Secularism

Georgia Frank, Susan R. Holman, and Andrew S. Jacobs (eds.), The Garb 
of Being: Embodiment and the Pursuit of Holiness in Late Ancient Chris tian ity

Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew, In the World, Yet Not of the World: 
Social and Global Initiatives of Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew. Edited 
by John Chryssavgis. Foreword by Jose Manuel Barroso.

Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew, Speaking the Truth in Love:  
Theological and Spiritual Exhortations of Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew. 
Edited by John Chryssavgis. Foreword by Dr. Rowan Williams,  
Archbishop of Canterbury.

Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew, On Earth as in Heaven: Ecological 
Vision and Initiatives of Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew. Edited by 
John Chryssavgis. Foreword by His Royal Highness, the Duke of 
Edinburgh.

Davor Džalto, Anarchy and the Kingdom of God: From Eschatology to 
Orthodox Po liti cal Theology and Back.

Ina Merdjanova (ed.),  Women and Religiosity in Orthodox Chris tian ity.

Sarah Riccardi- Swartz, Between Heaven and Rus sia: Religious Conversion 
and Po liti cal Apostasy in Appalachia.

Kristina Stoeckl and Dmitry Uzlaner, The Moralist International: Rus sia 
in the Global Culture Wars.
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